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INTRODUCTION

The Indians have been in South Africa for more than a hun-
dred years. Although they were initinlly confined to Natal,
small Indian communities are found today in virtually every
sizable town or city outside the Orange Free State.l) The
Indian community found themselves in a cultural milieu to-
tally different from their own. Apart from the relatively
small Malay community at the Cape, they were the only Qther
people of Eastern extraction in the country. They were not
only set apart from the rest of the South African population
by virtue of their distinctive cultural characteristics such
as general way of life, language, and religion, but a social
distance inevitably arose from the already existing norma-
tive pe.tterns governing White - non-White relations in gene-
ral at the time of their arrival. Nevertheless the changed
physical, cultural and social environment had to have a con-
siderable influence on their adaptation in the new situation
in the long run. It has often been noted by students of im-
migrant comrnuvities across the world that there are numerous
conflicting forces operating toward facilitating assimila-
tion of the immigrant community into the host society on the
one hand, and toward the building up of a resistance to such
assimilation on the other. In South Africa these factors
have been extremely complex in character owing to the hetero-
goniety of the population and to historical developments.
In spite of indications of increasing assimilation, inte-
rest has constantly been aroused by the way the Indians in;
South Africa have succeeded in maintaining their ethnic
identity. Indians in various parts of the country have
reacted differently to the complex of forces affecting them.
Where their numbers, ecological distribution and group homo-

1) This is due to early restrictions on the entrance of In-
dians into the erstwhile Republic, and later Province,
of the Orange Free State. Cf. pp. 39-40.
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geniety made it possible, they formed relatively exclusive
and self-sufficient co~~unities.
ways the case.

This was, however, not al-

The Indians resident in the metropolitan region of greater
Cape Town are in this respect one of the most interesting
case s. A number of variables seem to be of special signifi-
cance here, such as the presence of the older Moslem Malay
community, the fact that the Indians constitute a very small
numerical minority, and have not shown the tendency so com-
mon to immigrant communities to settle in segregated "pock-

There is the further question as to what the possible
effects of future compulsory segregation, as a result of the
Group Areas Act, might be.2) A number of sociological issues
present themselves immediately: the extent to which the In-
dians in Cape Town constitute a socially integrated and self-
conscious community; the main factors influencing intra-
group and inter-group divisions and relations; the degree
of cultural and biological integration that has already taken
place with the rest of the population. The above issues
may rightly be considered aspects of the more general pheno-
menon of social solidarity.

The total absence of earlier recorded research on the basic
characteristics of these people, led the writer to abandon
his original intention of attempting a delimited highly
structured investigation into the solidarity patterns of the
Cape Indian s. Such a study would necessarily be open to
serious inadequacies and bias because of a lack of essential
background data and perspective. Because of these and more
theoretical considerations, due to the highly tentative na-
ture of most minority group "theories", the present study de-
veloped very much in the direction of a general exploratory
investigation concerning the South African Indian and minor-

2) Cf. p. 44.
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ity relations in genere.l. It is hoped to further system-
atic knowledge of these phenomena? and to arrive at a few
specific hypotheses concerninc social solidarity in minority
groups. These could then be tested through subsequent more
controlled observation.

An attempt is first made at a clarification of the major
concepts which will be employed. Irhese concepts must be
drawn together in a tentative theoretical framework within
which observations are to be presented. It will be follow-
ed by a brief account of the political, social and economical
history of the Indians in South Africa up to the present day.
The ensuin~ chapters sketch the chief characteristics of the
Indian population in the Cape Peninsula against the back-
ground of broader ethnical relations in South Africa. In
conclusion it will be attempted to formulate tentative gene-
ralisations concerning the integration of the Cape Indi&n
community, thereby arriving B.t specific hypotheses having
\Jviderapplicability in connection wi th solidarity in minor-
ity groups.
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CHAPTER I

MINORITY GROUPS

1. The Concept of Minority Gro~

The study of minority groups, sometimes also referred to as

inter-group, inter-cultural, or ethnic relations, has al-

ready risen to the status of a recognised speciality in so-

ciology. The failure to reach consensus 8S to what precise

definition should be ascribed to the term minority group, is

one of the factors that have undoubtedly contributed to the

difficulties encountered in delineating the boundaries and

contents of this speciality and codifying the plethora of em-

pirical findings into a coherent theory of minority groups.

There nevertheless seems to be unanimity on one point, namely

that the distinction between majority and minority does not

necessarily carry a numerical connotation. There are many

instances, of which colonial territories and South Africa

are cited. most often1 where numerical minorities actually oc-

cupy a dominant position. Undoubtedly the numerical strength

of a group plays a part, especially as a power factor in cer-

tain marginal situations. It is a significant fact that do-

minant groups which constitute numerical minorities, often

try to secure their position in the power hierarchy by in-

creasing their numbers, either through immigration or by en-

couraging a higher birth rate, especially when they consider

their position to be threatened.

Greater clarity concerning the concept of minority group

might be attained by making an inventory of the properties

commonly ascribed to minority groups in social science lit-

erature, and endeavouring to identify those which are generic

to minority groups. Such a procedure should enable us to

differentiate this concept more ad.eguately from, and state

its relationship to, cognate sociological.categories.
. I
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(i) Perhaps the most emphasised quality of minority groups

is a set of overt characteristics, whether ph~ical_an£/or

cultural, distinguishing them from other groups. These may

include any of the following: racial features, religion,

language, nationality, state allegiance, or characteristic

"way of life" based on a differential norm and value pattern.

The relative significance and combination of these character-

istics differ vastly from one situation to another, and they

are therefore not very useful as a basis for a sociological

classification of minority group types.l) These features

only attain importance as and when they become symbols of

the "otherness" of a minority group, and .serve as criteria

for stereotyped categorising of individuals or as basis for

differential and unequal treatment.2) They have no inherent

sociological significance: it must be imputed to them.

(ii) Harris emphasises the fact that collectivities are in

some instances relegated to a minority position even in the

absence of any clearly distinguishable characteristics of

the above-mentioned kind.3) Assimilated German Jews, who

were in other respects indistinguishable from the rest of

the populntion, were prosecuted during the Nazi regime, mere-

ly because they could genealogically be proved to be Jews.

Another case in point would be some Coloureds in South Afri-

ca, who are hardly distinguishable from the Whites both in

appearance and culture, but are nevertheless reckoned as

Coloureds on grounds of descent or association. (At the
present, group affil:i.ation is, of course, officially deter-

mined by the administrative procedure of racial classifica-

1) Cf. E.K. Francis: "Variables in the Formation of so-
called 'Minority Groups I", American Journal of Socj.olog;y,
July 1954, Vol. 60, No.1, p.7.

2) Louis Wirth: "The Problem of Minority Groups", Ralph
Linton (Ed.): The Science of Man in the World Crisis,
1954, p. 347.

3) Marvin Harris: "Caste, Class, and Minority",
Forces, March 1959, Vol ..37, No.3, p. 249.

Social
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tion.) It would therefore seem necessary to add to (i) above,
the further distinguishing factor of ancestral provenience, or
the principle of descent. In this respect the minority group
then resembles a special type of expanded kinship group.
again sociological significance need to be imputed to this

Here

principle, such as inherent differences or inferiority. In
spite of the fact that the boundaries of minorities become re-
latively permanently established due to this factor of descent,
there occur exceptional, but nevertheless limiting cases, in
which some individuals ~ay be reckoned members of a minority
group purely on the ground of association. Once minority
group status has been imposed it is virtually inescapable and
is perpetuated by the principle of voluntary or enforced (either
socially, or legally as in South Africa) endogamy.

(iii) In both the above paragraphs it has been emphasised that
the attitude of the domin8.J."'1.tgroup toward, and its evalw-::.tion
of the status of the minority group (on whatever basis) is of
central importance. Such attitudes may vary from a conception
of the minority as being "differen-c, but equal in some respects",
to outspoken prejudice and various forms of discrimination.

(iv) Minority group responses to dominant attitudes ffild treat-
rnent vary greatly. Two aspects of this response should be
taken into consideration: the inner-directed and the outer-
directed. '.rhein-group evaluation may vary from intense group
pride to a strong sense of inferiority and self-hatred. A
subjective attitude of subservience, rather than the objective
position of the collectivity, is viewed by m8ny vrriters as one
of the determining characteristics of a minority group.4)
No doubt this is the most common psychological reaction to
minority group status, but it does not take a number of limit-

4) F.J. Brown illld J.S. Roucek: One America, Third Ed., 1952,
p. 7. F. van lVIechelen:"De J'iIinderheidals Sociologische
Kategorieil, Sociologische Gids, March/June, 1962, Vol. 9,
No.2, p. 80. L. Wirth: QR. cit., p. 348.
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ing cases into consideration.

The responses toward the out-group (we are referring here
mainly to the dominant gI'oup) range from identific2,tion with
dominant group values and aspiration to complete assimilation
vvi.ththe out-group - a phenomenon usually referred to 8.8 mar-
ginality - to an attitude of complete rejection or militant ag-
gression. Louis Wirth's well-knovm typology of minority groups
is largely based on such social-psychological reactions to an
ascribed inferior position. 5)

The emergence of certain in- and out-group attitudes depends
on a complex of interrelated conditioning factors which arise
from the specific dominant-minority situation.
cuss these at a later stage.

We shall dis-

(v) Although we have up to now continually been referring to
minorities as "groups" 9 this term has not been used in the
sense that face-to-face interaction actually takes place be-
tween all the members of the collectivity. It is 9 hoy/ever9 a
feature of minority groups that they develop a strong sense of
belonging9 "we-feeling", or group consciousness9 as a result
of the fact that they are singled out for differential treat-
ment or as a result of a self-consciousness of differences and
a valuation of identity on the basis of religious 9 historica19

and/or ideological factors. Simpson ~~d Yinger point out 6)
that individual members of minority groups tend to identify
themselves primarily with their group9 and then only with a
certain occupational group~ socio-economic class9 religious
denomination9 etc. This means that the minority serves as the
primary reference group. The extent to which this is true9
is again determined by nmnerous situational factors9 such as
the intcnsi ty of inter-group conflict etc. 9 to vvhich we shall
be returning again.
5) Ibid.
6) G.E. Simpson & J.M. Yinger: Racial and Cultural Minorities919539 p. 198.
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(vi) It appears that minority groups in most cases occupy a
subordinate position in the power structure of the larger so-
ciety of which it is part. Both King 7) and Schermerthorn 8)
emphasise the fact that the relation between dominill1tand mi-
nority groups is primarily a power relation - power then de-
fined as the generalised capacity to get things done~9) which
includes the ability to control the behaviour of others. On
the highest level~ power is exercised in the politic~l sub-
syste:n 10) of society~ though it is a "commodity" which is ge-
nerated in any collectivity for the attainment of collective
goals, chiefly through the process of legitimation. There is
a marked and institutionalised difference in the access of do-
minant and minority groups to power, and consequently, to the
opportunities and rewards of society. The legitimation of
certain group actions and behaviour is dependent on the group
goals and values. Other variables affecting the generation
of power in collectivities, include the motivation of members
to attain group goals~ the numerical strength of the collecti-
vity~ and in the last analysis, the ability to exercise physi-
cal force. Once a group is in a dominant position it tends
to perpetuate its dominance by limiting the opportunities of
the minority group to exercise power~ by manipulating the poli-
tical and administrative machinery or denying the minority ac-
cess to the means of exercising physical power. It should be
pointed out~ though~ that some minority groups~ while gener-
ally in a disadvantageous position~ can exercise considerable
power in certain institutional spheres ~ for eX81nple, the eco-

7) M.B. King: 2£. cit.~ p. 82.
8) R.A. Schermerthorn: "Power as a Primary Concept in the

Study of Minorities"~ Social Forces, Oct. 1956~ Vol. 35,
No. l~ pp. 53-56. .

9) T. Parsons: Structure 8.J."ld Process in Modern Societies 1

1960~ p. 181.
10) The political sub-system~ as also the economy, is dif-

ferentiated on another level than concrete collectivi-
ties as functioning sub-systems.
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nomy. In most cases they would then attempt to use this li-

mi ted povver as a lever to improve their general political posi-

tion.

(vii) The power hierarchy usually coincides with the pattern
of status or ],restt,g,estratif~..2.£' These two aspects should,
however, be clearly distinguished, since they might also vary

independently. In spite of the fact that minorities might be

studying.

conceded to be ilequal in certain respects", there is a general
tendency for dominant groups to assume superiority and impute
inherent inferiority to minorities, as has already been im-
plied earlier.

We have now come to a stage where we can venture to formulate
a sociological definition of minority groups. But before do-
ing so a few points should be noted in cormection with the

properties of minorities listed above:

(a) These properties sre closely interrelated, but ffi1 attempt
has been made to distinguish them systematically with the view

of gaining greater clarity.

(b) 1:hey vary qualitatively from physical characteristics such
as appearance and descent, to socio-cultural or more psycho-

logical categories.

(c) Most of these properties are variable and can therefore
not be employed as defining characteristics in any absolute

sense.

(d) There has been no attempt to spell out these properties in
their full implications, with reference to every possible li-

miting case, or with explication of every necessary qualifica-

tion.

(e) There are other societal sub-systems which display a nunl-
ber of these characteristics in common with minorities and
which are therefore closely related to the phenomenon we are

ftI,ftt B'.(~
Social class, as it is commonly called, may fe °1

u.,.
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Some classes have definite distinguish-
ing characteristics such as a peculiar manner of dressy speech
and behavioury they favour endogamy to some extenty are rele-
gated to an inferior positiony display oppression neurosesy
etc. Furthermore, stra.tification of pO'i'ler-positions is a
phenomenon common to virtually all groups.

The distinguishability of minority groups must therefore lie
in the unique configuration ofy and the interrelations betweeny
these properties.

We can now define a minority group as a collect~~1:tLchc:<.racter'-
~~sed by gro~ con_sc~gE.~l1ess.2_--Yvhic~J.!3subjected _t?_~illli:~~~-
tionalised difference in a~_sr::.~_::'......~~2ciet(-1111l..2~~~~~e_~.__9J?J?2-!t~-
ni ties and PT.iv~J~,on th~L:r:0l!!12;...,.91irn'puteCl~_ot~1.e..~E_es~_,~
or inferiori til v;rh~chj.s__~ved directl]f from a set of rea~.
or imagined differences in ~RGarance4-cul.tural characteris-
tics and/or descent.

2. The Genesis of Minority Gr~~
A sociological analysis of minority groups would primarily e11-
tail a study of the structural-functional and d~lamic aspects
of these groups as fUllctionary sub-systems of interaction with-
in a more comprehensive social system. This INould require at-
tention both to the interllal structure of the group? including
the relations between the sub-systems of which it consists,
and the interrelations between the group and other sub-systems
in the larger society (such as other minorities, organised
groups] illldthe domin~~t group).

This approach requires that it should be possible to deline-
ate the boundaries of what constitutes 8. minority group. All
empirical social systems are open systems.ll) We refer to
a structure and can delineate its bounclariesy as soon as a

11) T. Parsons? E. Shils, K.P. Naegele and J.H. Pitts (Eds.):
Theories of Society? 1961, p. 36.
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related set of phenomena develops a measure of stability and
permanency. T'he relative closure of th'..;system is of central
importance. 'l'hismay vary from a point where the group is
culturally and otherwise so far removed from the larger socie-
ty? that it actually ceases to forTYlpart of it, and becomes a
self-contained.society of its ovm, to [l point where it is in-
tegrated to such all extent with the larger society thnt it
loses its cultural idGnti ty and is completely merged 'with it.
It should therefore be fruitful to study the processes by
means of which minority groups come into being, maintr:.in them-
selves, or are absorbed into larger systems.

'According to ~"raJ:lcis12) IIminority groups com() into being wh81:1
new patterns of social interaction arise, resulting from the
tru.nsfer of a sufficient nuraber of individuals from one so-
ciety to anotheril, either by way of migration or by shifting
political frontiers. A number of sociologically relevcmt
issues suggest themselves immedi,:>.t,-~lyfor further inv(~stiga-
tion in this co~~ection, e.g. the respective cultures of the
"host" society 8l1d society of origin, and discI'(;pancies in
the value-orientations of these societies; whether the mem-
bers of the minority had knovvn eacl: other or actually consti-
tuted a community in the sociological sense of the word, be-
fore they immigrated or were annexed, and therefore entered
the host society as ~~ already functioning system; or, if
this was not the case, the conditions under ~hich they grew
into a distinguishable self-conscious entity. Francis ad-
vances the hypothesis that if members of a parent society are
transferred as individuals into a host society which is not
isomorphic with the parent society with regard to the import-
ant elements of social organisation, the individuals trans-
ferred vvill not be able t.o take their place directly in the

12) E.K. Fr&~cis: Ope 9i~., p. 7.
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host society, &~d will therefore tend to form segregated eth-
nic communities, which often take on the character of a minor-
ity group.l3) The two most important axes of social organi-
sation which he distinguishes with regard to which the two
societies can be isomorphic or not~ is the rural or the ur-
ban, an.d the solidaristic or the j_ndividualistic. These
distinctions logically give rise to four possible typesy

though empirically it is more often limited to three: the
urban predominantly individualistic (u(r/s)), the rural pre-
dominantly solidaristic (R(S/I)), and the rural predominantly
individualistic (R(r/S)).

The circumstances and social situation within which a minor-
ity group comes into existence undoubtedly influence the sta-
bility and closure of the group as systemy or stated other-
wise, it affects the solidarity of the group. We now pro-
pose to study this aspect of group structure more closely.

3. Solidarity in Groups

Since Durkheim introduced the concept of solidarity in his
analysis of the effects of the division of labour in socie-
ty,14) it has been commonly used in sociological literature.
Durkheim himself nowhere defined this concept formally, and
it has been attempted very rarely since. A specified con-
tent will, howevery have to be given to this term before it
could serve as a tool for empirical observation and analysis.

The term Ilsocial cohesion"y which is often used interchange-
ably with the term solidarityy has received considerable at-
tention in group d;ynamics. There have been repeated at-
tempts to establish a set of reliable indicators for measur-

13) Ibid., p. 10.
14) Emile Durkheim: Division of Labour in Societ~, trfu~s.

G. Simpson, 1933.
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No satisfactory scale has
emerged to date, though in this respect much more clarity
has been reached than with the concept of solidarity, which
has not gone much beyond the stage of originating observa-
tions, or IIconceptual imagery".16)

If, of course, these two concepts could be proved identical
or the one could be so expanded as to include the other? it
would simplify the problem considerably. Cohesiveness has
generally been applied to the study of small groups; soli-
darity has more often been used with reference to larger col-
lectivities, such as societies and communities, conveying
some meaning of "one-nessll• Equating these terms would im-
ply that the various processes operative in the integration
of small groups are the only ones operative in the integra-
tion of societies and larger collectivities, and that they
func tion in identical malmer. Or, to put it in a~other way?
it would imply that studying the internal cohesion of primary
groups would be sufficient to enable us to eventually explain
the coherence of total societies - a proposition "'Thiencannot
be accepted unquestioningly at this stage.

If we view solidarity as a property of large-scale social
systems such as societies and co~~unities, it would refer to
the coherence of the collectivity as a distinct system. Ba-
sically it is related to the ability of the collectivity to
maintain a relatively stable and integrated struotu:ce, even

15) Cf. N. Gross and W.E. Martin: "On Group Cohesiveness";
S. Schachter: "Commentl); Gross and Martin: "Rejoin-
del''',American_ ,JoJ!.rnalof Sociology, May 1952, Vol. 57,
No.6, pp. 546-5b4. B. Eisman: "Some Operational
Measures of Cohesiveness and their Interrelations",
Human RelatioJ:lf3,1959, Vol. 12, pp. 183-189.
W. Ramuz-Nieuhuis and A. van Bergen: "Relations between
some components of attraction-to-groupll, Human Hela-
tions, 1960, Vol. 13, pp. 271-277. .

16) Cf. Paul F. LazarsfeId: "Problems in Methodology" in
R.K. Merton, L. Broom alld L.S. Cottrell (Eds.):
Sociology Today, 19599 p. 48.
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in the face of disruptive forces~ over a course of time. As
a property of systems of human action in the broadest sense
of the word~ it has both social~ cultural and personality di-
mensions. Numerous predictive indicators 17) of solidarity
operative vdthin these three systems could be isolated and
described. Vie shal19 however~ only treat the most important
here9 without discussing their full implications.

Culturally~ solidarity is induced by a common system of
norms and values. The particular value system need not be
exclusive to the collectivity in question9 but it should ope-
rate as an effective binding force on the highest level. Na-
turally these common values would be variously specified at
different levels of the system such as the institutional and
the role differentiation levels.18) In addition to the do-
min ant value profile it is likely that each society would
also have numerous variant or substitute profiles~ as Kluck-
hohn has demonstrated.19) It must be noted in this respect~
that systems differ in the degree to which they display and
allow such variant values. Turk in fact advances the pro-
position that "the cohesion ofa structurally differentiated
system rests on some tolerated variability in the values to
which its various parts are oriented." 20) This is of course,
true up to a point, since there has to be certain principles
or standards defining the tolerable variabil/ity. Without
consensus on this~ solidarity would hardly be possible.

A cornmon normative system ensures c'ompatability between the

17) Ibid.~ pp. 50-51.
18) T. Parsons: i1'I~hePoint of View of the Author", Max Black

(Ed.): The Social System of Talcott Parsons9 1961, p.356.

19) F.R.KluckhoID1 and F.L. Strodtbeck: Variations in Value
Qrientations9 1961, pp. 10, 341.

20) H. Turk: "Social Cohesion through Variant Values: Evi-
dence from Medical Role Relations"9 American Sociolo-
gical Revi~, Feb. 1963, Vol. 28, No. 19 p. 37. .
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goal-directi veness of the collecti vi tYI and the different 6ub-
orders of the collectivity, and thus controls dissention and
conflicting interests. On a lower level it stabilizes the
interactional system by ensuring complementarity of role ex-
pectations.

Solidarity is manifested in the social system in the stabil-
ity of social organisation and the co-ordination and inter-
dependence of activities that exist. Durkheim emphasised
that the division of labour increases such interclependence;
(cf. his concept of organic solidarity). In such cases
"society ... is a system of different, special functions

21)which definite relations unite. II Solidc~rity is not a
direct result of differentiation per~? but is mediated
through other institutional structures, notably that of law
ffi1dcontract. A fact which Durkheim did not state as clear-
ly, was that these institutions in the last analysis go back
on a "collective consciencell, which might not be so totally
different from that governing repressive sanctions. We may
in fact venture to say that a measure of mech811ical solidar-
ity is a precondition for the development of orga~ic solidar-
ity, although the collective conscience (or sUI,erseding value
system, in action theory terms) might in the latter case be
more generalised &~d not constitute such an impelling "moral
force", that is to say, it would permit more heterogeneity
on lower levels, ~~d would not be internalised to the same
degree by the individual members of the collectivity. 22)

If we accept Durkheim's main thesis, with the reservations
flowing from the above-mentioned remarks, it follows that the

21) Emile Durkheim: .QE. cit q p. 129.

22) Durkheim refers to vmat we would today call internali-
sation in the following terms: " ••. repressive law
attach the particular conscience to the collective
conscience directly and without mediation, that is the
individual to society.it Ibiq.., p. 115.
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dependence of one collectivity on another would weaken its
internal solidarity. Putting it the other way round, we
could say that solidarity is to some extent a function of the
self-sufficiency of the system. Much depends, however, on
the nature of the relations flowing from this interdependence.
Material or economic dependence would, for instance, consti-
tute a less realistic threat to the solidarity of a system,
than would dependence on another collectivity for individual
rewards and gratification.

Solidary systems also display a number of other social cha-
racteristics. There is greater frequency and closeness of
in-group social contact, because of the behavioural security
and compatibility of individual and group goals which it of-
fers members. Social sanctions are singularly effective in
solidary groups. The strict control exercised by the group
and the internalisation of group norms and values, make for
a high degree of conformity. Thibaut and Kelley note the
fact that small cohesive groups direct more communication to
deviates. When they fail to join consensus they are also
rejected more emphatically.23) These observations would
probably be valid for larger collectivities as well, though
the mechilllismsof control would not necessarily function in
the same manner. This could also account for the observa-
tion that solidary groups have more success in inducing change
in their members.24) More power is generated in the collec-
tivity for the attainment of collective goals, due to the
high degree of legitimation of these goals. Consensus and
stable organisation enable the group to take effective con-
certed action both toward the realisation of common goals and

23) J.W. Thibaut and H.B. Kelley: The Social Psychology of
Groups, 1959, p. 259.

24) A. Pepitone and G. Reichling: "Group Cohesiveness and
the Expression of Hostility", Human Relations, 1955,
Vol. 8, p. 335.
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toward resisting external threats to its survival.

Psychologically, solidarity is manifested in the degree to
which individuals in a collectivity identify themselves cog-
nitively, affectively and conatively with the collectivity
as a whole. They are positively emotionally oriented to in-
group rather than out-group members, have a strong sense of
belonging and show a desire to remain in the group. The
greater the solidarity the more individual behaviour is group-
oriented rather than self-oriented9 and the more members tend
to take the total collectivity rather than sub-groups, as re-
ference group. This positive identification with group va-
lues and norms leads to conformity with standardised expec-
tations and a high level of motivation to attain common goals.
In the last instance, the individual would also look to the
group as his primary source of rewards and social gratifica-
tion.

The categorising of all these indicators of solidarity under
the heading of the three systems of action is, of course, an
analytical operation, since they are in close interrelation
in empirical systems. In our discussion of the Indian popu-
lation of the Cape Peninsula, we shall concentrate chiefly
on the social characteristics of these people, although ref-
erence ~~ll also be made to the cultural and psychological
aspects of their position as minority group.

4. Levels of Organisation of Social Structure

We earlier tentatively posed the question whether the factors
pertinent to the phenomenon of solidarity, function in an
identical manner in small groups and large collectivities
respectively. Seen from a structural-functional point of
view, small groups constitute a category of interrelated
units of which the larger system is composed. The same
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elements of social behaviour 25) which could be observed in
small groups operate also in the larger societY9 though
clearly in more complex interrelations. There are variables
common to all categories of social behaviour. In spite of
this fact9 society could never be reduced to a mere conglome-
ration of primary groups. Interaction between sub-orders
of society give rise to processes and relations which arc not
reducable to the sub-orders themselves. It would 9 however9
be of little consequence to acl~owledge the existence of such
higher-order social processes without being able to analyse
and explain them in some way. This again would not be pos-
sible without clarity as to what the constituent parts of
society are. We would agree with Parsons that i10ne of the
weakest aspects of sociological theory has ... been the sys-
tematic analyses of the structural components of large-scale
and. complex societies in terms of their relations to one
B.J.">J.other ." 26 )

Parsons himself distinguishes four levels of structural 01'-
ganization9 viz. the "primaryll or "technical" leve19 the
"managerial" leve19 the "institutional" leve19 and the "so-
cietal" level. He continues as follows:

The four levels of organization of social systems ••.
may be said to constitute a structural 'hierarchy' in
four different respects. At the same time they consti-
tute a series extending from the most highly 'unified'
level at the top to the most highly differentiated and
segmented levels at the bottom. At the 'bottom' of
the structure the social system is rooted in the con-
crete hum811 ind.ividual as a physical organism acting in
a social environment. This individual 9 a.s pel'sonalitY9
participates in the processes of social interaction
through his various roles. Roles are organized and
aggregated to form collectivities9 and these in turn
are regulated by higher and higher orders of general-
ized institutional norms. At the 'top' of the system

25) Compare George Romans' now commonly knovm "elements"
of interaction, activitY9 cilldsentiment. ~he Rumml
Group9 1951, pp. 34-40.

26) T. Parsons: "General Theory in Socio,logy" 9 R.K. Merton,
Broom and. Cottrell: .Q.E,' ,gii'9 p. 4.
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is the society as a total system~ in the modern case or-
ganized as a single political collectivity~ and institu-
tionalizing a single more or less integrated system of
values. Because there are often rnany millions of con-
crete individuals in a society~' it must be enormously
differentiated and segmented at the lower levels. But
if it is to have unity as a system it must also have a
common culture~ a highly generalized institutional sys-
tem~ and some concrete collectivity organization as a
whole. The various levels Q~d~r discussion may be in-
terpreted to constitute intermediate structures which
are necessary for adaptation simultaneously in terms of
the particularity and diversi ty required at the lovvest
level and the unity and integration necessary at the
highest level. 27)

The first respect in which &~ order could be said to consti-
tute a structural hierarchy is that of the levels of general-
ity of the normative patterns ffildculture. On the lower le-
vels of the social structure norms and values are highly dif-
ferentiated and apply only to limited units. On the other
hand j insti tutionalized norms and values ~ \lIhichare couched
in such general terms as to apply to all the sub-units of
the system~ exist in every society.

In the second instancej decisions taken at progressively
higher levels of the organizational system are binding on
larger and larger sectors of the social structure.

Thirdly~ the facilities available on different organizational
levels differ in their generality or range of effective ap-
plications and use~ as is the case~ for exa~ple? vdth various
categories of technical ffildeconomical means.

In the last instance the organizational levels constitute a
hierarchy with respect to the inclusiveness or extensiveness
of the rffilgeof solidarity. Parsons does not specify in
detail as to what he mlderstands under II solidari ty" . He
does, however~ state that the four major functional problems
of social systems which he distinguishes~ viz. the adaptive,
goal-attainment, integrative and latent pattern-maintenance

27) Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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functions~ are applicable to all four levels of structural
organization. It would seem that the concept of solidarity
is closely related to the functional problem of integration~
and, to a lesser extent, also to that of latent pattern-
main tenanc e • Parsons~ Bales~ &~d Shils' description of the
phase of integrative activity corresponds pretty well with
certain of the contents we attributed to the concept of soli-
darity:

The attitude toward the object is affectively toned~
and the relation to the object is particularistic.
Successful integration involves a determinate set of
relations among member units of the system such that 11:;
retains and reinforces ,its boundary-maintaining charac-
ter as a single entity. Expressive activity associated
with the integrative problem involves a discrimination
between social objects which are system members~ or~
\-vi th regard to non-social objects~. those which are and
are not possessions. It involves a generalized and
durable affective attachment to the system members in
place of universalistic assessment. of properties shared
with non-members. Hence the relation to the object is
marked by particularism and affectivity. 28)

The above formulation portrays a more social psychological
and microscopic perspective, owing to the insights contribu-
ted by Bales and other group dynamicists. In a recent state-
rnent~ Parsons~ taking a more macroscopic view~ stresses the
importance of certain integrative institutions which operate
on societal level~ such as law ffildthe courts.29)

On the primary or technical level individuals are involved
in face-to-face interaction in a co-operative effort to "pro-
duce" something or other. The output of these primary sys-
terns might vary from physical commodities to decisions or any
form of socially gratifying behaviour. We would classify
such diverse concrete collectivities as families~ committees1

industrial work-teams, social or sports clubs~ etc. in this

28) T. Parsons~ R.F. Bales and A.E. Shils: ~orking Papers
in the Theory of Action, 1953~ p. 184.

29) Parsons et al.: Theories of Society, Ope cit., p. 40.
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category.

The more differentiated societies become and the more mobile
available resources, the greater the need for a minimum of
control and management of primary systems and the exchanges
of inputs and outputs between them. This gives rise to a
higher level of organization which Parsons terms the "manage-
rial" . There is a strong tendency to develop differentiated
roles and collectivity structures which specialize at this
level. The study of formal organizations and bureaucracy,
as it is commonly referred to, has focused primarily on this
field. An important part of "business" organizations is de-
voted to this category of functions, as also the "administra-
tion" of large-scale organizations, whether they be churches,
hospitals or universities. According to Parsons there are
three primary foci of operation on this level viz. the "mar-
keting" of the output, the procurement of the necessary faci-
lities for the system, and internal "supervision I'. The
chief difference between the technical and managerial levels
lies in the "emergence into full institutionalization of spe-
cial generalized media of the facilitation and regulation of
the processes of input-output interchange." 30)

Managerial units can in turn, not be left uncontrolled or
"unsupervised" . This brings us to the third level of organ-
ization. Some kind of board of "directors" or "trustees"
tend to be institutionalized, which do not as a rule directly
control, or exercise flline authorityfl over the managerial
organization(-s) in question, but rather fldefine broad limits
to what they may legitimately do illldgive them relatively
broad community support in doing it.fI 31) Various types of
organizations function primarily at this level, such as school

30) Parsons in Merton, BroOllland Cottrell: Q.P. •. gjt., p. 12.
31) Ibid., p. 14.
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boards for example? and many types of voluntary associations.
Parsons also adds banking and insur2illcein the financial

field to this cat8gory.

The highest level of organization could be called the socie-

tal. In modern societies it focuses in the political sys-
tern, or concretely, in government.

There has to be a single focus to which all primary in-
tegrative problems can be brought. Through its trus-
teeship of the legal system, its relation to national
security, and a variety of other functions, government
at the national level provides the essential framework
of organization at this level ..•. government has cer-
tain. supervisory, regulative, and supportive functions
relative to all the lower levels of organization in the
society. 32)

Parsons treats these four levels of structural organization
only in broad outline, but it seems to offer a very sound ba-
sis for the systematic analysis and comparison of the soli-
darity existing in various systems.

It is apparent that there would be a very close mutual rela-
tion between the degree of solidarity prevalent on the dif-
ferent levels. The solidarity of the total system would be
a function of both the "horizontal" solidari ty existing on
each level, as well as the "vertical" integration of all four
levels.

Viewed from the highest level "down", maximization of solidar-
ity on the societal level would be a function of maximization
of solidarity on the lower levels, while at the same time it
would reciprocally increase solidarity on the lower levels.
It therefore acts simultaneously as cause and effect of soli-
darity on the lower levels (the inverse being also true).
Solidarity on the societal level would thus increase both the
horizontal and the vertical integration of the total system.
The opposite is? however, not valid to the same extent.
Maximization of solidarity on the primary level would only
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be functional to the solid.arity of the total system9 if it
is accompilllied.by increased solidarity on the intermediate
ffild9ultimatelY9 societal levels. Unless this is the case9
the:ce would be a tend9ncy toward segmentation of the system
and a corresponding decrease in solidarity. The ,same gene-
ralization would hold tru89 to a lesser degree? for the two
intermediate levels.

Two types of divisions 9 detrimental to the solidarity of the
system~ could occur. The first arises when important social
and cultural divisions cut horizontally through the soci2,1
structure coincidentally with any of the four levels. In
some cases a section of the population maY1 for example 1
largely dominate the manageriEtl~ institutional and societal
levels, while another sectio111 or sections1 aTe relegated to
the primary leve11 especially with regard to the control over
facili ties 8nc,_ the decision-making pI'ocesses. 33)

The second type of division Jould be called vertical segmen-
tation. It takes place when a sociologically distinct group
develops an exclusive structure within the larger system9
embracing progressively higher levels of organization. It
becomes an increasingly self-sufficient FITldclosed structure,
and might eventually secede from the original system1 forming
a new solidary structure alongside it.34)

III the line of our argument we would then suggest that both

33) This is one possible empirical case which was9 amongst
others1 commonly found in the former colonial territo-
ries. Another possi bili ty occurs in societies whel'e
minorities are allowed considerable scope on the three
lower levels (often on an institutionally segregated
basis)9 but are barred from effective participation
on the societal level. This is by and large the po-
.sition of the Coloured and Asiatic populations in
present-day South Africa.

34) This is apparently what the present South African
Government envisages for the Africans with its policy
of I1separate developmenttl1 which it intends enforcing
statutorily.
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the terms cohesiveness and solidarity be retained: the form-
er referring to a property of small groups, or integration on
the primary level, while the latter is viewed as being ap-
plicable to larger collectivities, such as total co~~unities
or societies. Solidarity would therefore be mediated mainly
through integratiOJ:l.on the institutional and societal levels.
Seen in this way, the concepts would be closely related, but
not identical.

Up to this point we have mainly set out a broad framework for
the structural analysis of solidarity in social systems. We
shall now also have to pay attention to the dynamic aspects
of this phenomenon.

5. Solidari~~x in Minority Gro~s

Perhaps the most poorly developed aspect of minority group
theory is the specification of the conditions under which such
groups come to form closely-lmit entities, or otherwise, be-
come assimilated into larger systems and eventually lose
theil~ identity completely. Pin-pointing the complexity of
causal factors responsible for these processes is, admittedly,
an even more unmanageable task at this stage, than measuring
solidarity itself. Provisionally, we would only try to point
out certain relate:~lvariables v.'hichseem to suggest avenues
for further investigation.

The mere fact that minority groups are singled out for dif-
ferential treatment, fosters group consciousness &~d a se~se
of identity with others who share the same fate as being ob-
jects of discrimination. Precisely because the dominffilt
group tends to view the minority as a relatively homogeneous
category, and directly associate their imputed inferiority
with certain rather obvious physical or culturai character-
istics, minority group members are immediately aware of their
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identi ty ~ and are constantly r'eminded of it by the behaviour
of the dominant group toward them.

As Francis suggests135) the nature of the society of origin
as well as that of the host society should be taken into ac-
count. The less compatible the two cultul'es are1 the greater
the tendency on the part of the immigrfu"'1.tsto form segregated
ethnic communities~ ffilQ the greater the probability that the
host society would~ because of etbnocentrism136) treat them
as a minority group. As has been stated before, the fact
whether or not the mincrity already constituted a communi~Y1
in sociological sense1 before imwigrating1 will have important
implications for the solidarity of ~he group. This is es-
pecially true in the initial stages of their settlement.

The internal structure of the minority is of considerable im-
portance. Homogeneity in terms of values1 language 1 reli-
gion1 IIW2.y of life"1 level of educational and economical ad-
vancement? and class interests1 vvould generally further group
solidarity. The structure of the kinship system and commu-
nity organization1 the resources at the disposal of the group~
as well as the nature of its leadership 1 should also be taken
into accoilllt.37) A con~on response to discrimination is the
development of protest groups and social movements which tend
to bind the group together. Such movements are either es-
capist in nature, or seek to take more effective concerted
action against the dominant group.

The ecological factor and availability of effective means of

35) Cf. Par. 2.

36) "Ethnocentrism me:::lllSthe tendency of group members to
judge other cultures by the standards of judgement pre-
vailing in their own culture.1i This definition of
Lundberg~ Schrag and Larson is quoted by W.R. Catton
in "FUllCtiol1s8..l1.dDysfUllctions of Ethnocentrism'l1
90cial Proble~, Vol. 8~ No.3, p. 20.

37) Of. Arnold Rose: The Negro's Morale, 1949~ pp. 2-3.
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communication would significantly effect the possibility of
frequent in-group contact 1 which vmuld generally promote
solidarity.

The effect of out-group relations on in-group solidarity has
up to now received most attention. Amicable relations be-
tween domin8.J.'1.tand minority groups are rare. Conflict tends
to be established because of the minority's rebellion against
its inferior position] and the dominant group's resentment of
its attempts to attain more power 811.d recognition in society.
The minority's hostility is not necessarily directed against
the dominant group only. It may be projected on the group
itself 1 in vlihichcase the minority is characterised by a con-
spicuous lack of solidarity and a high incidence of intra-
group conflict as a result of a feeling of inferiority] self-
hatred and reciprocal prejudices. Under such circumstEillces
the dominant group usually becomes a positive reference to
minority members1 who try to emulate the behaviour of domi-
nant group members and aspire toward acceptance in their
ranks.

The only limiting case in which ffilinferior position is accep-
ted forthright, occurs in a rigidly stratified structure]
such as tIle Indian caste system (caste religions represent
in our terms a special type of minoI'ity situation). ':rhe
caste systen11 which is legitimised in terms of the general
value system, does not make any provision for social mobi-
lity. In such a case sha~p intoYDal divisions &~e1 in
fact] functional to the stability of the tote:.lsystem.
In an open class system which emphasises social mobility,
the minority feels it is unjust that they should be forced
into illl inescapable inferior position. Their feeling
against the domina~t group 9 however, more often turns into
,;ressentiment] i.e. hostility minglecl with (secret) attr8.c-
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tion.38)

In his valuable work on The FunctioLs of Social Conflict, Co-
ser points out that in many instances inter-group conflict
could be functional with regard to the solidarity of groups.

\

It serves to estnblish and maintain the identity and bounda-
ries of societies and groups.39) If group members are de-
nied the opportunity of venting pent-up feelings of hostility
against the out-group, the solidarity of the in-group will
further increasG. This seems to be corroborated by Thi-
baut's observations in smell groups, v1Thichlead him to con-
clude "... that if two groups interact with differential sta-
tus and tho hostility deriving from discriminatory treatment
remains unexpressed, the original cohesiveness of the group
increases. If the hostility is expressed through acts of
aggression against the favoured group, the cohesiveness of

40)the group returns to approximately its original value. II

Coser continues to state that llconflict with another group
leads to the mobilisation of the energies of group members
and hence to increased cohe sion of the group. II41) Centrali-
sation is likely to occur in hifhly differentiated groups,
especially when they face a crisis which requires immediate
and efficient nction. Despotism on the other hand, seems
to indicate a lack of solidarity. The findipgs of 8herif's
elaborate experiment with two groups of boys broadly substan-
tiates the above propositions: II i.n competi tive ... and
... frustrating situations, which members of one group per-
ceived as being caused by the other group, (the reaction)

38) !I(The responses) do not indicate genuine rejection of
the values or groups against which these negative feel-
ings are directed, but rather a 'sour grapes' attitude:
that which is condemned, is secretly craved. !I Lewis
A. Coser: The Functions of Social Conflict, 1956~ p.36.

39) Ib~.£..,p. 38.
40) J. Thibaut: !IAn Experimental study of the Cohesiveness

of Underprivileged Groups", Human Relations, 1950, Vol.
3, No.3, p. 278.

41) Lewis L.A. Coser: Ope cit., p.95.
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was first to solidify the in-group belongingness and solidar-

ity, to enhance in-group democracy, and to strengthen in-
group friendship s." Lj.2)

A further qualification needs to be added at this -,stage.

Sherif observed that during a period of repeated defeats suf-

fered by one of his groups, the boys belonging to this group

started showing signs of disorganization and internal feud~3.

Robert Hamblin, after studying group integration during a

crisis, concludes that integration decreases if a likely so-

lution to the crisis problem is unavQilable. If, however,

a likely co-operative solution to the crisis problem is pre-

sent, integration will increase.43) If a minority group's

efforts toward the betterment of its position therefore meets

with prolonged failure and disappointment, it can be expected

to show increasing signs of internal dissention.

We have already noted that cohesive groups are more intole-

rant toward deviates. This factor co-varies with the inten-

sity of the inter-group conflict. Stringent sanctions are

applied on those who endanger the group unity, even to a

point of complete ostracism.

We could conclude with Coser's observation that group mem-

bers who in conflict, see themselves as being representatives

of their group and the ideals for which it stands, tend to be

much more radical Qnd merciless than those who are fighting

for personal interests only. Intense conflict may even
bring together previous antagonists, and lead to the esta-

blishment of new rules and norms for their association.

Such coalitions and associations, however, tend to be of a

temporary nature in cases where the interests involved are

42) M. Sherif and C.W. Sherif: Groups in Harmony and Ten-
sion, 1953, p. 248.

43) Robert Hamblin: "Group Integration during a Crisis",
Human Relations, 1958, Vol. 11, p.75.
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It follows from the above
\

that conflicts arising out of deep-rooted ideological differ-

ences between minority and dominant groups, are often the

most severe.

6. The Assimil~tion of Minority Groups

In spite of all the forces which nct on minorities tending to

strengthen in-group solidarity, it is a general phenomensn

that most minorities are in the long run assimilated com-

pletely into the larger system of which it formerly was a

part. Group boundaries become blurred, and eventually the

minority ceases to exist as a distinct entity. The rate at

which an "outflow" of members is taking' place - in the sense

that they associate, and identify themselves primarily, with

other groups or the total system - is often a significant in-

dicator of the break-down of solidarity in a group.

A number of terms are commonly used with reference to this

process, such as "absorption'!, "acculturation", "integration",

"amalgama tion", etc. It would be advisable, for clarity's

sake, to reduce this profusion of terms to the minimum. To

start with, tv/o at least, seem tobe indispensable, viz. inte-

gration and assimilation. For our purposes Simon's defini-
tion of these concepts appear to be the most satisfactory.45)

According to him "assimile..tion refers to the replacement or

modification of cultural characteristics as a consequence of
out-group contacts. Integration refers to the extent to
which a minority actually forms a part of the body politic

46)of its society."

44) Coser: Op. cit., pp. 118, 128, 149.
45) Walter B. Simon: ;rAssimilation, Integration and Identity

in Pluralist Society", Mens en Uaatschappij, Jan./Feb.
1963, Vol. 33, No.1, p.9.

46) Up to now we have, for lack of a better word, employed
the term integration in a wider sense, conveying a gen-
eral meaning of !'interlocking", or IIforces operating to-
ward greater unity". Here, although it conveys the same
notion, it is ascribed a much more specifiedrontent.
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Assimilation would result in a chllilgedsystem of values~ at-
titudes and behaviour patterns. In this respect it corres-
ponds closely with the concept of acculturation generally em-
ployed by anthropologists~ though it must be borne in mind
that the process of assimilation also embraces important so-
cial and psychological aspects. The assimilation of minor-
ity groups is~ of course~ by no means a one-way process. Not
only is the character of the minority radically chcmged~ but
it very often has a considerable impact on the nature of the
larger system into which the minority is absorbed. The ex-
tent of this impact will be determined largely by the original
characteristics of the two systems involved~ as well as the
relation that existed between them before fusion took place.
It is likely that if the one group is tecmlologically and cul-
turally more advanced than the other group~ its nett contri-
bution to the common culture will also be proportionately
greater.

Integration~ as defined~ is a process which is effected main-
lyon the societal level. Although these concepts are re-
latedj they are by no means identical. They vary jointly in
many instances, but may also vary independently. Minorities
move mostly from integration to assimilation, though numerous
examples could be cited, where minorities were all but assi-
lnilated before being integrated with the total system on so-
cietal level. These two concepts further differ insofar as
assimilation is a latent social, cultural and psychological
process, which takes place virtually unconsciously~ while in-
tegration must~ under normal circumstances, be induced statu-
torily.

The assimilation of minorities broadly embraces the following
aspects, which ~ould in certain cases even be viewed as
"stages", though the process must never be thought of as ta-
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Once an attitude of ressenti-
ment is established} group members slowly move into a posi-
tion of marginality. Although their attitude is typically
ambiguous, they identify themselves increasingly with domi-
nant group values (or, if sufficient interaction is lacking,
initially only with dominant behavioural patterns). At this
stage the minority members will, however, avoid to seek con-
tact with the dominallt group too obtrusively, for fear of
eventually being rejected by both groups. Positive identi-
fication vath dominant group values leads to the switching
of reference group in certain situations, i.e. tho minority
group member begins to evaluate certain social situations
primarily in terms of dominant group norms and values.

This interch&~ge of reference group is clDsely interrelated
with the process of re-socialization, or the recasting of in-
dividual role orientations as a result of exposure to domi-
nant group values illld norms under certain conditions. Such
eXpOS1ITe could take place in the course of personal contact,
or through the media of mass communication, and participation
in social groups and associations of various kinds. Of
these, two categories, viz. the peer group and institution-
alized socializing agencies, such as the school, might be
mentioned. Taking everything into account, the latter is
perhaps the most important single assimilating institution,
although it te.kes at least 0. generation before producing a
noticeable effect.47)

As assimilation progresses, the minority gradually loses its
cultural distinctiveness, and the members their group con-
sciousness. This might result in intermarriage, which is
usually taken to be the final phase, and the most reliable

47) Cf. Allison Davis: "Acculturation in Schools", Milton
L. Barron (Ed.): American Minorities, 1957, pp. 446-
449.
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There is some danger of an over-
simplified conception of intermarriage as being only the na-
tural result of advanced a.ssimilation~ since it might either
operate as a dependent or an independent variable. It has
been found to be a function of such non-cultural factors as
an unbalanced sex ratio~ as well as more sociological varia-
bles such as residential propinquity, similarity of economic
and educational status~ etc.49) Under certain conditions
these factors would probably facilitate assimilation~ but at
the same time it is likely that intermarriage acts as a me-
diating variable resulting in accelerated assimilation. This
applies especially to individuals who are ostracised as a re-
sult of out-group marriage. The social alienation that re-
sults makes the individual more susceptible to uut-group in-
fluences~ seeing that he is seeking social reintegration into

""0)new groups.?

Assimilation, being a two-way process, normally also implies
a change of attitude on the part of the dominant group. When
inter-group conflict is acute, assimilation is minimized,
since the minority tends to form a solidary closed group in
the face of domiuffiltgroup antagonism and discrimination~
thus perpetuating its distinguishing cultural characteristics.
The greater the degree of acceptance on the part of the domi-
nant group, on the other hand, the more the minority could

48) This does not of necessity flow from our definition of
assimilation, though intermarriage could of course be
viewed as the most intimate form of out-group contact!
Some prefer to speak of the process of intermarriage as
"amalgamation" (William C. Smith: liThe Process of Assimi-
lation"9 Barron: .9J2.. cit., p. 433), though there seems
to be no reason why the word intermarriage should not
suffice.

49) Mil ton L. Barron: "Researl.:hon Intermarriage - A Survey
of Accomplishments and Prospects"~ Barron: 212. cit.,
p. 452.

50) E.H. Schein: llInterpersonal Communication, Group Soli-
dari ty, and Social Influence", Sociometry, j-une 1960 ~
Vol. 23, No.2, p. 151.
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be expected to gravitate socially and culturally toward the
dominant grouIJ. The measure of integration that has already
taken place on the highest level~ is very often a significant
indication of the attitude which the dominant group holds 1:;0-

ward the minority~ since the dominant group? in most cases~
control the legislative and administrative ~achinery, either
directly or indirectly, ffi1dare therefore in a position to
Ilregulate" integration.

Assimilation between a minority ffilda domina~t group is, how-
ever~ not the only possibility that has to be taken into ac-

COUl1t. Assimilation often takes place between various mino-
rities, es.pecially where minorities are totally re j ected by
the dominant group and the social distance between them and.
the dominant group is considerable. After studying the assi-
milation patterns of Hindus in California? Dadabhay concludes
that " •.. when individuals of an ethnic group find obstacles
to participation in the c1omina..'ltculture and are isolated 2.J.1d
prevented from forming their ovm eth-Dic community, they parti-
cipate in the sub-culture of another minority group which is
more accessible c~nd into which they are accorded a more ready

-1)acceptance.ll ?

In a multi-group situation? the question arises as to which
group(s) a minority would be attracted most, and whether the
rate of assinulation could be predicted with ffilYmeasure of
reliability. Warner and Srole devised the now well-knowD
"scale of sub-ordination and assimi18tion" for American
in@igrant groups. 52) Although their scale was specifi-
cally developed in terms of the American setting, the fol-

51) Y. Dadabhay: I1Circuitous Assimilation among l1ural
Hindustffilis in California", Social Forces, Dec.
1954, Vol. 33., No.2, p. 141-:--

52) W. Lloyd Warner ~l"1dLeo S1'ole: ~~e Social S~tems
of ~~ericml Etbnic Gr~, 1945, pp. 284-290.
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lowing general hypothesis, applicable to a wider range of
cultural situations, could be deduced from it: In any given
situation where & plurality of culturally distinct groups
interact on more or less equal terms, those groups which re-
semble each other the most "vvith regard to their principle
racial and cultural features, are the most likely to become
assimilated to each other. It is necessary to add the qua-
lification that the contact has to be on a basis of more or
less equal status, since ~nter-group hostility mId discrimi-
nation would naturally affect assimilation adversely. This
proposition would, moreover', only hold true for societies in
v,'hichracial features, such as skin pigmentation, are held to
be of some significance.
case.

This is virtually universally the

7. Conclusiol},

In this chapter an attempt has been made to explicate the ma-
jor concepts which will be employed in this study, 8..S well
as setting forth in very general terms, a theoretical frame-
work for the analysis of solidarity in minority groups. Be-
fore continuing to apply this framework specifically to the
Cape Indian cormnunity, it would seem necessary to first
sketch the social, ecollomic2.1,Brid historical background
against which the present position of the Cape Indians
should be evaluated. This is done in Chapter II.
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CHAPTER II

THE INDIAN IN SOUTH AFRICA 1)

1. Early Histor~
The arrival of the first Indians in Natal dates back to the
adoption of certain proposals made in a memorandum to the
British Parliament by Sir J.P. Grant in 1842, whereby iden-
tured Indian labourers could be exported under certain safe-
guards to British colonies which were exceptionally hard hit
by the abolition of slavery. A number of colonies, especial-

ly the West Indian Islands and Mauritius, took advantage of

this new scheme. The young colony of Natal was experiencing
a serious labour shortage at the time, mainly because the in-
digenous Bantu were found to be unfit for wage-labour on the

sugar plantations. As early as 1855 a deputation was sent
to Sir George Grey requesting the importation of Jlcooliesllto

Natal. After lengthy negotiations between the Natal autho-
rities and the British and Indian Governments respectively,
a Bill was passed in the British Farliament in 1859, allowing
the importation of indentured labourers. The first shipment

of these Indians arrived in Durban at the end of 1860. Apart
from being designated to the sugar plantations, the imported
labourers soon entered a variety of other fields of unskilled
employment. A Protector of Indian Immigrants, whose respon-
sibility it was to see that the terms of contract were ad-
hered to by the parties affected, was appointed in Natal.

1) The contents of this chapter is drawn largely from. the
following sources:
Mabel Palmer: The History of the Indians in Natal,
Natal Regional Survey, Vol. 10, 1957.
Mabel Palmer: JlEconomic and Poli tical Eackground to
the History of Indians in Natalrt

, The Indian as South
African, 1956.
G.H. Calpin: Indians in South.Afr~.£~, 19Lj.9.
Hilda Kuper: Indian People in Batal, 1960.
Dr. P.J. Meyer: IIDiePolitieke Posisie van die Indier
in Suid-Afrika", Die Asiaat en Afrika, Papers read at
the Seventh Annual Meeting of the South African Bureau
of Racial Affairs, Jan., 1956.
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Although these were often vague, and numerous amendments were

continually being introduced, the following could be listed

as the most important: the labourers were to be paid 10/- a

month, in addition to the provision of living quarters and

rations; the period of indenture was fixed at five years

(initially it was three years) after which the labourer could

either be re-indentured for a further period of five years,

remai!) in Natal as a !!freelr Indian, or receive a free return

passage to India. In the case of re-indenture, he would

also be entitled to a free passage back to his homeland, or

could as an alternative receive a small tract of crown land
in Natal.

The importation of coolies was halted in 1866, mainly because

of adverse trade conditions which hit the planters at that

time, b~t large-scale immigration was resumed in 1874.

Henceforth the Natal Government also contributed £10,000 an-

nually toward the cost of importing Indians.

It was during this time that a steady flow of non-indentured

Indians, better known as passenger Indians, started entering
the colony. They came on own initiative and expense, first

from ~auritius, but soon also from the Indian mainland.

Their main motive seemed to have been the quest for economic

expansion, such as opening anew branch of an established

family concern, or starting anew on their own.

majority of Indians who immigrated to the Transvaal anc Cape

- mostly at a later stage - were of the "passenger" type,

they are estimated never to have constituted more than 1~1a
of the Natal Indian population.2)

Gome uneasiness was created amongst the Whites by the pre-

sence of the passenger Indians as well as the fact that the

vast majority of "free" Indians did not avail themselves of

2) Statistical report of the Protector of Indian Immigrants,
31st March, 1953.
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the opportunity to return to India, but preferred to settle

in the country after their term of contract had expired.

They were viewed as being potentially dangerous concurrents

to the Whites in the economic field. As a result of the

report of the Wragg Commission of 1884, a tax amounting to

£3 was levied on each individual who had been indentured af-

ter a certain date. It was hoped that this would serve as

a further inducement to repatriate, although Indians who did

not pay this II licence fee" were not liable to criminal pro-

ceedings. Until this tax was abolished, no more than a

third of the Indians who were subject to this provision, ac-

tually paid the required fee.

Three years after the granting of responsible government to

Natal in 1893, a Bill was passed which denied franchise to

all persons coming from a country where parliamentary insti-

tutions were not in force. Only a small number of Indians

had qualified for the vote up to this stage, and although

they were not specifically mentioned, it was clearly directed

against them. This Act, not being retrospective, led to the

gradual elimination of Indian voters.

The nineties introduced a period of increasing racial con-

flict which arose on the one hand from the opposition of the

~~ites to unlimited Indian immigration,3) and from the grow-

ing dissatisfaction of the Indians with their treatment and

dispriviledged position in Natal, on the other. Ghandi ar-
rived in Natal in 1893, and it was especially after his

second visit to the colony in 1897, which coincided with

mass demonstrations of Whites against the landing of two

shiploads of free Indians at Durban, that he increased his

"passive resistance" campaign against what he claimed "",vasthe

various injustices sufrered by the Indians. In the same

3) The Indian population of L{atal had shown a five-fold in-
crease - from 6,787 to 35,763 - in the fifteen years
prior to 1891.
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year the entry of Indians was limited indirectly by a Natal
Government Act stipulating that all persons who were unable
to write out an application in an European langu8[e, would
be ~e&arded &8 prohibited immigrants. The annual subsidy
of .f.lO,000 for the imports.tion of Inbourers was vvithdrawn,
and attempts were also made to limit the trading rights of
Indians within the colony.

Indentured immigration was finnlly stopped by the Indian Go-
vernment in 1911, while the Government of the Union of South
Africa passed the Immigration Regulation Act in 1913, giving
the Minister of Interior the power to prohibit the entry of
'1anyperson or class of persons deemed by the Minister on
economic grounds or on account of standard or babits of life
to be unsuited to the requirements of the Union or any parti-
cular Province thereofll• Such orders have subsequently been
issued with respect to the Asiatics by the various ministers
on assuming office.

A certain number of women and children had accompanied the
immigrants to Natal. The required proportion of women as
against the men was eventually fixed at 50%, but the actual
percentage was nearer 455b. 4) Although it is not known how
many of the indentured men were married, j_ t appears thnt many
of them left their wives behind, marrying ex-indentured women
in Natal after expiry of their contracts.

Passenger Indians who initially came on their own, usually
brought their families across as soon as they could afford
it, or returned to India to look for a bride there. This,
as well as the fact that they often had their children mar-
ried in India, tended to strengthen their ties with the mo-
ther country.

The first Indians entered the Trnn3vaal Republic after 1881.

4) Hilda Kuper: ,QE. cit., p.5.
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These were both "free" Indians from l\fatCtl,as w811 as passen-
gers who came directly to the TraDsvaal. Complaints were
soon raised by the burghers against the presence of these
strangers and their alleged "insanitary WRy of living".
This led to a "vhole series of restrictive me'1sures which were
introduced specifically with regQrd to resiusntial, trading
and 13nd ownership rights of the Indians in the former South
African Republic. Act 3 of 1885 determined that they were
neither entitled to citizenship of the Republic, nor to own
fixed property or reside in arsas or locations other than
those set aside by the govern2cnt for such purposos. These
measures were never strictly enforced, mainly because of
British opposition to this law. The Indians also found VD-

rious ways of circumventing the provisions of this Act, such
as having their trading licences and ev~n property registered
on the nD.mes of whi te llnominees". The Gold Law of 1898 fur-
ther prohibited any coloured p8rson from being a mining li-
cence-holder or owning ony residential or trading property
in proclaimed areas. It did not, however, prohibit such
persons from holding licences to trade on the diggings.

The majority of the 17,000 Indians resident in the Transvaal
left at the outbreak of the Boer ~ar in 1899. Most of them,
as well as a considerable number of other illegal Indian im-
migrants, returned at the end of the war, and once more at-
tempts were resumed to enforce the proclaimed restrict:i.ons.
Compulsory re~istration was introduced in 1907, while the
Gold Law of 1908 now also attempted to forbid the letting
of premises for any form of occupstion, to Indians outside
areas set aside for them. This regulation ~as, however,
partially set aside by a court rulinG in the same year.

The Republic of the Orange Free StQte took an 8ven firmer
li11<::in aD J._ctp3ssecl in 1890 (lrVJet tot Tegengaan van de In-
stroming VQn .Asio.tischeKleurlingcnl1

) whjch forbade Asi[:-cics

l
--I
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to voluntary repatri~tion, were further ratified by the
Smuts-Gh~ndi agreement in 191L~. Although both General

ISmuts and Mr. Ghandi had hoped thQt this would be a final
settlement of the prolonged dispute, dissatisfaction flared
up again on both sides at the close of World War I. The
Lange Commission of 1920 proposed that in future trading li-
cences should only be granted to Indians in their own areas.
This was ignored by the Government and it only implemented
the Commission's proposals in connection with voluntary re-
patriation.

In the mesntime new restrictive measures were introduced in
Natal between 1922 and 1924. This included the withdrawal
of municipal franchise from the Indians and the curtailment
of the right of Indians to own and occupy property within
certain areas in the old city of Durban.

A round-table conference between the Indian and South African
Governments was called in Cape Town at the end of 1926, re-
suIting in the Cape Town agreement. It provided for the ap-
pointment of an A~ent General by the Indian Government in
South Africa, and repatriation under much more favourable
conditions. The South African Government also undertook to
take steps to raise the general standard of living and edu-
cation of the Indians in the country.

Most of the ~~ites still regarded the Indians as aliens and
intruders, often demanding that compulsory repatriation
should be instituted. The South African Government, how-
ever, never ncceded to this, but offered various assisted
repatriation schemes, under more attractive conditions as
the years passed. NonA of these schemes had spectacular
success. Between 1920 and 1940 a total of 29\029 Indians
availed themselves of assistance offered by the State for
repatriation.6) Only a few thousund wives and children

6) Cf. the Report of the First Indian "Penetration" Com-
mission, U.G. 39/1941, p~r. 15.
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came out to South Africa during this time, but the rapid na-

tural incre2se of the Asiatic population more than counter-

balanced the outflow. The Asiatic population of the Union

in fact rose from 152,094 in 1911 to 219,691 in 1936, which

represents a 44% increase.

In spite of the various .Acts and regulations which were aimed

at confining the Indians to certain areas both for residen-

tial and commercial purposes, and repeated attempts to apply

these laws more stringently, the Indian Penetr8.tion Commis-

sion (also known as the First Broome Commission) of 1941 and

the Second Broome Co~~ission of 1943, revealed that Indian

penetration in certain White areas was assuming increasing

proportions. Constant pressure was being brought to bear

on the Government by the wnites to put an end to this state

of affairs. In an attempt to 'ffreeze" the situation until

a more permanent solution could be reached, the Trading and

Occupation of Land (Transv221 and Natal) Restriction Act, No.

35 of 1943, more often referred to as the IIFegging Act", was

passed in Parliament. Transfer of property rights as be-

tween Vfuites and Indians was prohibited for a period of three

years, subject to special ~inisterial permission. Most of

the provisions of this Bill were re-enacted on a permanent

basis by the Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Representation

Bill of 1946. The limited indirect representation offered

to Indians in parliament under this Bill, seemed to have been

intended as an appeasement of the violated Indian public opi-

nion. Before Indian representatives were actually elected

to parliament, the Nationalist Party came into office in 1948

and this Act was repealed. Nevertheless it was primarily

this Act which gave rise to the withdrawal of the Indian High

Commissioner in South Africa, a trade boycott of South Afri-

can goods by India and a dispute before the United Nations

in which the Indian delegation alleged that lithe Union Go--

•
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vernment's discriminatory treatment ... of Indians on the
ground of race, constitutes a denial of human rights and fun-
damental freedoms".

Very soon after Dr. Malan's Government had taken over, it
became evident that the repatriation of Indians, either on a
voluntary or compulsory basis, was still seen as the chief
solution of the so-called Indian problem. A number of at-
tempts were made to arrange proper consultation on this and
other matters pertaining to the treatment of the South Afri-
can Indian community, between the Governments of Pakistan,
India and South Africa, but these broke down when India with-
drew from a proposed round-table conference, as a result of
the introduction of the Group Areas Bill by the South Afri-
can Government in 1950. This Bill, which subsequently went
through numerous amendments in Parliament, prohibited any
member of a specified group from owning property, occupying
premises, or trading in any other area than that proclaimed
as such for his group, unless he was exempted by special per-
mit. Three main racial groups were distinguished for the
purposes of this Act, viz. Whites, Africans and Coloureds,
thus linking it up with the Population Registration Bill
(No. 30/1950), according to which each citizen had to be of-
ficially registered and "classifiedl' into one of these
groups. The two 12tter groups could also be sub-divided,
8nd the Asiatics are in fact, where their numbers justify
it, mostly treated as a separate entity under the Coloured
category.

The impracticability of a substantial reduction in the In-
dian population by way of mass repatriation was gradually
realised, and althou8h it still remained official policy for
some time, the Indians were increasingly accepted as an in-
tegral and permanent part of the greater Gouth African so-
ciety. With the institution of the Department of Indian
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Affairs and the acknowledgement by the Prime Minister, Dr.
II.F. Verwoerd, in Au~ust 1961, that the Indians would have
to be accommodated Politically,7) this tacit assumption re-
ceived official senction. In contrast to the numerous ear-
lier laws which applied only to Indians, most of the differ-
entiating legislation passed through Parliament after 1948
affected all non-Whites, treating the Indian on par with the
other non-White groups. This holds true, amongst others,
for the prohibition of mixed marriages between Whites on the
one hand, and all non-Whites on the other (Act No. 55/1949);
the Immorality Act (No. 23/1957); the Separate Amenities
Act (No. 49/1953); the creation of separate university fa-
cilities as provided for by Act No. 45/1959, Qnd the already-
mentioned Group Areas legislation.

A final immigration restriction was issued by the Nationalist
Government in 1953, when the further entry of wives from In-
dia was forbidden, with February 1956 set as a deadline.
This lead to a considerable influx of women and children in
an attempt to "beat the ban".

3. The Present Position of the Indians

(i) Demographic characteristics:
According to the provisional results of the 1960 census, the
Asiatic population in South Africa ar:oountsto 477,125, or 3%
of the total population of 15,982,664. Only a negligible
proportion of the Asiatics in South Africa are non-Indians.
Table I gives the distribution of the Asiatics according to
the four provinces.8)

7) Cf. "The Cape Time s", Friday, Au[ust 25, 1961.
8) Unless otherwise stated, all figures quoted in Section 3

refer to the provisional results of the 1960 census as
published in the following official sources: ££ecial
Report No. 234; Sample Tabulation 2: Industry Divisions,
Age Groups, Home Languages; Sample Tabulation 3: Major
Occupational Groups; Sample 'llabulation4: Income.
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Table I: Provincial distribution of Asiatics

Province

Cape Province
Natal
Transvaal
Orange Free State

Total

Total

18,477
394,854
63,787

7

477,125

%

3.87
82.76
13.37

100.0

More than four-fifths of all Asiatics are therefore resident

in Natal. 231,385 (or 48.5%) of the total South African

Asiatic population in fact live within the metropolitan area

of Durban.

The Asiatics are a highly urbanised group. In this respect

they are second only to th~ Whites, 83% of them being resi-

dent in cities or larger towns, whilst the corresponding fi-

gure for the Whites is 84%. The rate of urbanisation va-

ries as follows according to province:

Table II Rural-urban distribution of
Asiatics accordi~o province

Province % Urban % Rural

Cape Province 99 1
Natal 81 19
Transvaal 92 8
Orange Free State 100 0

Total: Republic 83 17

The growth of the urban Asiatic population has been more ra-

pid than that of any other racial group since the previous

census in 1951, when only 77.5% of the Asiatics were urban-

ised. There has in fact been a nett increase of 40% in the

urban Asiatic population since 1951.9) The biggest increase

in the rate of urbanisation has taken place in Natal.

9) Dr. C.J. Jooste: "Veranderinge in die Rassesamestel-
ling en die Verspreiding van die Republiek 8e Bevolk-
ing in die Vyftigerjare!l, Journal of Racial Affairs,
March 1963, Vol. 14, No.2, p. 133.
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Their nett rate of increase (33.5 in 1961) is also the high-
est of all racial groups. It is to be expected that the
rapid population growth of Asiatics will continue for some
time, seeing that they are 8. predominantly "young" popula-
tion: 44.58% are under 14 years of age. According to cer-
tain estimates, they should number 1,382,000 in the year
2000.10)

(ii) Education:
There has been a spectacular advance in the general educa-
tional level of the Indians. In Natal the number of chil-
dren at school rOS0 from 61,333 in 1952, to 106,978 in
1960,11) which means that the figure must, approximately,
have doubled during the fifties" Because of a high inci-
dence of early school-leaving, the numbers, especially of
girls, drop sharply in the senior standards. Furthermore a

high rate of failures occur. Out of 540 entrants for the
Natal Senior Certificate in 1960, only 316 passed, of whom
roughly 50% gained m~triculation exemption, enabling them to
enter a university. A considerable proportion of these con-
tinue with higher education. In 1960 there were 414 stu-
dents enrolled at the Springfield Teacher Training College,
while there were 446 Indian students in the non-White sec-
tion of the University of Natal and 100 at the non-White Me-
dical School. The University College for Indians was found-
ed on Salisbury Island in 1960. In 1963 its enrolment al-
ready totalled 416, while a further 718 were extra-mural stu-
dents connected with the University of South Africa in Pre-
toria.12) There are still some Indian students at the
erstwhile "open" Universities of Cape Town and the Witwaters-
rand, while some wealthier families prefer to have their

10) Summary of the Report of the Commission for the Socio-
Economic Development of the Bantu Areas within the Union
of South Africa (Tomlinson Report;: U.G. 61/1955, p.29.

11) P.D. Hey: The Rise of the Natal Indian Elite, 1961, p.63.
12 ) "D . B "'-, d - '1 8 1ac 31e .urger , v~eDe sday, 11: ay , :;10.
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children educated overseas (mostly in India or the United
Kingdom).13) The majority take up either teaching or de-
grees leading to higher-status professions such as Law and
Medicine.14) Lately a few have also qualified in other
fields, and it is in fact considered an exceptional distinct-
ion to achieve success in a field previously unexplored by
the Indian in South Africa.15) The choice of a specific
profession does not only reflect upward social mobility, but
more often a desire for social and financial security, and
the realistic appreciation of the fact that there are hardly
any occupational opportunities for Indians in certain fields
in commerce and industry, no matter how good one's qualifi-

cations. This is both due to the existence of an official
colour bar in certain industries in the form of so-called
II job re servation 11,16) and, more often, to institutionalised

social barriers. There are indications that the limited
range of avenues of employment and the prevalent differential
wage scales, serve as sources of severe frustration to the
fast-growing corps of Indian intellectual elite.

There exists, none the less, a very keen desire for educa-
tional advancement, and families and individuals are willing
to make tremendous sacrifices in order to gain higher educa-
tion.

(iii) Economic position:
The general economic position of the Indian is characterised
by great extremes. A fifth (21.4%) of all economically RC-

13) It was estimated a few years ago that while 20 out of
every 10,000 Indians enjoyed university education, the
corresponding figure for the Coloureds and the Africans
was 4 and 2 respectively. Cf. Meyer: 2p. cit., p.67.

14) In 1958 there were approximately 2,000 Indians in pro-
fessions in Natal, of whom more than 1,800 were teach-
ers, some 70 doctors, 25 lawyers, 3 dentists, 1 surveyor
and a few social workers. Cf. Hilda Kuper: Op. cit.,

rn -....=Jb --
p.O(.

15) P. D. Hey: Op. ~it., p. 11 .
16) This was made possible by the Industrial Conciliation

Act, No. 28/1956.
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It is doubtful whether this
high number could only be attributed to seasonal unemploy-
ment, since most Indians are not employed in industries
which are subject to major seasonal variations. It was es-
timated in 1954 that at least 70% of the Indians in Durban
had an income below the ."poverty safety limit", or poverty
datum line, of £10 per month per p~rson.17) An important
factor here is the high dependency ratio of Indian families.
According to the Natal Regional Survey the average household
in Durban numbers about six persons.18) Their dependency
ratio must therefore be considerably higher than that of
South African Whites which is 2.9. The dependency ratio of
Indians in Pretoria is for example put at 4.4.19) 46% of
the gainfully employed earn R400 or less, per annum.

On the other hand there is a relatively small proportion of
the Indians falling within the higher income brackets:
about 3% are earning more than R2,000 p.a. In Natal there
is also a number of comparatively wealthy land-owners, al-
though they still own only a fraction of the property owned
by Whites (in Durban it is a sixth of the total property va-
lue) . The median income of gainfully employed Indians is
R424.44, which is only 27.6% of the Whites' (Rl,538.8),
though, on the other hand, it is substantially higher than
that of the Coloureds (R198.9).20)

It is therefore apparent that the income distribution be-
tween the various occupational sectors is very uneven. The

17) C.A. Woods: The Indian Community of Natal - Their
Economi~ Position, 1954, p.56.

18) Ibid., p.55.
19) J.G. Marais: A Background Study for the Design of

Townsh1:.£sfor Indians in the Tr8nsvaal,~no d.at'8)
p.58.

20) There is not such a big difference between the med.ian
incomes of urban Coloured males (R358.2) and urban
Indian males (R489.4). The discrepancy between the
two racial groups could therefore be partially as-
cribod to the Asiatics' higher rate of urbanisation.
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professional category, who form 4.1% of the total Indian la-
bour force, form the highest income group, with a median in-
come of R877.4 p.a., as against the service workers (11.1%
of the economically active) whose median annual income only
amounts to R122.36.

26.4% of the Indian population are economically active. Of
these the majority are males: 46.6% of the men are gainfully
employed, while the figure in the case of women is only 5.6%.
The occupational distribution is given in the following
table:

Table III Major occupational groups

Occupational group
Male

N %
Female

N %
Craftsman, production worker
Sales worker
Service worker
Farmer, fisherman
Clerical worker
Transport worker
Professional, technical
Administrative, executive
Miner, quarryman
No occupation stated

33,869
20,901
11,411
9,241
7,867
7,471
3,909
2,410

79
15,465

30.1
18.6
10.1
8.2
7.0
6.6
3.5
2.1
.1

13.7

3,377-
1,454
2,503

820
332
20

1,215
158

3,388

25.5
11.0
18.9
6.2
2.5

9.2
1.2

25.5
Total 125,890 100.0

When analysing industry divisions, manufacturing (26.2%),
commerce (21.8%) and services (17.7%) also emerge as the
three dominant categories. There are, however, substantial
variations in the relative strength of the different occupa-
tional categories in the various provinces. Vfuile crafts-
men and production workers constitute about a third of the
total labour force in Natal, and service workers and farmers
are also largely confined to that province, sales workers
(which include owners of wholesale and retail establish-
ments) predominate in Transvaal (48.3%) and the Cape Pro-
vince (50.4%). No recent figures are available, but accord-
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ing to estimates for Natal for 1951, considerably more than
a third of the total income of Indians came from commerce,
while only a seventh of the labour force was engaged in this
sector of the economy.21)

Viewing the position of the Indian in the total economic
structure, it appears that he is subjected to economic pres-
sure from two directions: on the one hand the Indian expe-
riences competition in the unskilled and semi-skilled catego-
ries from the African worker, who is better suited to that
type of labour and prepared to work for a much lower wage.
Much of the unemployment amongst Indians must be attributed
to this fact. On the other hand, as has already been point-
ed out, the better educated and qualified Indian finds him-
self seriously handicapped when competing with Whites for
higher paid jobs.

It furthermore seems likely that the Group Areas legislation,
as also previous restrictive laws, have adversely affected
the economic advanceme?t of the Indian, notably in the com-
mercia1 field. Although the Government has been applying
this law only gradually, and, on the whole, discreetly, the
uncertainty and insecurity created by these measures, must
have inhibited a large amount of potential capital invest-
ment.

Important changes have taken place in the occupational struc-
ture of the Indian community in South Africa. The inden-
tured came out as labourers with very little means. After
serving their term many of them turned to market-gardening
or hawking, while others took up traditional crafts. Even-
tually a small core developed into ~ wealthy business and
professional elite. The passenger traders with more capi-
tal at their disposal, progressed more rapidly. As a group

21) Prof. R. Burrows: Indian Life and Labour in Natal,
1952, p.31.
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This is
borne out by the fact that the mean annual income of Guje-
ratis (mainly passengers in origin), English-speaking Indians
(mostly Christians), and the Urd.u-spe.s.kingsection in Durban,
is considerably higher than that of the Hindi, Tamil or Tele-

h" h d" tl f""d t d ." 22)gu groups, W lC are pre omlnan y 0 ln en ure orlgln.

The rapid industrialisation taking place in South Africa has
also had its impact on the Indian community 23) in various
ways. The steady drift of a large number of labourers from
agriculture and service occupations to semi-skilled and
white-collar jobs in secondary industry, has re3ulted in a
progressive abolition of the original straightforward econo-
mic dichotomy between the indentured labourers and the pas-
senger traders.24) This process necessarily had to have a
considerable influence on the general value orientations of
the Indian community as well.
on.

(iv) Political trends

We will return to this later

Reference has already been made to the numerous differentia-
tinf laws affecting the Indians. It only remains to mention
the present position with regard to franchise. It is only
in the Cape Province that the Asiatics enjoy limited fran-
chise. Together with the Coloureds they are entitled to
elect four (white) representatives to the Assembly, and two
to the Provincial Council, on a separate voters roll. Muni-
cipal franchise for Indians on a common voters role is also
limited to the Cape Province.
22) L. Kuper, H. Watts and R. Davies: Durban - a Study in

Racial Ecology, 1958, p.90.
23) The term "community" is not used here in any strict

sociological sense of the word.
24) The proportion of gainfully employed in industry has

risen from 22.4% in 1936 to 26.2% in 1960. There has
also been a considerable increase in the numbers em-
ployed in commerce: from 13.8% to 21.8% during the
same time. On the other hand the 27.8% employed in
agriculture in 1936 dwindled to 7.6% in 1960.
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The Indians developed a politicnl consciousness at an early

stage and soon took corporate action in an endeavour to im-
prove their position. Initially this was confined to the
passenger traders who were most affected by the early legis-

lation. LThe Natal Indian Congress was founded as early as
1894 by Ghandi. His influence in this organisation, and in

Indian political life in general, remained pervasive in the

following two or three decades, though other leaders, such

as A.J. Kajee, :S.Rustomjee, Dr. Dadoo, a.nd Dr. J.~,:. Naicker,

came to the fore in later years.

The years before, and during the Second World Dar, were cha-

racterised by conflict and keen competition for leadership

between the various Indian interest groups, resulting in the

founding of a number of diverging political bodies and or-
ganisations. The Natal Indian Congress emerged as the

strongest once more, now organised as a national body with

affiliated branches in the other provinces. It was in-
creasingly dominated by left-wing radicals after the war,

which led to thesucression of a more moderate group in fuay,
1947. They founded the Natal Indian Organisation, which

also grew into a national body, though its main strength re-
mains in Natal to this day.

The Organisation's leadership is largely in the hands of a

number of prominent Moslem businessmen of passenger origin,

who take most of the initiative in private capacity, seeking

to gain its ends through a pragmatic approach of "limited
co-operation". The Congress, on the other hand, has a di-
verse and "popular" leadership, which is more radical and

ideological in its approach, demanding the complete abolition
of every form of racial discrimination. The Organisation
is also more sectional in nature, while the Congress has

closely associated with other radical organisations, such as

the Congress of Democrats, the African National Congress and
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the Coloured People's Organisation (a number of these orga-
nisations have now been bffillledby the Government).25)

It must be borne in mind that7 although organised political
action has long been a feature of Indian life in South Africa.,
a large number of Indians have remained apathetic to broad

. \political lssues, apart from7 perhaps, such matters ns direct-
ly affect their daily living. At no time has any Indi~1 po-
litical organisation had more than 30,000 - 357000 members,
the majority preferring to leave action in the hands of a
small but dynamic political elite7 who are dravm mostly from
the professional class.

The ultimate political future of the Indian in South Africa
is uncertain at this stagG. A Department of Indian Affairs
has recently been brought into being to preside over 211
matters pertaining specifically to the Indiens. It is the
Government's declared policy to transfer various services,
such as welfare, education7 and local government, to this
Department, so that in time it CCillbecome subject to the con-
trol of the elected Indi,~ Representative Council which is
envisaged.26) The autonomy of such a Council will of nocos-
sity have to be limited to certe-in "community" matters. Ac-
cording to a statement by the Prime Minister, Dr. R.F. Ver-
woerd, it is not the intention of the Government ever to
grant Indians direct parliamentary representation.27)

4. Conclusion
We have tried to high-light the mere important phases in
the history of the Indians in South Africa, as well QS

25) Cf. R. Kuper: .9J?. cit., pp. 49-557 for a more detc.iled
description of the Qims, methods, and leadership of
those political organisations.

26) "Die Burger", Tuesd[lY7 MEW 21, 1963.
In 1964 a lItemporary" council of 21 appointed members
was announced b;yIVIr.Mar~e 7 the Minister of Indic~n
Affairs. Cf. Ibid.7 Tuesday, February 47 1964.

27) "Die Burgeri!, Friday, April 26, 1963.
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giving a brief account of their present socio-economic posi-
tion in the larger South African social system.28) Some of
the major cultural characteristics of these people, such as
religion, language, and persisting. caste divisions will be
touched on again in the chapters that follow in which we will
turn to a more detailed description and analysis of the Cape
Indian cOlnmunity. This community differs from most Indian
comm~~ities in Natal, for example 9 in important ways9 .such as
the scattered residence of its members, their predominantly
p~ssenger origin, the fact that the Moslems outnumber the
Hindus by far, and in the proportionate representation of the
different linguistic groups. While we shall study the Cape
Indians against the background sketched in this chapter, we
shall, therefore, pay special attention to the unique fea-
tures which set them apart from their ethnic kin elsewhere in
the country. The next chapter presents a prograrr@atic out-
line of how we shall concretely set about such an analysis
with the aid of the concepts developed in the first chapter.

28) There is some doubt as to whether the South African
population could be termed a social system according
to the definition of action theorists, namely in
that they share a common more-or-less integrated
value system. It is here used in the sense that
the South African population, heterogeneous as it
may be, does share a common economical, legal, po-
litical (until such time as complete territorial
segregation materialises), and, in increasing mea-
sure, cultural framework. Some of the racial groups
in the country could in this sense then be viewed as
functioning sub-systems within a less integrated so-
cial system of a higher order.
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CHAPTER III

AN OPERATIONAL PROGRillY1FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
SOLIDARITY IN THE CAPE INDIAN CONndUNITY

It follows from our discussion up to this stage that a syste-
matic analysis of the degree of solidarity that exists in the
Cape Indian cOInmunity would require attention to at least the

1)following factors:

(i) The origin of the Indians in Cape Town, and the nature
of the society frOTIIwhich they emanate, would directly affect
their adjustment as a group to the new cultural milieu in
which they find themselves. We shall have to determine to
what extent the hypothesis holds true "that if members of a
parent society are transferred as individuals into a host so-
ciety which is not isomorphic with the parent society with re-
gard to the important elements of social organization, the in-
dividuals transferred will not be able to take their place
directly in the host society, ~~d will therefore tend to form
segregated etlmic cOmnlunities, which often take on the charac-
ter of a minority group.ll 2) The fact whether these immi-
grants were related or were members of the same co~~unity in

~India, also merits attention. / Finally, the Cape Indian com-
munity could not be studied in isolation, but has to be viewed
against the background of Indian cOmTIlunities settled elsewhere
in South Africa.! The extent to which they identify them-
selves with other Indians in the country, and in Cape Tovm,
should indicate to what extent they are merely a population
category, or in fact constitute a conscious minority group.

(ii) It would be necessary then, to set forth tIle defining
I

characteristics of the Cape IndiillLsas a minority group;

1) We are attempting here, at some risk of repetition, to
present a more concise and structured operational pro-
gram, distilled from the preceding two chapters.

2) Cf. pp. 11-12.
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that iS9 we shall have to determine in which respects the In-
dians as a group conform to our definition of a minority group.

(iii) The ecological distribution of Indians within the me-
tropolitan area of Cape Tovm would be an important factor to
consider9 since it would significantly affect the patterns of
in-group and out-group contact. The possible effect of the
implementation of the Group Areas Act, and the residential se-
gregation resulting from it, should ~lso be taken into account.

(iv) It was suggested in the first chapter 3) that the soli-
darity of a large-scale social system would depend on the co-
hesion, both lIhorizontallyll and 11 vertically" , of the various

1structural levels of the system. An analytical investiga-
tion into the structural solidarity of the system would then
require the following:

(a) The first step would be to distinguish and classify as
far as possible, the empirical social systems, that is,
the collectivities and organizations, functioning on
the various levels. The internal cohesion of these sys-
tems as separate entities will then have to be deter-
mined from the lower levels upward. Under normal cir-
cumstances it will only be possible to do this with a
limited number of groups, which should then be as re-
presentative as possible of the rilllgeof collectivities
found in the particular community. As has already
been pointed out, the measurement of the cohesion of
primary systems has received most attention, though
with limited success. No such controlled measurement
Vias attempted in this study, and our observations with
regard to this vull be based mainly on interviews and
the attendance of meetings of a few such groups. Con-
clusions will therefore have to be regarded as being
of a fairly tentative nature.

(b) Secondly, and in conjunction with (a), the extent of
membership overlap and the interdependence, organiza-
tionally and otherwise, of these groups will have to

3) Cf. Paragraph 4.
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be examined (again~ on each respective level~ as well as
between the various consecutive levels). Special note
should be taken of instances vn10re group bOlmdaries co-
incide vlJith relatively persistent so_cial or cultural
diy:i,sionsJ since this would have importar1t implications
for the solidarity of the total system.

(c) Finally~ the degree to which all these collectivities
are structurally incorporated in an all-encompassing
orgElllization or ngovernment" on the societal level must
receive attention. In the South African case~ the im-
plication of the fact that the Indians have no direct
re~resentation on this level~ as well as the possible
impact of the present government's projected policy of
"parallel development'l whereby the Indians will eventu-
ally be granted a certain measure of community self-
rule, should be examined.

(v) It is only on ffi1 analytical level that these structural
aspects of the solidarity of social systems could be separated
from the dynamic or functional aspects. A "purely" structu-
ral 9~alysis is hardly possible, as will soon be apparent when
we start applying our theoretical scheme to the a.nalysis of
the Cape Indian community. But the distinction seems to us
to be indispensable for a systematic discussion of the pheno-
menon. The chief dynamic categories to be considered then,
are the following:

(a) Both the frequency and character of interaction between
Indians of various groups ~ as vvell as the amount of con-
trol exercised over both individuals and groups from
higher levels dovm, has been indicated to be of some
importance. The extent of the pressure which is
brought to bear on devi&'1ts, and the effectiveness of
sanctions that are applied, is &'1important indication
of the solidarity of the system.

(b) Since our distinction between the various structural
levels pertains to the social structure of systems~
it is obvious that certain psychological and cultural
variables would operate simultaneously (though not ne-
cessarily identically) on all four levels. With regard
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to the former, the intensity of the commitment of the
Cape Indians to the whole community and/or to certain
sub-groups in the community, should be noted. No at-
tempt was made in this study to measure the degree of
identification that exists, though the broad patterns
of reference groups were traced as far as possible.

(c) With regard to the cultural aspect, the extent to which
the Indians share common values and norms which form an
internally consistent system would be of central import-
ance to the solidarity (if their community. Furthermore,
the more exclusive these values are to the community, the
more it would tend to evolve into a closed system. As
we have argued, a differentiated value system would only
be conductive to solidarity if the nature of the system
is such that it permits differentiation and if a basis
for the integration of these variant values on a higher
level actually exists. In other words, the value sys-
tem must allow for a minimum of compatability.

(d) The effect produced upon the solidarity of the Indian
(

. community by the relations between the Indians and the
VV'hite domina..YJ.tgroup 5 as well as changes in these rela-
tions over time, will also have to be traced. We shall
not attempt to classify the reactions of the Indiffi1s
within an exhaustive typology, but shall merely indicate
the range of reactions encountered in the cOllliTIunity.

(e) In a plural society it is, however, not only the dominant-
minority relations that are of importance, but also those
between different minorities, such as in Cape Town be-
tween the Indians on the one hand, and the Africans,
Coloureds, and Malays on the other.

(vi) Finally, indice.tions of the bl'eakdowilof solidarity and
the extent of assimilation with other groups will have to be
examined. This requires attention to changes in the value
and norm pattern, as well as in other more obvious cultural
characteristics of the Indians as a result of out-group con-
tact; to eviderlce of psychological marginality, and lastly
to the incidence of intermarriage between Indians and members
of other groups. In this respect it is important to deter-
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mine why the Indiffi1sare attracted to some of these groups ra-
ther than to others1 and to investigate the hypothesis that
"in any given situation where a plurality of culturally dis-
tinct groups interact on more or less equal termsy those
groups which resemble each other the most with regard to prin-
ciple racial and cultural featuresy are most likely to become
assimilated to each other." 4) 5)

This outline of the factors pertinent to the solidarity of
the Cape Indian community requires a few further comments.
It is clearly only a very sketchy account of the more salient
variables involved. An adequate investigation into the re12-
tion between anyone of these variables and the phenomenon of
solidarity would require a much more detailed specification
of the issues bearing on this relatiol'l1and a carefully out-
lined research design to measure the variables in questiony
in order to be able to determine the nature of the existing
relation~ This vms not intended cmd is clearly impossible
in a study of this scope. Since it had to be1 in the nature
of the case~ an exploratory studyy an attempt was made to
conceive of it in the broadest possible terms and to allow
for a maximum of flexibility.

ActuallY1 research in this field needs to go even further.
It has been noted that a comparative analysis of the ways in
which East Indian iIl1.'TIigrc:-11tcommuni ties have adapted them-
selves in various foreign societies may yield valuable re-
turns toward R better understanding of minority relations ill
general.6) But there is also some need for a consolidation

Walter Simon (oP. cit'1 pP. 10-11) has suggested a spiral-
ling series offi v-e-rnterlocking specific propositions
regarding intergroup integra"cion and group ic1entity 1 which
could serve as important indicators of the degree of as-
similation that has already taken place.

4) Cf. p. 34.
5 )

6) Cf. p. 61.
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of the findings of the profusion of excellent empirical stu-
dies that have been done of minority groups the world over.7)
No satisfactory synthesis has been achieved to date, nor has
a general theory adeQuate to the widest range of minority
group behaviour emerged.8)

We shall now proceed to give a more detailed account of the
research procedure followed in this study.

.". '. ~....'

6) Cf., for example, Raymond Firth's comments in his intro-
duction to an issue of the British Journal of Sociolo~y
devoted to the discussion of "Factions in Indian and
Overseas Indian Societies", 1957, Vol. 8, pp. 291-295.
The most notable monographs that have been published on
overseas Indian co~~unities other than in South Africa,
or on societies in Mlich they constitute a notable mi-
nority, are:
Burton Benedict: Indians in a Pl~l Societx: A ~e]ort
on Mauriti~s, 1961:
lJ. Gangulee: Indians in the EmJ2i:reOverseas: _ A SurvS{,1947.
L.W. Hollingsworth: The Asians 9f East Afric0' 1960.
Morton Klass: East Indians in Trinidad: A Study o:£:
Cultural Persiste~ce, 1961.-----
Usha Mahajani: (£he_Role of Indian Minorities tn Burma
and .Malsz.
Adrian C. Mayer: Peasants in the Pacific, 1961, and
Indians in Fij~, 1963. --
Arthur and Juanita Niehoff: East IndiaDs in the West
.Indies, 1960.
M.G. Smith: The 1:1111'21 80ciet.Y.in the British West
Indies, 1965.~
C. and R. Sofer: ~rja Tnmsfo~:me<!, 1955.

7) For a bibliography, cf. Simpson and Yinger: 2Jl.' cit.
8) Cf. Morton B. King's comments: "The Minority Course",

American Sociolo.&ical Revi~w, Feb. 1956, Vol. 21, p. 80.
Milton Gordon: As_similation in American Life, 1964,
gives an overview of the theories which have been cur-
rent in American literature on the subject, ruld also
shows up some of their inadeCluacies.
Cf. further Herbert Blumer: "Recent Research of Racial
Relations: U. S.A. Ii, International Social Science Bulle-
tin, 1958, Vol. 10, pp. 403-447. -- -
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CHAPTER. IV

RESEARCH DESIGN

1. Delimitation

For the purposes of this study anybody who originated from
India or PakistaJ.l~including those whose immediate ancestors
came from these countries~ was taken to be a member of the
Indian group. Owing to the fact that it was of some import-
ance to inquire into both the extent and effects of assimila-
tion on the Indian co~nunity as a whole~ any person who had
one parent qualifying as Indian according to the above defi-
nition~ was also included in this category. This means that
our study included some people who would not llecessarily be
classified as Indians (or Asiatics) in terms of the Popula-
tion Registration Act.l)

The four magisterial districts of Simonstovm~ Wynberg~ Bell-
ville and Cape Tovm were taken to comprise the Cape Peninsula.
This area covers what is accepteds for census purposes~ to be
the metropolitan area of greater Cape Tovvn.2) There were
8,975 Asiatics resident in this area Rt the time of the 1960
census.3) This number would include a small nlli~berof Chi-

1) In Proclamation 334 of November l~ 1957 (cf. Art. 10 of
the Group Areas Act of 1957) the Indian group was defined
as "any person vvho in fact is ~ or is generally accepted as '
a member of a race or tribe whose national home is in
India or Pakistan~ other thaJ.1a woman between whom and the
person (other than a white man) who is not in terms of
this paragrcph c member of the Indian group, there exists
a marriage, or who co-habits with such a person, and any
woman to whatever race, tribe or class she belongs, be-
tween whom and the person who is~ in terms of the above
paragraph a member of the Indian group~ there exists a
marriage or co-habits with such a person; any white man
between whom and a woman who is in terms of the above pa-
ragraph a member of the Indian group~ there exists a mar-
riage, or who co-habits with such a person.it

2) Cf. Appendix A, Map 1. We shall refer to this area in-
terchangeably as lithe Cape Peninsula", "Cape TOWllil, or
merely "the Cape". If we want to refer to either the
magisterial district of Cape Town~ Cape Town City, or
the Cape Province, we shall designate it as such.

3) Revised Special Report No. 234-.
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nese, who according to reports7 number roughly between 200
and 250 people. It should be pointed out that these figures
in all probability represent an under-enumeration for the fol-
lowing reasons: a considerable number of Indians who have
immigrated illegally to the Cape, either from India or from
other provinces in South Africa,4) would have reason to con-
ceal their presence or identity for fear of being prosecuted,
and secondly, a certain proportion of tlle Indians have, ac-
cording to substantial evidence, probably been enumerated as
Malays. Some Indians have tried to "pass" as Malays, c\J:ld

have in fact officially been classified as such, because of
certain advantages resulting from it under the Group Areas
Act, such as being ~llowed to reside and trade in proclaimed
"Coloured" areas. In spite of the fact that there is no evi-
dence of any substantial emigration of Indians from Cape Tovm,
the nett increase of this population group since the 1951
census is surprisingly 10w.5) At the beginning of 1962 the
office of the Population Registrar in Cape To~m ill fact oal-
culated that there were 10,434 Indians in the metropolitilll
area of 9ape Town.

4) The Immigration Regulation Act of 1913 (cf. p. 38) also
restricted the free move~l1ent~f India.."YJ.sfrom one pro-
vince to another.

5) While the South African Indian population showed an in-
crease of nearly 30% over the 1951 census in 1960, the
Indians in Cape Town increased by only 10.8%. Even if
we assume that the Cape Indians have a lovver birth rate
because of their higher standard of living, it could
hardly account for the magnitude of this discrepe.ncy
(especially if we bear in mind that there has been a
considerable inflow of Indians, notably women, after
1950; cf. Table VIII). The nmnber of Indians in the
Cape Tovm magisterial district have, in fact7 decreased
from 4,216 to 3,790 between 1951 and 1960. ',]:l1e latter
could partially be accounted for by the fact thQt a large
number of the f@nilies VJ10 moved to the proclaimed Indian
areas were from this part of the Peninsula, but the low
overall rate of increase of the CS.pe Indian population
must probably be ascribed to the number of them who were
enlli~eratedas Malays in the 1960 census, illldto possible
errors in the actual census counts.
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2. Gatheri:qg,of Data

Two sets of data were reQuired for our purposes~ viz.:

(a) Basic sociographic data concerning the Indian
population of the Cape Peninsula;

(b) Data bearing more specifically on the solidarity
patterns in this community.

Most of the data had to be gathered in the field because of
the limited 8mount of analysed census data that is availabley

and the absence of any previous recorded research on the Cape
Indians. After interviewing a nwnber of the Indian leaders
in Cape To~ny a questionnairey which attempted to cover both
the above-mentioned categories of datay was constructed.6)
This questionnaire was administered to a selected saBple of
Indians by means of personal interviews. An attempt was made
to keep the interviews as flexible as possibley follow2ng up
any valuable lead that might occur. Several unstructured in-
terviews were also conducted with prominent members of the
Indian community, as well as various municipal 8nd govermnent
officials who often have to deal ViTith Indians in their 2,dminis.-
trative capacity. Finally, the researcher moved as much as
possible among the Indians in informal capacityy attending a
number of social gatherings as well as formal meetings.

3. Sampling Procedure

Owing to the unstructured nature of the greater part of the in-
quiryy selecting a strictly representative sample was not al-
together essential. Gathering reliable sociographic data
didy howevery require a sample survey from which generaliza-
tions could be dravm with some confidence. Furthermore,
since the ecological variable could have a signific.:mt influ-
ence on the solidarity patterns, it had to be controlled as
far as possible.

6) Cf. Appendix C.

Sa~ple selection created some problems,
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since no inventory of all the Indians resident in the Cape
Peninsula was available anywhere. It was eventually decided
to use the detailed 1960 population analysis for the census
tracts1 or sub-districts as they are sometimes called1 which
was obtained from the Bureau of Census and Statistics in Pre-
toria~ as a basis for a sample of each city ward and munici-
pality within the four magisterial districts of the Cape. Such
a tract usually comprises only a few street blocks~ depending
on the density of the population1 illldthe figures therefore
offered a fairly accurate indication of areas in which Indians
were concentrated? provided~ of course~ that no large-scale
migration of population had taken place between the time of
the census ffildthe first hQlf of 1962 when this survey was
launched. There was no indication that such major movements
had occured1 apart from a small number of families - mostly
Hindu - who had moved to the proclaimed Indiilllgroup areas at
Rylands Estate illldCravenby, Elsies River.

7)It was decided to exclude Wards 3, 51 6, 7 of Cape TOWD City
from the surveY1 since a later more detailed and structured
investigation is envisaged on the basis of the insight gained
from this exploratory study. These wards coincide roughly
with the densely populated~ predominantly non-Wnite residen-
tial areas immediately surrounding the city centre, commonly
known as the Malay QUQrter, District Six, Woodstock and Salt
River. At the time of the 1960 census~ 2711 (or 30.2%) of
the total Asiatic population of the Cape Peninsula were resi-
dent in these areas. Although no sample was drawn from these
wards, several open interviews were conducted with prominent
Indians residing there.

The method of operation was to cover the whole field system-
atically? attempting to interview approximately 10% of all

7) Cf. Appendix A, Map II.
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In this
way the ecological variable could to some extent be accounted
for. The sampling technique was largely of the so-called
"snowball" type~ VI!herebya few initial contacts were used to
obtain the names and addresses of other Indians in a specific
area. The task was facilitated somewhat by the fact that a
large number of Indiill1sare in small business and normally
have to display their names some~nlere outside their establish-
ments.

The nuclear family (i.e. normally consisting of husband~ wife
and children) was taken as the basic unit of study as far as
the collection of the required sociographic data is concerned.
Single adults boarding with families were treated as separate
units~ or technically speaking, as constituting i1family unitsil

of their o,;vn. There were, however, only six such cases in
our sample of 112. Interviews were normally conducted with
the family head, but this was not always possible, since the
father was sometimes not available for some reason or other
(such as being abroad on a visit to India) or might be de-
ceased. In such cases the wife~ or eldest son~ who usually
takes over the responsibilities of the father~ was approached.

It is a cornmon pattern among the Indians for more than one
related nuclear family to live together.g) This meant that
more than one interview could theoretically often be conducted
within a single household. This was~ however~ consistently
avoided in order to include as wide a variety of people as
possible in the sample.

The final sample consisted of 112 cases (106 families and 6
single men) which represents 644 persons, or 10.38% of the

8) Cf. Appendix B for the exact size of the sample dra~TI
from each.

g) Cf. Chapter VI, par. 1 A.(i).
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Asiatics resident in the area that was sampled~ or approxi-
mately 7.3% of the total Asiatic population of the Cape :Penin-
sula (i.e. including the four wards which were not sampled).

4. Limitations arising fromSam~ling and Research Tec4riJLu~

The question arises as to what measure of confidence we can
confer. upon generalizations dravvn from our sample regarding
(a) the Indian population of the area fro~ which it was dra~TI~
and (b) the Indian community of the whole of greater Cape Tovm.
Firstly? it must be pointed out that our sample is a rela-
tively small one. Although it represents 644 persons? it
consists of only 112 units out of a universe of probably be-
tween 1~100 and 1?200 nuclear families (if we assume that the
average family size of our sample is typical of the whole
area). Although the sample might not be too small when taken
as a proportion of the total number of Indians in the area
covered~ the possible margin of error increases in direct pro-
portion to the decrease in the number of cases in each cate-
gory when cross-tabulation is done. The size of the sample
was? however~ mainly a function of the extent of the area that
had to be covered (more than 150 square miles) and the limited
resources~ both in tel~ms of time and money~ at the disposal
of the researcher.

J1.:n. effort was made -Coinclude Indians from as large 2. variety
of religious? occupational and linguistic groups as possible.
The sampling technique which had to be used~ however~ proba-
bly tended to direct us to Indians v/ho are fairly well know:.'1
for some reason or other? or to those upon whom one would
"stumble" most easily. The Indian shops? which are in most
cases situated along the main thoroughfares~ especially in
or near non-White residential areas~ are~ for example~ rela-
tively easily identified. This might partially acoount for
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the fact that sales workers seem to be over-represented in our
sample (cf. Table VI). In short] the sampling procedure
vnlich we were forced to adopt] did 110t ensure that the illlits
would be strictly randomly selected9 even though the utmost
caution was exercised. Since we eoployed a non-probability
sample of rather small absolute size there would not be much
point in applying statistical tests of significance in our ana-
lysis.10) We ignored any marginal differences which showed
up, and followed up only those which seemed to be sufficiently
clear-cut to allow conclusions to be dra~l with some measure
of confidence.

It was mentioned earlier that it was not possible in all cases
to interview the husband in the family. Six of the 106 fa-
milies in our sample were incomplete owing to the death of the
father, and in one case, as a result of divorce. Ninety-one
(or 81.2ro) of the interviews were conducted vlith the father,ll)
seven (6.3%) with the mother or wife9 .and thirteen (11.67'~)
\vith an elder son or daughter in the family 1 and in one in-
stance in which the father ;,vasnot available and the mother
could speak neither Afrikaans nor English, with a niece who
was staying with the farnly. Most of the data, being straight-
forward information on the family itself, could not be influ-
enced much by this variation of respondents. It was never-
theless important to check the possible influence of the sex
and generation variables on the responses to the few opinion-
type items in the questionnaire.

The number of cases involved. are too small to draw any defi-

10) Cf. Hanan C. Selvin: "A Critique of Tests of Significance
in Survey Research"] Americ~~ Sociological Revie~? 1957,
Vol. 22, pp. 519-527, and L. Kish: "Some Statistical Pro-
blems in Hesearch Design"? ;!:\.mericanSociologice_l Review,
June 1959, Vol. 24, No. 39 PP. 328-338, for a discussion
of the applicability of statistical tests in non-experi-
mental social research.

11) This includes the six single men who were in-cervievved.
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nite conclusions, but on the whole there seems to be very
little difference in the responses of the three main catego-
ries, viz. husbands, wives, and children, with possibly the
following exceptions: Although more or less an equal propor-
tion of the husbands and children ~iliowere interviewed, stated
that they were not in favour of a sectional Indian political
organization, a greater number of the second-generatioll res-
pondents explicitly stated that they prefer integrated or non-
racial political organizations. There were two indications
that wives tend to be more conservative than their husbands:
a larger proportion of them were in favour of separate organi-
zations, and they tended to show a greater social distance
with regard to Africans (57% of them declared that they would
prefer Africans to live outside their neighbourhood as against
only 21% of the men). We can state, however, that the fact
that we had to interview members of the family other thillLthe
husband in some instances, should on the whole not have in-
fluenced the findings of our study to any great extent.
Where it did, it should be duly taken into account.

Finally, we need' to evaluate the implications of the fact that
we excluded the four Cape Town City wards from our sampling
population. It should be apparent that the exclusion of
30.2% of the total Indian population of the Cape from our uni-
verse would seriously affect the degree of confidence with
which we could generalize from our sample to the whole popula-
tion, ~~less we have reason to believe that this 30.2% are
similar to the Indians in the rest of the Peninsula in every
major respect. If it is possible, on the other hand, to es-
tablish the major differences which do exist, we could make
some projections as to how the inclusion of these wards would
have affected our sample. We can partially achieve this by
comparing three of the items which were included in our ques-
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tionnaire, viz. that on home language, religious affiliation,
and occupation, with certain available census data. This is
done in Tables IV - VI. A few facts should be noted concern-
ing the comparability of the data: (a) The data on home lan-
guage would not appear to be fully comparable since the census
units are individuals, while our unit of analysis in this case
is the family. The percentages of our sample would, however,
only be unreliable if the average family size of the various
l~~guage categories differed appreciably. If illlything,those
speaking an Indian dialect at home, might have slightly bigger
families. Calculations based on Table V showed, however,
that although Hindu families tend to be smaller than Moslem
families, it made very little difference whether we employed
individuals or families as units when calculating percentages.
(b) The data on religious affiliation is also somewhat unsat-
isfactory, since the only analysed census data available at
that stage of the investigation dates back to 1951,12) with
the result that there is a time interval of 11 years between
the two sets of data which we are comparing. (c) In Table VI
we are comparing the proportion of all economically active
males in the different occupational categories at the time of
the 1960 census with data from our sample which only accounts
for the occupation of family heads and not for those of their
grown-up sons as well. Again it is doubtful whether it
would have made any great difference if we had included the
latter (apart from one possible affect which we shall note
later) . (d) The data from the 1960 census is based on sam-
pIe tabulations, so that allowance also has to be made in
this case for sampling error.13)

12) U.G. 38/1959.
13) Sample Tabulations No.2 and 3, £E. cit.
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1960
Home language N

Sample
N %

English and Afrikaffi1s
Afrikaans
English
Indian language
Eng./Afr. & Ind. lang.

Total

285
3275
2470
2945

8975

3.2
36.5
27.5
32.8

100.0

4
26
19
56
7

112

3.6
23.2
16.9
50.1 14.)
6.2 .

100.0

Table V Comparison of religious affiliation:
1221 census and sample

1951 Sample
Religious affiliation l'J (r~' N 7;10

Moslem 5769 71.2 460 71.4Hindu 892 11.0 156 24.2Christian 1065 13.2 18 2.8Other 373 4.6 10 1.6
Total 8099 100.0 644 100.0

Table VI Comparison of occupation:
1960 census and sample

3 2.7

Sample
N %Occupation

Professional~ technical
and related workey
Administrative~ executive~
and managerial
Clerical worker
Sales worker 15)
Worker in transport and
communication
Craftsman~ production
worker~ labourer
Service~ sports and
recreation worker
No occupation stated

Total

14) Cf. p. 72.
15) Cf. p. 72.
16) Cf. p. 72.

1960
N of,0

22 1.0

76 3.4
76 3.4

379 61.3

87 3.8

207 9.2

218 9.7
185 8.2

1250 100.0

5
1

89

9

4
1

112

4.5
.9

79.3 16)

8.1

3.6
.9

100.0
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Taking into consideration the possible margil1 of sampling er-
1'01' in both sets of data~ we would nevertheless venture to
make the following observations from the above tables:

(i) Our sample seems to have contained a higher proportioll
of families who still speak their native dialect (such as Ta-
mil~ Gujerati~ Kokni, etc.) at home. Even if we exclude
those who stated that they spoke one of the European l&~guages
and their own language equally often at home~ it appears that
about 50% of our sample still chiefly spoke an Indian dialect
at home, as compared with about a third of the total Indian
population. If we accept the adoption of a Ilforeignll lan-
guage as an index of assimilation~ it me~~s that our sample
is still biased toward the less assimilated section of the In-
dian community in spite of definite attempts to include par-
tially assimilated families into our sample. This bias might
be due to the fact that other IndiilllSwere less inclined to
direct one to such cases, since they are not such IIgood" In-
dians and "would not be able to tell one so much about Indian
customs and the life of the Indian community in Cape Town in
general". The discrepancy between our sample and the census
figures could further be accounted for by the fact that the
densely populated residential areas surrounding the city centre
were excluded from the sampling population. There is reason

14)

to believe that Indians in these areas have been assimilating
more rapidly and that more of them have therefore already ac-

These were Indians who stated that they spoke En~lish or
AfrikaaDs and their native tongue equally often (in most
cases the latter was spoken between the husband and the
wife while they spoke either Afrikaans or English with
their children). There was no provision for such a ca-tegory in the census data.

15) ':rhiscategory includes working proprietors, shop assist-
ants ~ i! commercial trcwellersll ~ manufacturers I agents ~ etc.

16) This includes five cases where the husband was deceased
and the business was being run by the wife and/or sonsof the deceased.
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There
are several factors which might facilitate assimilation in
this case: the ecological factor~ or mere density of popula-
tion; the presence of a greater number of second- ~~d even
third-generation Indians (the majority of the earlier Indian
immigrants settled in these areas); and the fact that large
parts of Salt River9 Woodstock9 District Six~ illldthe Malay
Quarter consists of slums. There is often a higher degree
of anomie9 or normlessness, prevalent in such areas? which
makes the inhabitants more amenable to cultural change~ and
therefore also to assimilation. In this respect the said
areas are ideally suited for a luter more detailed inquiry in-
to the dynamics of assimilation.

(ii) There are indications in Table V that there is an under-
representation of Christians and an over-representation of
Hindus in our sample. The former ~mpression is probably cor-
rect? since the majority of Roman Catholic Christians~ who
constitute more than half of all the Indi~~ Christians in Cape
To~n917) are resident in the areas which were not included in
our study.

The proportiollate representation of Hindus in our sample is
in all probability nearer to their actual numerical strength
vis-a-vis the Moslem section of the population at the present
time~ for the following two reasons: Firstly~ there has been
a greater influx of Hindus - especially from Natal - since
the 1951 census. (16% of the Hindu men in our sample came
to the Cape after 1950? as against only 4% of the Moslem men.)
Secondly? most of the Indians who have "crossed the lineil in-
to the Coloured/Malay community 9 have been Moslems9 so that
their proportionate strength in the Indian commilllityhas pro-

bably decreased between 1951 and the time of our study.

17) U.G. 38/1959.
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(iii) We have already mentioned that the over-representation
of sales workers in our sample might be attributed in part to
our method of sampling. The fact that the census data in-
cludes all economically active males while the QDalysis of our
sample only refers to the occupation of the family head? might
also account for the under-representation of some of the other
categories? such as clerical ffildtransport workers. Most of
the older Indians are still in the traditional f8J.'TIilyoccupa-
tion9 which in the Cape is mostly small business and crafts
such as shoe repairing9 tailoring etc. The members of the
second and third generations have, on the other hand? tended
to go into a greater diversity of occupations. It is also
possible that this tendency is more marked in the areas which
we did not sample, since there would probably also be a greater
proportion of second and third generation Indians.

From the above we can conclude then that our sample cannot be
taken to be representative of the whole Indian population of
the Cape. It is more homogeneous than the total population
would be, illld might be somewhat biased toward the less assimi-
lated section of the population.

Various other difficulties encountered in the course of the
study need to be mentioned. A considerable number of the In-
dians who were approached showed distinct reluctance to co-
operate, and tried to evade the investigator in 7arious ways,
pretending that they were too busy (even on consecutive visits),
were on the point of going out, or insisting that he should
see the man further dovVllthe street IIwho is much better in-
formedll? and the like.18) Such refusals to co-operate were
more common among Indians who had migrated from India fairly

18) It was difficult to keep an exact count of such refu-
sals, but it probably constituted 15-20% of all those
who were originally approached.
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recently and were staying in predominantly non-White areas
where they had little contact with Whites, which seemed to
have made them more suspicious of the intentions of the inves-
tigator. This factor might have had the exact opposite ef-
fect on our sample than the exclusion of the four wards sur-
rounding the centre of Cape To~n City, viz. causing the elimi-
nation of some of the least assimilated Indians from our sam-
ple. It appears, then, that a number of both the most assi-
milated and the least assimilated families were cut off from
our sample, so that the intermediate cases are better repre-
sented, although there might be a. larger proportion of fami-
lies included which one would place on the slightly less as-
similated side of the spectrum, judging according to Table IV.

It was difficult to convince some of the respondents of the
bona fides of the investigator. Some of them confessed that
they had initially suspected him to be a "government agent" or
an official who was collecting information under false preten-
ces. It is difficult to establish rapport and obtain reli-
able responses under such circumstances. This is especially
true in the cases where items could be interpreted to have a
political nuance, or were related in some way to restrictive
legislation, such as the duration of stay in Cape Town. Some
of those who had migrated illegally to the Cape were clearly
reluctant to disclose their date of arrival in the city. On
Questions such as the desirability of a purely Indian politi-
cal organization, there was a very high return of IlDon't
know" responses (39.3% in this particular case).

In a few instances there were also some problems in communi-
cating with respondents who were not sufficiently conversant
in either English or Afrikaans to be able to understand some
of the Questions. This necessitated a lot of explanation.
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Finally, it needs to be mentioned that the interviews were not
always conducted under ideal ciroumstanoes. It often had to
be done over a shop counter with numerous interruptions to
allow the shop owner to serve some oustomers who had entered
in the meantime. The presenoe of people might have influen-
oed some respondents in their answers to speoifio items.

5. Conolusion

We ommot olaim our sample to be striotly representative of
the total Indian oommunity of the Cape Peninsula, nor even of
the Indian population from whioh it was dravm. This does not,
however, render the data whioh we gathered useless. Sinoe
this study is exploratory in nature, its main aim was to es-
tablish the basio oharaoteristios of the Cape Indian popula-
tion9 especially as they affeot the solidarity of the Indians
as an ethnio oommunity. Owing to the faot that our investi-
gation was not limited to interviews with the selected sample
of families only, and the fc:wt that some supplementary inform-
ation was available 9 we were able to introduoe certain cor-
rectional measures in our analysis of the sample data9 whioh
should enable us to get a more satisfactory pioture of the
salient features of this oo:mmunity.
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CF..APTEllV.. " .

Following the scheme which we briefly set out in Chapter III,
we shall try to determine first to vvhat extent the Indian
community of the Cape corresponds to our definition of a mi-
nority group. (The sequence of our scheme is not of parti-
cular importance~ and we shall not necessarily adhere to it
strictly. )

We have pointed out that the numerical relation of 2 popula-
tion group to the larger population does not as such have im-
mediate significance for its position in the social~ and. es-
pecially power structure of the society in question. It is

-apparent, though, that the Cape Indians are a very distinct
numerical minority, seeing theat they constitute only 1.13%
of the population of greater Cape Town. What are, then,
the characteristics which typify them as a sociological mi-
nority?

1. The Indians asa Minorit[ Gro~

(i) (a) The Indians are physically, socially and culturally
relatively distinct from the rest of the South African and

"

Cape populations. They are easily identifiable as a sepa-
rate racial type, the Malays being the only people who are
somewhat similar to them. There are, however, differences
within the Indian population between those from Southern In-
dia who usually have a darker complexion (and are mainly re-
presented in the Cape by the Tamil group), ffildthose from the
Central and Northern Provinces of India.

(b) The majority of Indians are either Hindus or Moslems.
According to preliminary sample tabulations of the Bur
Census and Statistics for the 1960 census, 65.1~lJ of the In-
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dians in South Africa were Hindus1 20.6% Moslems and 7.~/o

Christians. The proportion of Moslems to Hindus in Cape To~m
is more or less inverted (Table V): probably about two-thirds
~re Moslems~But th~y a~in only constitute about lO~ of the
total Moslem commllilityof Cape TOVffi1 which numbered 521428
in 1951.1) The majority of the Cape Moslems are descendants
of Malay slaves who came to the Cape during the 17th and 18th
centuries, though they now also count a considerable nUi'llber
of Coloured converts in their ranks. ( By now the Hindus pro-

r---J

bably outnumber the approximately 1,000 Christian Indians who
are mostly adherents of the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches.

(c)_ Lenguage is another distinguishing characteristic of at
least the adult generation of Indians in Cape TO~~.I About a
third of the Co.pe Indians still speak their native dialect at
home (Table IV). Among the Moslems, Kokni (also sp911ed
Kokanie or Kokaney) 2nd Urdu is the most common (36.3% of the
Moslems in our sample spoke Kokni as home language and 10%
Urdu) and ~mong the Hindus, Gujerati (about half of our sam-
pIe of Hindus spoke it at home). Although there are a con-
siderable nlli~berof Tamil families in Cape To~n, most of them
have already adopted English as home langUage~ We may add,
parenthetically, that it is interesting to note that the ma-
jority of Moslems who have adopted a European language, spoke
Afrikaans at home, vtilereasin the case of the Hindu fawilies
it was mostly English.

J
This could possibly be due to the

fact that such a large number of the latter originate from
Natal where Afrikaans is not spoken commonly. The Moslem
Indians, on the other hand 1 associate more often with the
predominrultly Afrikaans-speaking Malays and Coloureds, with

-~whom they share a common religion.

1) U.G. 38/1959.
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Virtually all the men could speak some Indian dialect, 2~d a
large proportion of them even two or three. About 80% of
the adult Moslem m.en could, for example, speak Urdu, 7510

KOkni, 30% lYIarathi,and so on. Among the Hindu men, about~

75~o could speak Gujerati, 60% Hindi, 27% Tamil, 2nd so forth.2)
The women were generally less versatile in this respect, both
with regard to their mastery of the two official South Afri-
can languages (this was more true of the Hindu than the lIIos-
lem women), and the number of Indian dialects which they could
speak. It must be borne in mind, though, that most of them
immigrated to South Africa some years after their husbaDds,
that they have generally had less formal education than the
men, and participate less actively in social and public life,
because of the traditional householdcentred role assigned to
the Indian woman. 3)

(d) Most of the Indians can still be distinguished by a num-
bel' of other overt characteristics, such as their dress, life
style, etc. The Moslem men are conspicuous because of the
red or black fez that most of them wear out of doors. Some
of the older Hindu and Moslem women also still prefer the In-
dian~, and would wear oriental jewelry aDd the like. It
is, however, only on special festive occasions, such as mar-
riages, religious celebrations, or at funerals, that this
traditional garb is still commonly seen. The change to
Western dress on the part of the younger generation is vir-
tually complete.

'rhe maj ority of the Indian traders live in houses directly
attached to their shops. Most of these buildings are in
Western style, and it is only in a few private homes that

2) Some of these dialects are rather closely related, such
as Marathi 2illdKokni, or Urdu and Hindi which have a some-
what similar vocabulary although the script differs.

3) Hilda Kuper: OPe cit., p. 118.
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Once you en-
tel' the house, however, you are often struck by the strong
smell of incense as well as the decorations on the walls and
elsewhere: in Moslem llomes these will usually consist of il-

lustrations with Arabic inscriptions of Mekka and the Ka-aba,
or of the local mosque. In Hindu homes the household shrine
will often be noticed through an open door, and the walls
would be adorned by depictions of Hindu deities, and apart
from some family portraits, a photograph of Nehru or Ghandi.
Indian houses and shops are often marked by their crowded na-
ture. The cluttered appearance of the small Indian general
dealer's establishment has, in fact, become almost proverbial.

There are a variety" of other behavioural patterns connected
with Moslem and Hindu religious belief, which still persist
to a greater or lesser degree among the Indians: marriage cus-
toms, the abstention from alcohol (by Moslems mainly), fasting
at set times, following certain dietary restrictions, and the
like. Some of these customs - such as the one mentioned
last - is falling away rapidly, and is conscientiously ad-
hered to by only the most orthodox individuals.

If we review the more salient physical, social and cultural
characteristics of the Cape Indians, which we have briefly
discussed here, it is i~~ediately apparent that they are by
no means a completely homogeneous group. They could roughly
be classified into a few major categories according to the
two main features, viz. language and religion, which operate
more or less as ascriptive attributes of the individual,
since one is usually (though not necessarily) born into a
specific language and religious group. The major groups
are the Kolmi-Moslem, 4) the Guj erati-Hindu, the Tamil-Hindu, 5)

4) Cf. p. 81.

5) Cf. p. 81.
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and the Christian Indians~ who are drawn mostly from the Hindu
section of the population. There are a nlunber of Indian fa-
milies in Cape Tovm who do not belong to these categories~
such as the Gujerati-Moslems~ those Indians who have migrated
from Mauritius Glld East Africa and have drifted apart from
their original language groups, and the Memon, Sikh, Parsee,
and Pathan families. We shall see later that these religious
and language divisions play an important part in the social
life of the Indians of the Cape Peninsula, and as a result
have direct consequences for the solidarity of the group as
a whole.

(ii) Since the introduction of the Population Registration
Act in 1950, which makes provision for the official classifi-
cation of all South African citizens into various racial and
ethnic categories, the principle of descent has come to be of
crucial importance. It means th2.t once a person, or his pa-
rents~ have been classified as a member(s) of ~ specific
group~ it will be very difficult for him or his offspring to
be reclassified into another group at a later stage. This
will have important implications for his right to residence
in certain areas, the university his children will be able to
attend, etc.~ depending on how strictly the government imple-
ments its policy of separ~ting the various non-White groups.
It does, however, make White status inaccessible to the In-
diru1s, as to the other non-White groups.

(iii) We emphasized earlier that we are only interested in
such characteristics as we have discussed~ insofar as socio-

4) This category would include a small number of Urdu and Ma-
rathi speaking families. We also include in all of
these categories those Indi2.l1swho originally spoke one
of these dialects predomin ntly at home, but have now
adopted English or Afrikaans.

5) We would include here the few Telegu families who represent
another related South-IndiFl.Jllanguage grouT), since they
identify closely with the Tamil population at the Cape.
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In the case of the
Indians they~ in fact? soon came to be associated in the
minds of the Whites with winority status. It might be fruit-
~ll to review the development of the attitudes of the Whites
toward the Indians briefly at this stage.

By the time that the Indians arrived in South Africa~ a fair-

11Y definite pattern of Yfhite - non-'Nhite relations had already
emerged. Dark skin pigmentation had in the minds of most
Whites become synonomous with paganism~ semi-barbarism~ and
the subordinate position of manual labourer (especially after
the importation of slaves to the Cape from the end of the
17th century).6) Although the British administration and
some individuals in the Cape and Natal took a somewhat more
liberal line, the attitude of the majority of Whites is well
s~~arised in Article 9 of the Transvall Republic's constitu-
tion: "Bet volk v/il geen gelijkstelling van gekleurden met
blanke ingezetenen toestaa..l1,noch in Kerk noch in Staat."
This attitude toward dark-skinned persons naturally had to
affect the Indians, particularly because most of them origin-
ally came to the country as illiterate labourers, thus fit-
ting into the popular image.

There is evidence~ however~ that the Whites drew some distinc-
tion between Asiatics lild the other non-White groups, ovang

to the fact that they were 2. singularly ilstrangel1 element en-
tering on to the South African scene. Their cultural dis-
tinctiveness borne out by their reli~ion~ language 1 kinship
system, and llEastern" way of life Vias often emphasized, and
still is today. These overt differences soon served as a ba-

6) Cf. G.D. Scholtz: ilDie Ontstasn en Wese VD,n die Suid-
Afrikaanse Rassepa troon", J ourn?l of Racial Affairs?
Vol. 9, .!'Jo.4, pp. 143-168? for an excellent discussion
of the historical factors which contributed to the pre-
sent racial pattern in South Africa.
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sis for various stereotypes of the Indian1 as is evidenced
by the numerous statements that were made before, and even
bY1 the early commissions of enquiry 1 referring inter alia
to their "unclean and insanitary way of living" 9 11 dishonesty" 1
and "the threat they constitute to European civilization in
this country!!.

After the arrival of the passenger Indians and the entry of
the "free" Indians into trade1 the brunt of White anti-Indian
agitation was directed towards this emerging commercial class1
whose comparative success in the retail field amongst Indians 1
Africans and lower-class VYhites 1 was viewed yvith misgiving
and envy. It was not uncommon for Indians to be refused tra-
ding licences9 and proposals were even made to the effect
that Indian trading rights should be completely wi thdrawll
within ten years.7) Later the Indian penetration into tra-
ditionally "Whitell areas in certain urban centres caused much
dissatisfaction and resulted in a series of Acts ffi1dOrdinan-
ces restricting their rights of freehold and occupation in
delineated areas.

It appears 1 therefore, that while the Whites initially held
ambiguous views with regard to the Indians 1 being in need of
their labour1 and even acknowledging their contribution to
the expilllsionof the country1s economY1 they became progres-
sively suspicious of the Indians I presence in the countrY1
demanding their repatriation and the curtailment of their
trading rights in South Africa. The antagonism directed
against them seems to have been more severe than that directed
against other non-Vfuite groups9 because the Indians' rapid ad-
vance in the economic1 and to a lesser extent the educational
and political fields1 constituted at that stage a more rea-
listic threat to the position of the Whites.

7) Calpin: QE. cit.1 pp. 18-19.
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This complex was probably reinforced by the fact that the
claims of South African Indians were often backed up in later
years by the governments of India and also Pakistan1 ~ho were
continually threatening South Africa with economic and other
sanctions. Their attempts to intGrvene had importa~t latent
functions for the position of the local Indian population.
The fact that these governments still accepted a measure of
responsibility for the Indians in South Afric81 must hs.ve
done much to perpetuate the image in the minds of the Whites
that the Indians are aliens and intruders. It has been an
oft-repeated complaint that the Indians enrich themselves at
the cost of the less privileged classes in South Africa1 only
to send the greater part of their earnings to their kin in
India. It is then pointed out that their claim to South Af-
rican citizenship is merely a matter of expediency while their
true allegiance remains to be with their home COQDtry.

Some important changes occurred after World War 119 both in
the attitudes and the policies of the Whites toward the In-
dians. Whereas the Indians had initially been the principal
"shock absorbersll of racial feeling on the part of the Whites9

especially in Natal and Transvaal 1 they now receded into the
background because of the upsurge of African nationalism
which increasingly demanded the Whitest attention. Further-
more9 there was a significant switch in policy after 1948, in
so far as the Indians (and to some extent1 Africffils)were no
longer singled out so much for differential treatment 9 but
were all levelled dovm to one non-White category for the pur-
poses of most racial legislation. This was accompanied by
a gradual acceptance of the Indians by- the Whites as part and
parcel of the South African people. As we shall point out
later, these developments on their part again affected the
attitudes and reactions of the Indians.
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If we turn to the Cape, some differences with the earlier con-
ditions in Natal and Transv2al become immediately apparent:

(a) '1.'heIndians have up to now constituted such a small pro-
portion of the total population of the Cape that they have
at no time posed a serious threat to the economic or politi-
cal position of any significant section of the White communi-
ty. It is even probable that some of the Whites have re-
mained virtually oblivious of the presence of the Indians in
Cape Tovm (or have otherwise taken them to be Malays) because
of the limited informal interaction that takes place between
many Whites and members of the other races, as well as the
fact that such a large number of Indians are self-employed.

(b) The Cape has generally been known for being ill0reliberal
in its racial attitudes tha...'1most of the other parts of the
country. This might be due to the presence of the large num-
bel' of Cape Coloureds who resemble the Whites more closely in
terms of their standard of living, predominant value orienta-
tion and other cultural characteristics (as VIell as their phy-
sical features),8) and are therefore also more acceptable to
them. We have seen that the Whites tend to hold somewhat
generalized views with regard to all non-White peoples, and
it is possible, therefore~ that their attitude with regard to
the Coloureds has also influenced their perception of the
other races. Another important factor might have been the
fact that the majority of the Indians who came to the Cape
were "passengers!! who went into business, and are today con-
siderably better off than many of the descendants of the in-
dentured labourers in Natal,9) which again makes them more
acoeptable to the Whites.

8) S.P. Cilliers: The Coloureds of South Africa, 1963,
p. 13.

9) Cf. p. 86.
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in which a number of the Indi~~ businessmen played an import-
8llt part.

On the basis of the fairly well established prejudice-inter-
action hypothesis~lO) which suggests that in the absence of
other conflicting issues~ egalit2ri&~ contact between members
of various groups results in a reduction of out-group preju-
dice~ we Cffil state with some confidence that the measure of
equal status contact that has existed between ~hites and In-
dians in the Cape~ has probably lessened inter-group preju-
dice 2illdhostility.ll)

Cd) The Indians have furthermore enjoyed a more favourable
political posi tion in the Cape thE~n elsewhere. Until 1956
Indian males enjoyed a qualified franchise together with Co-
loured males and Whites on a common voters role. As a result
of an amendment which legalized the Separate Representation
of Voters Act of 1951~ the Coloureds and Indians in the Cape
Province were put on c. separate voters role1 enabling them to
elect four White representatives to Parliament and two wbite
councillors to the Provincial Council. To date they have

also retained municipal. franchise on an equal basis with the
Whites.12) In this case non-wnites may also be elected to
office1 and for a considerable time Indians have, in fact,
been serving on the Cape Town City Council~ Goodwood Tovm

10) For a slunmary of studies dealing with this hypothesis1
cf. O.M. Wilner1 R.P. Walkley and S.W. Cook: Humml
Relations in Interracial Housi~~ 1955.

11) It is difficult to tell what the impact of such contact
will be in the long run. According to a study by i{ussel
of an interracial neighbourhood in Durban (reported by
P.L. van den Berghe: llSome 1'rends in Unpublished Social
Science Research in South Africail~ International Social
ecience Journal 1 1962~ Vol. 141 No.4) inter2ctiO:Q amongst
neighbours led to friendlil1ess and more favouruble atti-
tudes1 but these feelings were not generalized to include
non-Whites outside the neighbourhood 1 beo&use of socie-
tal attitudes 8nd norms.

12) Act 19/1951 of the Cape Municipal Ordinance.
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Council and other councils.

We can conclude theref02'e? that relations between the Whites
on the one hend? and the Coloureds and Indians on the other?
have been less marked by antagonism and conflict in Cape Tovm
than in most of the other urban centres of South Africa. The
Cape has known little of the agitation in connection with the
occupation and property rights of Indians~ which has been such
a common feature of Indo-White relations in Durban and the
Transvaal.13) Apart from a few minor scuffles with the po-
lice at mass political gatherings~ there has also been a con-
spicuous absence of large-scale riots or disturbances invol-
ving any number of Indians or Coloureds.

Speaking of the country as a whole~ the uniQue racial 2nd cul-
tural fes.tures of the IndicUls have nevertheless served to em-
phasize their "otherness" in the eyes of the Whites~ an image
which was undoubtedly linked with a conception of inferiority
in the earlier stages. Not only were the Indians subjected
to a host of differentiating laws? VITlichtellded to become dis-
criminating in application? but extensive efforts were also
set afoot to remove them totally from the scene by means of
mass repatriation. In the past decade or two they have
gained gradu2.1 ncceptance on the basis of being "equal but
different" (with the corollary that they therefore have to be
segregated in accordance with the prevalent South African
racial pattern).

(iv) Since the fOQ~ding of the Natal Indian Congress at the
end of the previous centurY9 the Indians have been dravm to-
gether in sporadic? but nevertheless vigorous 9 protest against
the discriminatory treatment which they have received at the

13) Cf. Kuper? Watts and Davis: QQ. cit.? and Maurice Webb:
"Indian Land Legislationll 9 E. HellmEm (Ed.): Handbook
on Race Relation~ in South Africa9 1949? pp. 206-213.
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hands of the Whites in the countrY9 only to be divided again
into dissenting and competing camps. At the basis of such
rifts were usually religious differences or the original
passenger-indentured dichotomY9 which has9 to some extent9
evolved into a class division. The majority of Indians havel

however? remained apathetic toward broader political issues9
and have left the responsibility of action to a small but dy-
namic leadership. Both these typical minority tendencies to-
ward withdrawal on the one hand 9 and scapegoatism? in-group
conflict? and hostility on the other9 increased among the In-
dians as most of their attempts to improve their position po-
litically &~d otherwis89 seemed to be doomed to failure.
Since these are all aspects which are closely linked up with
the solidarity of the Indian commlu~itY9 we shall have to dis-
cuss them in greater detail in the next chapter.

In terms of Wirth's typology 14) it appears that the Indians
have predomin~~tly been a pluralistic minority? seeking only
to be accepted and recognized as a different group in the
South African context. (In the course of our interviews a
number of Indians stressed the contribution the Indians with
their age-old Eastern culture could make to the diversity of
cultures in South Africa.) In their political action they
have? howeve1'9 increasingly pressed for an equalization of
opportunities in every field. An increasing proportion of
them9 especially in the Cape9 have also been show~ng a
stronger assimilationist tendencY9 allowing intermarriage
with other minority groups? but at the same time desiring
full acceptru1ce and integration into the dominant group.

Finally? there has also during the past two or three decades
emerged a militant minority within the ranks of the Indians 9

14) Louis Wirth: Q£. cit.9 pp. 348-352.
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who favour a common c~use with the other non-White groups in
the country? in order to try and establish a non-White majority
rule in South Africa. This tendency has been especially
marked in the leadership of the Natal Indian Congress since
the war 9 and in the Cape among the few individuals who have
identified themselves actively with the Coloured Peoples' Con-
gress and similar movements.

(v) We mentioned a strong sense of identification as being
one of the characteristics of most minority groups. Since
this aspect is also closely related to the solidarity of the
group 9 it is one of those which will be considered in greater
detail in the next chapter. A few introductory remarks
should therefore suffice at this stage.

Firstly 9 to what extent do the Indians of the Celpe Peninsula
feel themselves to be part of the total South African Indian
communi ty? Thel~e does seem to be some contact between In-
diEms on a national basis. Qui te a number of the Indians in
Cape Town were born elsewhere in South Africa (in our sample9
11% of the adult men? i.e. family heads? and 17% of their
spouses) and many more have rele.tives across the country.
Many parents have also been forced to look elsewhere for suit-
able marriage partners for their children9 especially after
the "importation" of wives from India was declared illegal.
Contact with friends and relatives in other provinces is fur-
ther maintained through regular visits. The important fact
about such inter-provincial contact is that it still takes
place primarily within specific religious9 linguistic and
caste groups9 8nd not on an ethnic basis? seeing that it is
largely limited to kin. This means that it does not neces-
sarily foster a sense of identity with the total Indian group.
The fact that the Cape Indiru1s have hardly been influenced by
political currents among Indians elsewhere in the country also
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points in this direction.

In the Cape Peninsula itself9 the Indians identify themselves
with their religio-linguistic group (and in some instances
viith their broader caste group) 9 rather than vvith the Indian
population as a whole. The indications are that the larger
eth..'1icgroup only serves as the chief point of reference in a
limited number of situationsy which raises the fundamental
question whether we cany in fact9 speak of the Cape Indians
as a minority group. The answer must be both nega tive 8l1d

affirmative: in certain situations they act as a unified
grouP9 while in others their pril~ary allegiance is with cer-
tain religious minorities.

(vi) It is obvious that the Indians occupy a distinctly infe-
rior position in the South African power structure. Their
opportunities in the politica19 economical and occupational
spheres have been limited compared to that of the dominant
group. The Cape Indians have generally had grf~ater access
to the means of exercising power through the limited franchise
that they possess. In reality they havey however, exercised
little influence on decision-making on the administrative and
goverrunental levels, partially because of their small numbers,
but also as a result of their failure to act unitedly.

(vii) Finally, the Indians also occupy an inferior status-
position within the caste-like South African social system,
although again it is relatively more favourable in the Cape.
It is difficult to generalize concerning their position rela-
tive to the other minority groups, but while they are usually
ranked higher than the Africans, in the Cape they occupy a
position at least on par withy if not higher thany the major-
ity of the Coloureds.

\life can concludey then, that the Indians of the Cape Peninsula
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qualify in almost every respect as a minority category. It
is ~ hovvever? questionable whether we can at this ste.ge speak
of them as being a group or community in any strict sociologi-
cal sense of the word, viz. in that they constitute socially
and culturally? a fairly integrated illldself-conscious whole.
We shall therefore have to consider what the forces are which
operate either toward greater solidari ty ~ or toward increased
fission within this ethnic division.

2. The Origin of the Cape Indians

We suggested that an examination of the circumstances under
which a minority group comes into existence, may yield valu-
able insights into the structure of such a group as a system~
and its relation to the larger system of which it forms a part.
In our case? it was a direct outflow of the migration of a
large number of indentured and other "passenger" Indians to
South Africa as result of a variety of economic cmd social
pressures in their own country. These immigrants were a
highly heterogeneous group? representing a large number of
regions~ various religions? as well as language and caste
groups.15) This did not prevent them from forming a fairly
integrated plural community of their o~rr19 especially in Natal.
'rhis community necessarily had to differ somewhat from their
home society~ since the rigidity of the caste system? which
is such an important factor in Indian society? was partially
destroyed by the circumstances under which they migrated.
The fact that they developed rapidly into a distinct minority
must be ascribed to the great difference which existed between
their culture and that of the dominill1tgroup~ and the imper-
meability of the latter? which? as we have seen? arose from
the then already firmly institutionalized racial pattern.

15) Cf. Chapter 119 Par. 1.
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The Indian population which settled at the Cape was less he-
terogeneous than that in Nata11 since migration was more se-
lective. But the very homogeneity of the various sub-catego-
ries within this population1 led to less overall unity within
the community. Let us turn first to the birthplace of the
adul t men aJld women (we are referring only to the husbands
and wives) in our sample:

IJ:'ableVII Place of Birth of Adult Indians

Husband Wife
Place of birth N 'is N ..i

'70

India 72 67.9 57 54.3
Cape Town 20 18.9 27 25.7
Rest of South Africa 12 11.3 18 17.1
Elsewhere 16) / not spec. 2 1.9 3 2.9

Total 106 100.0 105 100.0

It appears from the table that the majority of the Indians in
our sample were born in India1 and 1 according to most inform-
ants1 migrated directly to the Cape. (If we had also sampled
the four wards which wer:e excluded 1 the proportion of Cape
Town born Indians would probably have been higher.) Many of

the Indian men only married after arrival at the Cape1 which
explains the higher proportion of Cape ~ovm born women. In
ou~' sample 13 (or 12. 47~) of the latter were 1 in fact 1 Cape
Coloured or MalaY7 or of mixed Indian descent. Only 6 (or
5.7%) of the men1 most of them of mixed Indian descent1 fell
in this category.

If we compare the major linguistic and religious categories
of the Cape Indian population with regard to their origin1 a
number of significant patterns emerge. vmereas more than
half of both the Hindu men and women in our sample were born

16) These were two men who had migrated from Mauritius and
East Africa respectively.
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in South Africa, this is only true of a fifth and a third of
the Moslem men and women1 respectively. The 'I'amilHindus
were virtually all from Natal, and the Gujerati-speaking Hin-
dus either from the tovvn or district of Surat in India1 or
from Cape To~m and the other major cities in the Cape Pro-
vince. The majority of Kokni-speaking Indians came directly
from the province of Bombay (or Maharashtra, as it is known
today) to Cape Town, and especially from the coastal area of
the two districts immediately to the North and the South of
Bombay, viz. Kolaba and Ratnagiri. This whole area is also
sometimes Imown as Konkan. The majority of them were from
the rural villages and smaller tO~~lS ~~thin this area1 such
as Morba, Chiplun and Ratnagiri.

A few Indians who had served in various capacities vath the
British forces during the Boer and First World Wars1 settled
in the Cape after these W,U'S1 but further migration was large-
ly spontaneous and, in most cases, probably prompted by eco-
nomic hardship. Immigration to the Cape seems to have taken
place by means of a "chainil effect: Indians who had already
made Cape 'J:lovmtheir home opened up opportunities for some
of their relatives or acquaintances to join them by providing
them \tvith passage money 1 offering them employment 1 or loaning
them money to start a business of their own.17) The compo-
sition of the Kokni community 1 which constitutes roughly tv.,ro-

17) Very similar cases or chain migration have been docu-
mented elsewhere. J.S. and L.D. MacDonald (lIUrbani-
zation1 Etr~ic Groups 1 and Social Se~mentation"1 Social
Research1 19621 Vol. 291 pp. 433-448) describe the
formation of "little Italies" - clusters of Italian
immigrants from the same home to\t~lor region - in many
American cities as a result of the assistance rendered
by lipadroni" to prospective migrc:mts from theil~ own
home area. AdriilllC. Mayer (cf. A R~ort on the Eas~
Indian Community in Vancouver1 1959, p. 11) also found
Indians in Vancouver to be mainly from four districts,
and furthermore from a limited number of villages \tuth-
in these districts ovring to a precess of selective mi-
gration very similar to the one in Cape Town.
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thirds of the Cape Indian population? illustrates this. Many
of them are related? they corne from a number of villages with-
in a limited area? and. are virtually exclusively Moslem? even
though one expects a substantial Hindu population in that

- 8)area.1 The selective nature of migration has had a pro-
found effect on the structure of the Kokni community in Cape
TOVVl1. Most members of the comril1L.'1.itywould knmv where an in-
dividual comes from? what his kinship ties are? and from which
circle he would therefore be able to choose his spouse.19)
In this way the Koknis in Cape Tovm have been able to maintain
a group structure which is still modelled to a large extent

th" h "t" I d" 20)on elr orne socle-y In n lao

The following table gives an indication of the period the In-
dians in our sample had already been resident in Cape Tovm at
the time of this study:

Table VIII Period of Residence in Cape To~n}

Busba::ld
Date of arrival N % N

Since birth 20 18.9 27
Before 1910 3 2.8 0
1910-19 3 2.8 0
1920-29 27 25.5 5
1930-39 23 21.7 10
1940-44 16 15.1 1 ~~)
1945-49 7 6.6 26
1950-54 3 2.8 15
1955-59 2 1.9 4
1960- 1 .9 1
Uncertain / not specified 1 .9 4

'llotal 106 100.0 105

Wife

25.7

4.8
9.5

12.4
24.8
14.3

3.8
.9

3.8
100.0

18) Even though they probably constitute a numerical minority
today, a greater concentration of Moslems could be ex-
pected in this area, since the early Moslem invaders
from the North settled mostly on the coast.

19) Cf. p. 96.

20) Cf. p. 96.
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According to the above t2ble most of the men (62.3%) arrived
in Cape J:'O'ivYl betvveen 1920 and 1944~ while th(~ Ill::'.jorit;y of the
women followed a little later (51.51';of thew betvv'een1940 8....Yld

1954). The fact that more women than men were born in Cape
Tovm must be ascribed to the fact that a substantial prop 01'-

tion of these Cape Town born ~~ves are Malay or Coloured women.
Apart from the considerable influx of women~ the only major
migration since 1950 has apparently been that of some Hindu
families from Natal.

If we keep in mind that tne 1913 legislation was intended to
curtail further immigration from India as well as migration
between the provinces~ it is evident that the extent of il18-
gal immigration to the Cape must have been considerable~ Ull-
less the authorities were fairly lenient in granting iw~igra-
tiol1 permits. It ~as difficult to determine the extent of
such illegal imrnigra.tion, since most of the respondents were
reluctant to speak about this. It is quite possible that
some of them might also have given false information on their
d2te of arrival in the Cape - perhaps more than the number of
obviously tUlreliable cases which were classified as "1L.'1certainll•

Some informlliitsadmitted? howev8r~ that illegal migration was
fairly cornman. Indians in Cape Town would~ for exampley give
the names of very distant relatives in India as being their
children, and in this way acquire immigration permits for
them. Some of the light-coloured Indians who migrated from
other parts of South Africa could have gained aCC8SS to the

19) About 60r~ of the Kolmis in our sample were y in fact ~ mar-
ried to women from their ovm home village or local area.
Compare also in this regard Morris' discussion of Patidar
marriages in East Africa which are still contracted in
terms of village exogamy and family rating in India;H.S. Morris: "The Indian Family illUganda"y American
AnthrQ£ologisty 1959y Vol. 61~ pp. 779-789.

20) I have been told that rural Koknis who move to cities
such as Bombay also m::dntain such "home boyll cliques y
v~lich provide them with a basis for identity and se-
curity in the new urban environment.
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Cape Province by passing as Malays.

Most of the Indians have maintained regular contact with
their home country. Of the mPL, 76% and about half of the
women in our sample had returned to visit India once or more
during their lifetime, spending a total median time of 2.7
years in "the cOlL."Yltry.Of the }lWl1, 15 ..1% had spent a total
of 9 or more years in Illdia since birth, or their arrival in
South Africa, as the case may be. The women visited India
far less frequently tha...."Ylthe men, end nearly 50;~ of them had
never gone back there since the time they had settled in
South Africa. In about a third of the fartilies some or all
of the children had also been to India some time or ffilother.
Comparing the various sub-categories within our sample, it
appears that the Kokni-speaking population visit India much
more regularly and generally for longer periods of time.
Only 8% of them had never returned to India, compared to, for
example 23% of the Gujeratis. None of the Tamils who were
interviewed had ever been to India.

Most of the respondents stated that they had gone to India
to visit their family or relatives, or "for business purpo-
ses". About 20% of the men had also spent some time study-
ing in India. Many of the Indians who can afford it appa-
rently still prefer to have their children educated in India.

Altogether 50 respondents were questioned on whether or not
they received any Indiffilnewspapers (i.e. printed in their
O~TI dialect or any of the newspapers published in English in
Natal predominantly for Indian readers, such as "The Graphic"
or "The Leader") and listened to short-wave radio programs
from India (these items were not included in the question-
naire) . ':rhelatter seemed to be quite popular. Of those
questioned, 84% said that they listened to Indian broadcasts
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at times. I was told that certain daily programs are so po-

pular that family members would leave whatever they are busy
wi th to cluster around the radio. Among those who follovved
the news regularly, the local English dailies seemed to be
the most widely read. Of those Cluestioned, 30%, however,
also read one or more of the South African Indian newspapers,
while 18% received such papers or magazines from India. It
is interesting to note that the closer ties of Tamils and Gu-
jeratis with Natal and India respectively, is borne out by

the fact that the former proportionately read more Natal In-
dian newspapers than any of the other groups 9 and the Guje-
ratis, again] more papers from India itself. It is never-
theless striking that only 10% '.''fereexpos ed to nei ther Indian
newspapers or radio programs.

Many of the Indians were reluctant to discuss the extent and
influence of the bonds ,that are maintained with India, since
this has constantly been used as an argument for repatria-
tion by some Whites in South Africa. It is clear, however,
that there are large differences in the degree of contact
that is maintained with the motherland. Some might still
support a wife and family in India9 although, if they are
Moslems, they will often also marry in South Africa according
to religious law. They will nevertheless visit their family
in India as often as possible, spending a considerable time
there. One Kokni respondent actually still served on a lo-
cal cOIT1'T!itteein his home village. Some apparently also
send regular contributions to needy relatives in India.
There are Qndoubtedly South African Indians who have retained
a strong attachment to their home countrY9 such as the one
who declared: "India is my home: I \Jvouldlike to go and die
there, if possible."

On the other hand, many have lost all contact with, and per-
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haps affinity forJ their national home. One Tamil who was
interviewed obj ected to being called a ~r.:amil:"I am no more
an Indian than you are. I am 8. South African!" Another
Tamil complained about the fact that they "are tree,ted the
same as Indians who still have their onr.:,foot in India."
Many Indians realiseJ howeveTJ that the situation is changing
rapidly. A business-man, who is already a third-generation
Indian in Cape Town, described the process of assimilation
that is taking place as follows: "My grandfather came to
South Africa with totally different aims than those which I
have: just to collect 2 few hundred POllildsand then to re-
turn to India to spend it there. He never brought his faItily
to South Africa, neither did my father. My father visited
India perhaps twenty times. I shall probably not visit In-
dia more than, say, five times in my lifetime. My children
will probably never see India. They have Coloured and Malay
playmates, go to school with them, and so forth. In twenty
years I time there will be very few Indians left in Cape Tovvn.1l

Many second-generation Indians also admitted the difficulty
they had in adapting themselves on their first visit to In-
dia, which testifies to the measure of assimilation that has
already taken place in South Africa. .A. YOlli1.gGujerati girl
who had just returned from her first visit to India, remarked:
"They were shocked at the things I said and the clothes I
wore ... The Gujerati I speak is trash compared to that
which is spoken in India.\!

If we review the origin and immigration patterns of Cape In-
diffi1.sJit is clear that the present structure of the communi-
ty has been influenced to an important extent by these fac-
tors. The Tamils who migrated mostly from NatalJ have been
in the country for the longest period of time. Although
they are in some respects more assimilated than the other
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Indian groups1 they largely transplanted the type of commu-
nity structure which exists among Hindus in Natal to the
Cape. The maj ority of Guj eratis originally cc.me from the
district of Surat (probably mostly from towns such as Surat
and Bulsar)1 while the Koknis who settled in the Cape were
by and large of rural origin. In Francis' terms 1 they moved
from a rural predominantly solidaristic background into all

urban predominantly individualistic milieu. This entailed
a transfer from a particularistic ascriptive oriented society
into a much more universalistic and achievement oriented type
of society. If one further takes into account the vast dif-
ferences which exist between the "host" society and the soci-
ety of origin in terms of overt cultural characteristics1 as
well as the institutionalised racial barriers which had al-
re8.dy become part of the South Afric2...'1.scene at the time of
the arrival of the Indians~ it is not surprising that they
soon developed into fairly closed communities wherever they
settled. Our study therefore lends broad support to Fran-
cis' hypothesis that segregated ethnic communities tend to
come into being when members of a parent society are trans-
ferred as individuals to a host society which is not isomor-
phic with the parent society with regard to the importp~t
elements of social organization? with the only difference
being th8.t in our case the Indians did not always immigrate
strictly as individuals. The fact thRt they came from a
few limited areas in India and South Afric~ were in many
cases related to each other~ and tended to keep regular con-
tact with their home communities~ led to the formation of
fairly tightly-knitted groups based on differences in region-
al background 1 language~ and religious affiliation1 rather
than on wider ethnic affiliation.
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3. Ecological Distribution

One of the first things that strikes one about the Cape In-
dian population is the fact that they did not settle in segre-
gated pockets, as is often the case with immigrant communi-
ties allover the world. There are three mejor factors
which have to be kept in mind when one tries to explain the
present ecological pattern of the Cape Indians: (a) the oc-
cupational structure of the community; (b) the traditional
Indian pattern of working and living on the same premises;
811d more recently, (c) the proclamation of Indian "group
areas" in Cape Town.

The majority of Koblis and Gujeratis were either traditional-
ly traders or started making a living in Cape Town after ar-
rival by means of petty business or hawking. The Hindus
were mostly trained in some craft linked with their specific
sub-caste, such as shoe repairing, tailoring, etc. Most of
the Indians have remained in these ~raditional occupations
and it is only fairly recently that the better educated among
them, especially in the younger generation, have been moving
into a wider diversity of jobs and professions. Owing to
the fact that there is only a limited demand for most of the
occupations within which they make a living in a specified
area, they were in a certain sense forced to disperse all
over the Peninsula. They further tended to prefer to live
on the same premises on which they practice their trade or
occupation. 1.'hispattern is still prevalent today, the only
exceptions being Indians who own fairly big concerns in
built-up business areas, or who own or operate more than one
establishment, in which case they may either stay at one of
these, or in a part of the city where they are conveniently
located with regard to their different businesses. When
Questioned about the reasons why they prefer to live directly
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adjacent to their shop or establishmenty most of them ex-
plained that it was to protect their property from burglaryy
and that they would not get any insurance against theft lill-

less they stayed on the premises. Others also mentioned the
inconvenience and cost of commuting daily to their business.

The fact that most of them are in business also accounts for
the fact that such a large proportion of them are living
along the main thor~ughfares in densely populated non-White
residential areas where they often control the bulk of the
retail trade. This is true of the non-White areas of Re-
treaty Wynbergy large parts of Athloney District Six and Salt
Ri vel'y certain areas in lvlaitland and virtually the whole of
Windermere and the non-White sections of Elsies River. f.

21.

glance at the maps in the Appendix shows~ however1 that they
nowhere form a significant proportion of the total population
- in none of the city wards or municipalities in fact more
than 4%. There is a higher concentration of Indians in co1'-
tain smaller areas, but only in three of the few hund:ced cen-
sus tracts or sub-districts of the Cape Peninsula is the per-
centag~ of Indians to the rest of the population in excess
of 1070. The highest was 43%y in a sparsely populated cen-
sus tract of 309 people which falls within the proclaimed In-
dian area at Cravenby, Elsies River.

Even though Indie~s who belong to the same religious groupy
and apparently also those from the same home village or dis-
trict5

21) tend to congregate in the same general area5 they
more often than noty still live fairly far apart. This
scattered nature of the Indian population has further contri-
buted to the fragmentation of the community since regular

21) This was the impression gcined from our sample. The
sample wasy howevery too small to judge whether this
was due to other factors or happened to be mere coin-
cidence.
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social contact tends to take place mainly within the kinship
group, and to some extent, the wider caste or language group.
It is interesting to note that A.C. Mayer similarly found in
Vancouver that reside~ce has little influence on the patterns
of association among Indians.22) On ~he whole, then, the
ecological factor has not encouraged contact between Indians
on an etrillicbasis. It, would} in f&ct? be easier for most
Indians to associate with the other ethnic groups among whom
they are living. While some preferred to keep aloof of their
neighbours, their physical proximity to members of the other
l'acie.lgroups has lL.'1doubtedlyhad some assimilative effect
on them. It haG already been mentioned that the Indians who,
for example, do business in areas where they have regular
White customers, were more approachable and at ease during
interviews and appeared to -bemore i11Nesternisedll(depending,
of course? also on other factors, such as length of residence
in the Cape, level of education, etc.) The majority of In-
dians? however, live in predominantly Coloured or Malay neigh-
bourhoods fmd tend to associate more closely with them.

The ecological picture has begun to ch~mge since the passing
of the Group Areas Act and the proclamation of Cravenby and
Rylands Estate (which immediately adjoins Athlone) as Indian
areas. These two areas Qre calculated to be able to carry
a populatio:n of about 12,000,23) although less than 10% of
the total Indi8n populntion of the Cape are living there at
the moment. Most of these are Hindus, the majority of them
Tamils, who are working in service industries and other

22) He found that "visiting follows lines of kinship end com-
mon interest rather than mere propinquity. The close-
ness of contacts which an East Indian may have with other
East Indians can vary greatly? and depends on the degree
to which he attends the temple gatherings far more than
on his place of residence. 11 A ReJ?ort on the East Indian
Community in Vancouver, 1959.

23) This figure was quoted by 2n official of the TIepartment
of Cou~unity TIevelopment.
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skilled ~nd semi-skilled jabs and live away from their work
~wcording to the modern industrial pc:ttern. Although th2
Group Areas Act was origi:n&lly intended; inter al:i~; to pre-
vent members from any race to o\~~ and run businesses outside
their ovr.n2.recw; the present government seems to hc~ve ('ccepted
tacitly that this is, for the time being at least; not feasi-
ble as far as the Indi~Ds are concerned, owing to the fact
that such a large number of them are economically dependent
on trade. Since few of the older Indie.l1s,:re tr[;~inedill
other skills it will1Je vGr:i difficult for them to find en
equally remunerative occupation at this stage. For this rea-
son a large numoer of Indians have becll gI'e-;.,.YJ.tedpermits which
allow them to continue to trade (and live; in most cases) 24)

outside th8ir own areas. It is, however; virtue,lly impossi-
ble for them to ,'J,cquirenew property and expc:md their busi-
nesses in these non-Indian areas; because of the legal re-
strictions p12ced on this under th2 Group Areas Act.

Hardly any of the respondents interviewed were wholly in fa-
vour of Group Areas. '.rhemost positive comments came from
those who stc:ted that vvhile the Group Areas are noV'!an aCCOffi-
plished fact; the Indians should co-operate with the govern-
merlt to mEtke the best of the situation. Others, however,
complail1c:d that the improvement of the ecol1omic position of
the Indians was being hampered by the provisions of the Act;
that those who had to sell their property in order to move
to 2~ Indian ares had to accept very low prices or were il1-

sufficiently rernunerc.ted for it by the government; that
roads and other facilities such as public transport; street-
lighting and sanitation were lacking in the Indian are2:.s~
especially Hylands; that if they went there; they would be~-------------
24) Normally, a person CCln only be forced to move to a

"group [~rea!'if the housing there is at; least as good,
or better; then that which he is occupying at that mo-ment.
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forced to live with some Indians who have a lower socio-
economic level than their o~m, or who might be more orthodox
and intolerant religiously, etc. Few, however, objected to
the fact that Hindus 2.nd Moslems 'Nill -::;ethrovm together in
this vvay. The most general reaction to the Group Areas
seemed to be one of insecurity. Msny appeared to be living
in a constcilltfear that they might suddenly be told to evacu-
ate their horne or business to move to en Indi,::ngrea.

If political and other conditions in South Africa allow the
full implementation of the Group AreCls Act, the Indians of
the Cape Peninsula will eventually be residentially segregated
into two relatively small townships. Since it is unlikely
that all the Indians of v/orldng age will be f:ble to find em-
ployrnent, or sustain themselves economics.lly, i-vithin these
areas, it will, as far as the m&jority of economically nctive
individuals are concerned, le2d to a separation of locality
of work and of residence according to the modern industrial
pattern. Such a development can be expected to have far-
reaching consequences for the social structure of the Indian
community. It will probably lead to a weakening of the so-
lidarity of the family system, as well as its close links
with other institutional systems (particularly the ~cono-
mic.25) This will increase the already established tendency
toward occupational diversification within the community}
and, possibly, a greater p[;"rti(;ipE~tionof Indian women in
the labour force. On the whole, this can only acceler:;:.te
the assimilation of tho Indian cOilllmmity into the "Weste:cn
way of life" on the cul turnl level, not so much as 2_ result
of social or other forms of contact, but because of the di-

25) Compare, for example, Neil J. Smelser: Social Change in
the Industrial Revolution, 1959, for an c:.nalysisof the
impact of the early stnges of the industrial revolution
on family life in Engle~d.
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Tect impact of urban and industrial processes. On the other
hand? the Indian population] or at least the Hindu and Moslem
sections of it? may become increasingly integrated and homo-
geneous communities in themselves because of the close social
contact and the fact that they will have to co-operate in
matters of local government? welfare? education? and so forth]
according to the intentions of the present government. In
spite of the assimilative impact of these economic elld social
forces? it will? however? still take a long time beforo the
different barriers of la."YJ.guage?regional origin? [~nd c2ste
are completely broken down vrithin the Indian community? that
is? if it ever happens. In the IFJ.stanalysis there are too
many uncontrollable vario.bles which might in time intervene
to change the situation totcllly. The socio-cul tural pat-
terns which do emerge 8.S a result of assimi12.tion are? never-
theless] less likely to represent the common denominator of
elements found in the different sections of the Indiarl popu-
lation] than some new set of institutional patterns which
show as much the impact of elements lild forces - essentially
II~Vesternil]as this term is commonly used - from outside tb.c
community. To the extent th2t such emerging patterns come
to resemble those found in] say? the South Afric~~ Coloured?
or even White] commlL~ity] a situation of mere institutional
duplicE,tion will arise: i. e. one in which institutional ar-
rEngements wi thin the Indian comIIlunity will be essentially
similar to? but socially and physically separated frOID] those
in other sections of the South African population.
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CHAPTER VI

SOL]pARITY PATTERNS
IN THE CAPE INDIAN COM1IDNITY

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that the
Cape Indians by no means constitute a single unified and ho-
mogeneous ethnic group, but that there are a complex set of
intersecting identities and loyalties which both serve to
unite and divide the commQ~ity. In this chapter we shall
turn to a more detailed analysis of these, often shifting,
bases of alignment, first investigating the structural pat-
terns of solidarity and then inquiring into the dynamic fac-
tors operating to maintain or change such patterns.

1. Structural Solidarity

A. The Primary Level

A very wide range of primary social systems exist in the Cape
Indian community which form the basis for the cohesion of the
larger collectivity. It is important for our purpose to
note to what extent the boundaries of such concrete primary
groups coincide with, or cut across, other crucial socio-
cultural variables. We shall consider three major catego-
ries of groups on this level viz. (i) the family and wider
kinship group; (ii) voluntary, "social" and recreational
associations which operate chiefly through the medium of
small intimate groups; (iii) primary religious and educa-
tional groups; and (iv) work groups.

(i) Family and kinshtE: Without doubt, the frunily is the
most fundamental solidary unit among Indians. Together with
language and the institution of caste, to which kinship is
closely related, "it gives meaning and supplies the basis to
all other aspects of Indian culture." 1) The joint family

1) Cf. p. 108.
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has traditionally been the basic household and kinship unit
in India~ and this family pattern has also been transplanted
to overseas territories where Indians settled in any apprecia-
ble numbers ~ though often in 8. somewhat modified form. 2)
Ideally the joint family consisted of related family members
(usually a married couple with their married 'sons and other
unmarried children) living under one roof~ sharing one kit-
chen, holding common property and operating on one budget~
having centralized authority (normally vested in the father
or oldest male in the household) and exercising common wor-
ship. Often married sons would also live in their own homes
immediately adjacent to the parent home and within the same
compound.-3)

The joint family still appears to be of some importillLce among
the Cape Indians. Of the households in our sample, 43% con-
sisted of complex units~ that is~ were composed of more than
only a single nuclear fanuly. About a third of these cases
had a single relative attached to the household. In 8. num-
bel' of instances non-relatives were also reported to be
boarding with the family. Most of these were shop-assist-
ants working in the family concern~ and they "were probably
either remotely related to the family in question, or were
from the same home village. They always seemed to be of
the same religo-linguistic group as their hosts. Probably
the same situation existed in the single case in which two
unrelated families were reported to be sharing the same li-
v~ng accommodations.

1) I. Karve: Kinship Organization in India, quoted in
Aileen D. Ross: The Hindu. Family in its Urban Setting,
c1961, p. 3.

2) Cf. Mayer: PeasantsJn the Pacifi£, pp. 144, 164-167;
Kuper: QE. cit., pp. 102-111; Niehoff and Niehoff: QQ.
cit., pp. 107-108; Benedict: Q£. £i1., pp. 62-64.

3) Cf. I.P. Desai: "The Joint Family in India - an Analysis",
Sociological Bulleti~, 1956, Vol. V, pp. 147-148.
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Of the total sample, 17% could be classified as joint fami-
lies consisting of more than one related nuclear family with-
in one household. The proportion for Hindus and Moslems was
more or less the same. The figure seems to be high in view
of the fact that the study was done in an urbilllarea in vmich
living accommodations are designed for relatively small fa-
mily units~ and in an environment in which the pattern of
joint family habitation is not at all co~~on~ or is~ in fact,
frovv:nedupon. The relatively large size cf Indian families
should also be taken into 8cCOunt. The average number of
children per nuclear family who are living with their parents
turned out to be 4.2 in our samPle.4) But it is precisely
because the Indian family has continued to be viewed not only
as a consumption unit, but also as the major production unit
in both retail trade 2nd the traditional crafts, in which
family members and relatives are an economic asset, that the
joint family pattern has showed such remarkable resilience
even in a largely "Western" urban setting. In our case it
was prob~bly also reinforced by the whole process of migra-
tion, the dependence of new arrivals on help from established
members in the Cape Indian comm~~ity, and their lack of other
skills needed for participation in a differentiated indus-
trial economy. Since the passing of the Group Areas Act it
has also been very difficult~ if not impossible, for Indian
families to find housing outside the proclaimed Indian areas,

,
which, however~ have until recently remained largely illldevel-
oped. This might have induced some married couples to pre-
fer the inconvenience of a crowded existence rather than mo-
ving out to Cravenby or Rylands~ particularly if that meant
living far from the family business or the husband's job.

4) Generally speaking the Moslems seemed to have larger fa-
milies than the Hindus; 36.7% of them had five or more
children, whereas this was tr'ue of only 22.2% of the
Hindu families.
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The Indian family in Cape Town is undoubtedly a very cohesive
uni t. The children would spend virtually all their time
outside school hours at home since they are expected to help
in the family business or trade? which, in the case of pro-
duce markets and small cafes, may operate from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m. Neither are children? as a rule, allowed to go out
without an escort.5) Parental control over young unmarried
girls is particularly strict. One such young woman related
to me that she was not allowed to receive any telephone calls
from male acquaintances. Young men, however, are accorded
considerably more freedom and there are indications tha.t
norms with regard.to parental control are changing rapidly.
Generally speaking, the wishes of the parents concerning
their childrents education, occupation9 and marriage partner
nonetheless play an important, ffi~doften decisive, role in
determining the life course of the individual ~~til SUCll time
as he establishes a home of his ovm.

The traditional role of parents in choosing a spouse for
their child is well knOWD. It seems that at present some
Indian parents in Cape To~~ still take full initiative in
this regard. While the son or daughter involved would Wl-
doubtedly be consulted? or would even pass a hint to the pa-
rents concerning some eligible person in whom he/she is in-
terested, the parents would take responsibility for negotia-
ting the whole matter with the parties involved. Children
would rarely proceed with a relationship which is not sanc-
tioned by their parents, although the incidence of wlions
contracted without the parents' approval is probably on the
increase as the marriage-for-love ideology gains ascendancy.

5) It appeared that children from second or third generation
Cape Indiilllfamilies who reside in the older Coloured and
Malay neighbourhoods (such as the Wards excluded from our
sample) vvere :=tllowedmore latitude with regard to virtu-
ally everything. Parents tend to take a "what else can
we do" type of attitude toward this phenomena.
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One Kolmi remarked laconically: "It is not what the. parents
choose9 but what the heart desires."

Rules of endogamy and exogamy are of particular importance
for primary group cohesion within the family context since
it is the most basic determinant of group exclusiveness.
Although the absolute numbers involved do not appear to be
great9 the table below shows a consistent increase until 1950
in the incidence of intermarriage in South Africa between In-
dians and Coloureds 6) (this latter categorY9 as we have no-
ted9 includes Malays):

Table IX: 4verage annual incidence of IndianLColoured
marriajies in90uthAfr~ca. 7)

~~-------~_.._~~~~~---~~~~~-----
Indian women/ Indian men/
Coloured men Coloured women

1925-29
1930-34
1935-39
1940-44
1945-49
1950-54
1955-57

4

3
9

14
14
16
22

50
49
65
91
93
83
72

While the increase in mixed ma.rriages between 1930 and 1950
is more or less offset by the increase of the Indian popula-
tion during the same period9 it should be borne in mind that
the initial unfavourable sex ratio improved greatlY9 in the
case of Cape Town9 particularly since 1940.8) One would
therefore also have expected a corresponding decrease in the

6) Since there are relatively few Coloureds resident in both
Natal and the Transvaal 9 it is reasonable to accept that
the majority of these marriages were contracted in the
Cape.

7) Bureau of Census and Statistics: I!.larriaKes(all races),U.G. 38/58.
8) As we have pointed out in the previous chapter (cf. Table

VIII) 9 the majority of Indian women in our sample 9 for
example 9 arrived in Cape Town during or after WorldWar II.
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pressure to marry non-Indian women on the part of both sin-
gle Indian men? as well as Moslem Indians contemplating a se-
cond union. The rectification of the unbalanced sex ratio
within the Indian community might partially explain the ap-
parent decline of intermarriage between Indian men and Co-
loured women in more recent years? though the fact that this
trend only becomes evident Rfter 1950 makes it more plausible
to believe that it is due to the increasing number of Indians
who are "passing" as Malays? or classified as such under the
Population Registration Act. Since those entering into
mixed marriages are likely to seek such classification or
claim themselves to be "Coloured"? an increasing proportion
of such marriages are probably not being reported.
we encountered much evidence? verbal and othervase9 which in-
dicated that intermarriage was on the increase? particularly
in the Cape between Kokni-speaking Moslems ~d Malays. One
respondent even claimed - with obvious exaggeration - that
IItoday 80% of the Moslem Indians are married to Coloureds and
Malays. I' Of the couples in our sc@ple9 14.3% constituted a
mixed marriage in the sense that one of the partners were ei-
ther non-Indian or had a non-Indian parent.9) Thirteen of
these sixteen cases involved Moslems. Of the Koknis inter-
viewed, 30% further claimed that they had close relatives 10)
who were married to non-Indians.ll) In fact, inter-racial
marriages seemed to be much more common among Koknis then

9) It should be mentioned, however, that mixed couples might
be over-represented in our sample since an effort was
made to lOCate such couples in order to get a better in-
sight into the dynamics of the process of integration.
At the same time, the fact that the areas which probably
have the highest rate of intermarriage were excluded iTom
our sample? should be kept in mind.

10) This was defined as being Ylithin two degrees.
11) This figure should, of course, not be taken to repre-

sent the statistical incidence of interracial marriage
since R number of our respondents might have been, and
probably were related9 ffildwould therefore have been re-
ferring to some of the same cases of "mixed" marriages.
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unions ~~th other non-Kokni-speaking Indians~ which points
to the predominrolce of the principle of religious endogamy
over that of racial or ethnic endogamy. Even the instances
of unions with Coloureds could not be viewed as a breach of
the principle of religious endogamy in any strict sense of
the word~ since such marriages are usually contingent on the
condition that the Christian Coloured party (in most cases
this involves a woman) accept Islam. It appeared that even
though Kok~i parents would resent their children marrying out-
side their own ethnic group 1 they usually accepted it in the
long run if the above provision was met. The same tendency
therefore seems to be apparent in Cape Tovm as in iVIalaysia~
where Indian Moslems have merged into the Islamic Malay com-
munity with little difficUlty.12)

As a rule~ however~ marriage in the Cape Indian community
takes place within the limits set by religious~ language and
broad caste divisions. Many Koknis would also prefer to
take origin and occupational-status considerations into ac-
count when reviewing a prospective spouse for their child.13)

It appeared that the Gujerati-Hindus were least tolerant of
violations of religio-linguistic and caste barriers~ as well
as~ to a lesser extent1 of gothra-relations and the principle
of village exogamy. Because of the small size of the Guje-
rati community in Cape Town it is common practice for parents

12) Mahajani: QE. cit.? p. 23.
13) It was difficult to determine the role of caste distinc-

tions? since virtually all Kokni respondents vehemently
denied the existence of such distinctions~ usually con-
cluding their denial with a recitation of the Islamic
creed 'of the equality of all men. One respondent
claimed that Mukkadams (traditionally an elite warrior
oaste) still largely marry within their o~n group. He
also related how another Kokni "bragged about his de-
scent" in his presence. He continuE:d: "S0? I told him:
'Don't be sectional. We live in the twentieth century~
a democratic age.' So he asked: 'Can't I be proud of
my ancestors? '" The issue of contention here might
have been caste descent.
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to seek spouses for their children in Natal or the Trans
vaal.14) Most of the Gujeratis in Cape Town are from the
Vaishya caste~ but even within this broad division most mar-
riages are contracted wi thin the same .iat (or ,jati). Of
these caste sub-divisions the Mochi group (traditionally the
shoe-makerts caste) is numerically the strongest and also
otherwise the most influential group within the Hindu commu-
nity Of Cape TOWTI. The Mochis~ Hajam~ (traditionally hair-
dressers), and :Danjees (tailors) each have their own mandal
or association which holds monthly meetings to discuss mat-
tel's pertaining to the welfare of their group~ such as finan-
cial assistance to members~ the education of their children~
and religious matters. The cohesiveness of even these sub-
castes among the Gujeratis is illustrated by the Hajam mandal,
which~ although it represents only about twenty families, ac-
cording to one informant, still functions regularly. He
claimed that there had as yet not been 2ny marriages outside
their caste and that ~~ybody who would de so would definitely
be ostracised. Another Mochi girl revec"led with some bit-
terness that she had to "give up" a boy-friend of a higher
caste, but then added: "In five years I shall probably be
able 'to marry such a person.ll 15)

Hilda Kuper notes that the Gujeratis in Natal are likewise
the only Indian group organised according to caste principles
and adhering to some extent to traditional caste ideas. This
is due to the fact that they came to South Af:i.~icaas "passen-
gers" and being economically better off, were in' El position
to maintain their rit~al exclusiveness, retain close contact

14) This might, of course, also be a preference - or at
least to find a suitable wife in a different city, since
it is highly likely that most Gujeratis of a given caste
in ~ city like Cape Town would know each other fairly
well E'Jldcome to look upon each other as "bye-family"
constituting an exogrunous unit.

15) Cf. Qlso Hilda Kuper: QQ. git., p. 20.
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with their kin in India~ and protect the relatively privi-
1 d .t . f th . t . .t . 16)ege POSl lon 0 elI' respec lve communl lese

Although the rules of endogamy operating in the Tamil commu-.
nity seem to be less stringent? marriage usually takes place
within the same Varna or major caste division? such as Brah-
min? Vaishya or Sudra.17) In the Cape there is evidence of
racial intermarriage within this group. Of the nine Tamil
household units in our sample one represented a union between
a Tamil man and a German-St. Helena womill19 while five other
respondents reported that they had close relatives (within
two degrees) who were married to non-Indians .18) Insta..1'1ces
of intermarriage are? however? hardly accepted by the commu-
nity as a whole. The man involved in the "mixed" union to
which we referred above? was disinherited by his family as a
result of it. He had not visited them since? although he
said that his nephew sometimes looked him up. He immediate-
ly added: "But you see~ he is of the younger generation.tl

Another Tamil respondent related that his mother was very up-
set when his orother married a Malay girl. The latter would9

however9 visit his horne now and then? and even bring his wife
along on occasion.

It would seem, then? that the family remains a very important
and powerful primary unit in all sections of the Cape Indian
community. It is noteworthy that racial intermarriage is
apparently more common than that between people of different
linguistic, religious or caste affiliations. In the family
context - in which resistffilceis the greatest - assimilation

16) Ibid.9 pp. 30-33.
17) One survey in Durban revealed that 113 out of 120 Tamil

TIlE'.rriagestook place between people of the same Varna.
Ibid.? p. 31~

18) Two of these were Coloureds? one Malay? one White? and
one was not specified.
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thus appears to take pl~ce not by meEillSof a graduated pro-
cess? but by a clean break. One can hardly speak of any
overlap of membership either within the Indien community or
between it and other groups on this level? since those who
intermarry more often than not effectively cease to be mem-
bers of their group of origin and are actually ilrecruitedil

into their spouse1s group or merely become members of the
ill-defined i1coloured" population. Only in the case of the
Koknis and the Malays is there evidence of gradual assimila-
tion tlrrough intermarriage? although the Kokni culture usual-
ly tends to remain dominant for some time.

A word remains to be said about the Christian Indians in Cape
Town. Owing to the fO.ct that only three Christi8l1 families
Viere included in our sample? vve shall risk only the follow-
ing two preliminary impressions: Firstly? only the RomcillCa-
tholics seem to be numerous enough to form a relatively self-
contained social group. According to informants their pre-
ference was to Illarrywithin this religo-ethnic group. Se-
condly? the rate of assimilation and intermarriage of Indian
Christians particularly with the Coloured community? seems to
be higher than is the case with the other groups. It is im-
portant to remember in this connection that some of these
converts (most of them are ex-Hindus) have already been adhe-
rents of the Christia~ faith for a generation or more ruld
that many of them had to face more or less complete ostracism
on becoming Christians. The consequent need for reintegra-
tion into meaningful social relationships undoubtedly faoi-
litated assimilation and the formation of separate comrnu.l1.i-
ties wherever they were present in large enough numbers.

(ii) Volu...YJ.tary,il social" and recreational associations:
All voluntary, sporting? ilsocialil and like associations which
exist to fulfil an immedj_ate concrete purpose for its own
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members? and which have as ]rima~ focus the satisfaction of
specific needs - individual and collective - by means of face-
to-face interaction; could be classified within the "primary"
catego17. Some associations may be exclusively primary in
nature while others may merely form a part of a larger orga-
nization comprised of a variety of additional non-primary
structures. As we mentioned in Chapter 11 that which is
"produced" by such primary associations may vary from a mar-
ketable commodity to relaxation or "fun". This category?
however? excludes associations which have as primary function
the control of, or policy-making for? lower-level "executive"
systems. Such associations would? of course? be classified
in the institutional category.

Membership and participation in a variety of voluntary orga-
nizations is an import~illtfeature of the Cape Indian corilllluni-
ty. In approximately half of the cases interviewed one or
more members of the family belonged to at least one such or-
ganization. This involved mostly the heads of households?
although older sons sometimes also held independent member-
ships. Women were rarely involved.19) The overall inci-
dence of membership 1 however? seems to be high in the light
of comparable figures which were published recently for a
nwnber of other countries. In large samples drawn in five
countries the proportions of membership in vollmtary associn-
tions varied from 57% and 47% for the United States and Great
Britain respectively to 25% for Mexico.20)

The profusion of voluntary organizations may be accounted

19) '1'he1'ewere a few conspicuous and important exceptions to
this. One Tamil 1NOmal1 was an executive member of seve-
ral prominent organizations and had earlier served a
term on the Goodwood Town Council. Another vvell-known
and controversial woman had been member of the Cape
Town City Council.

20) Gabriel A. Almond and Sidney Verba: ~he Civic Cu1tur~,
19 63 9 p. 302.
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The ethnic and linguistic diver-
sity within the Indian community itself, their allegiance to
their respective cultural groups and resistance to assimila-
tion, as well as the prevailing policy of segregation, were
all factors that contributed to the emergence of a multipli-
city of separate organizations. Coming from il solidaristic"
backgrounds 21) and being largely excluded from participation
in the larger society it seems logical that a need would de-
velop for identification in small group relationships. Fur-
thermore, sectional rivalries were often exploited by indivi-
duals with personal ambitions, to create separate associa-
t. 22)lons.

Considerable variation in associational membership showed up
between different categories. While Koknis largely support-
ed different Islamic religious and educational organizations
as well as Traders' associations, Gujerutis, on the other
hand, were more likely to support caste-based associations,
other Hindu groups, and sports and recreational clubs. In-
diEillsfrom the YOilllger~ge group who had settled in Cape Town
after 1940 were much more likely to belong to associations.
More than 607'0 of them claimed to hold membership in at least
one organization compared to about 40% of those who had ar-
rived in the Cape prior to 1940. The former group were also
more likely to belong to non-sectarian associations such as
charities, sports clubs, and "social" groups, in contrast to
more narrowly religiously or group based organizations.

On examining specific types of associations more closely, it
appeared that about a quarter of those in our sample who held
membership in some body were involved in a sports or recrea-
tional club. Most of these clubs started out as exclusively

21) Cf. Chapter I, par. 2.
22) Hilda Kuper: 2.£. cit., pp. 80-81.
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Indian organizations, but during the past fifteen years have
opened their ranks to members of othe races9 notably Colour-
eds and Malays, 2nd are today affiliated to major provincial
or national non-White sporting bodies. Such changes are al-
so reflected in new names for clubs as in the case of the
erstwhile Western Province Indian Football Association which
became the Western Province City and Suburban Football Club,
or the Western Province Indian Cricket Union which became the
United Cricket Club. Only a few bodies, such as the Univer-
sal Sports Club which is supported by Gujerati Hindus, are
still exclusively Indian. Nonetheless9 these clubs would on
certain occasions compete with other non-White teams. While
it was difficult to determine to what extent presently inte-
grated clubs are still dominated by Indians9 it would seem
that sport undoubtedly is one of the areas in vnlich the great-
est number of contacts have been established on the primary
level acros s raci8.1, religious and linguistic b[:.rriers.

Few explicitly l!sociallylior llculturally" (in the more popu-
lar sense of these terms) oriented associations were reported
V'/hichwere not religiously based. Instances that did turn
up, such as "The Young Morba Debating Society", "Sevasthra
Orchestral!, or Tamil Cultural Society, however, seemed to be
sectiona19 based in a specific locality, and often very loose-
ly and informally organised. They would easily dissolve when
the members - generally 8 group of young men - drifted apart
as a result of moving out of the area or getting married.

(iii) Primary religious 8.."ldeducational grouJ2s,: In spite
of the fact that the majority of associations among Cape In-
dians are ultimately related in some way to the major reli-
gious groupings among them, few primary groups exist which
have immediate and explicit religious or educational aims.
A few inst8.rlceswhich vvould qualify under this category are
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some of the mosque societies, discussion groups which invite
speakers to lecture on Moslem theology, and smaller groups of
worshippers who meet in intimate surrolmdings, such as the
Sunday home meetings of members of the Divine Life Society.
It is important to note, however9 that religious or education-
al activities which are attended by large numbers of indivi-
duals as a congregation, audience or student bodY9 often pro-
vide the setting for face-to-face contact Eilldthe development
of closer friendships. Such contact would then be main-
tained on an informal basis at home9 and9 in the case of
youngsters9 on the school playground or in front of the cor-
ner grocer's shop. These settings of potentially large-
scale contact9 therefore9 asswne some importance in terms of
the extent to which they generate divisive forces on the one
hand, or integrative forces on the other, within the Cape In-
dian community as well as the larger local non-white commu-
nity.

Looking at education9 it is clear that the secular public day-
schools which virtually all Indian children attend9 unless
their parents send them abroad for education9 constitute im-
portant channels for inter-ethnic assimilation between non-

2~)whites.) The South African educational system is largely
egalitarian and undifferentiated - both in terms of status
and curriculum - vathin the prevailing pattern of segregation.
This is symbolised9 for example 9 in the lIuniformli

9 or stan-

23) Since most of the Africans are residentially segregated
in "locations" and most of their children attend schools
there9 this applies mainly to Indians 9 Coloureds and Ma-
lays. It is possible that at least the Coloureds9 Afri-
cans and Indians 'Nill be segregated Ii out" into separate
schools in the future (as is already the case to a
larger extent in Natal) in keeping with thE; overall po-
licy of the government of bringing independent centra-
lised Departments of Education into being for the major
racial groups. It seems9 however9 as if it would still
be some time before a separate schoo19 or schools for In-
dians in the Cape9 would be feasible, even if only be-
cause of their dispersed pattern of residence.
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dard outfit of distinctive clothing? that all pupils are re-
quired to wear at many primary and seoondary schools.24) This
somewhat democratic educational atmosphere seems to have en-
couraged social contact across group boundaries within schools.
A number of Indian parents remarked that their children have
a nWilber of - or even largely - Coloured mid Malay playmates
whom they have met at school or in the neighbourhood. Some
of these friendships are maintained after students leave
school, notably in the case of young unmarried men who? in
the first place, are likely to have developed more inter-
ethnic ties owing to the greater freedom of movement and cS-
sociation allowed them by their parents.

The Habibia Moslem Educational Institute is the only large
government accredited day-school catering to some extent for
sectional interests.25) The various Indian sub-communities 1

who are generally aware of the assimilative pressures on the
young, have 1 as soon as their numbers and resources enabled
them to, founded separate vernacular and religious schools
which operate in the late afternoons after public school
classes. These schools are finanoed by members of the local
community, usually administered by an appointed or elected
board? and staffed by vernacular teachers from Natal or In-
dia. The Ghandi Memorial School came into being in this way
in Newlands to serve the Hindu community? and? more recently,
the Tamil school in Rylands. Although the Ghandi Memorial
School is reported to be open to all Hindus and Moslems it
is virtually exclusively supported and run by the Gujerati

24) This requirement has undoubtedly been one of the factors
which have contributed to the fact that so few of the
younger generation of Indiffilsstill ~ear traditional
dress as a matter of course.

25) This represents Moslem rather th~~ Indian interests?
since a"large proportion of the students are? again,
Coloured illldMalay. Indians 1 however, have a promi-
nent part in the school's controlling board.
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The approximately 150 enrolled students take
lessons in Sanskrity Gujeratiy Hindiy in addition to regular
religious instruction.

The Moslem equivalent of the Hindu vernacular school is the
madr~ssa (or madriss~) where instruction is given in elemen-
tary Islamic theology~ Koranic literature~ Arabicy andy in
some of those attended by Indian childreny Urdu. As a rule
the madressa is rWl by the local i£nam (MoSlem priest) as an
adjunct to the mosque. As in the case of the mosques them-
selves which are attended by all liIosl(O~mmales~ Indian chil-
dren in many madressas probably constitute a minority among
thi?Malay and Coloured children who attend. Unlike earlier
years when certain mosques vv-ereexclusively Indian~ most mos-
ques are novv-ii integrated" ~ although one or two like the Cha-
pel Street mosque are~ according to informantsy still predom-
inantly patronised b;yIndians.

As can be expected~ Indian Christians are exposed most to con-
tact with other ethnic groups within the religious context
since the majority of them attend predomillantly Coloured
churches.26) The Hindu community, on the other handy have
up to this time been the most isolated of the C2.pe Indian
groups due to the fact that their religion is not shared by

members of any of the other etlmic groups. Even the Guje-
ra ti and Tamil Hindus generally still each go their o1,'vnv-.raysy
though th~y cooperate on occasion. Sometimes this is out of
necc:ssity. I at-cended a Tamil wedding at which a Guj erati
priest was officiating because there was no qualified Tamil
person in Cape To~n who could take charge. There are also
recent indications that the religious exclusivism of the Hin-

26) A small church centre built specifically for Indians has
been opened in Rylands by tho Dutch Reformed Church
since the completion of this study.
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dus as a group is beginning to break down.27)

(iv) Wor3 groups: Since the majority of Indians are engaged
either in a family concern or some relatively independent oc-
cupation9 few opportunities arise to develop extra-familial
primary relationships on the job. The family end occupation-
al structures~ being so closely related9 actually reinforce
each other. The only situation of any conseQuence in which
closer work relationships cc~ be established9 and 9 in fact9

have apparently already been9 exists in the catering trade in
which a considerable number of Hindus have been employed as
waiters.28) Since the few hotels and restaurants which hire
Indians seem to rely mainly on them9 while other employers
hire Coloureds~ there is little likelihood thE',tan inter-
ethnic occupational solidarity based on primary contacts will

develop here.

B. The Managerial Level

When one turns to examine the next of Parson's four levels of
structural crg811ization9 one finds that fevl'differenti8.ted
roles and collectivity structures have developed in the lar-
ger India.."lcommunity specifically for regulating the diffe-
rent types of social interchange between the primary systems
we have described 9 or between them and 8th,]y systems in the
society. The main factors which seem to be responsible for
the fact that coordino.ting functions of the m9nagerial type

27) Cf. pp. 138-139.
28) At the first open meeting of the Cape Indi811 Peoples'

Alliance in 1962 the Hindus in the catering trade9 al-
though not explicitly mentioned9 2nd particularly thoir
ackncvlledged leader 2illdspokesman~ v;ho wc~s mentioned by
naTI189 were a frequent target of the predominantly Moslem
leadership of C.I.P.A. who denounced them as "traitorstl.
i...fevi supporters of this faction who repeatedly tried to
defend themselves rr<::reeither shouted dovvTI9 or motioned
by t~1e chairm8.Y1to sit dOvVll. In 8. private conversation
a member of the C.I.P.A. executive referred to these
"vorkers with obvious disdain as "plate slingerstl.
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have either been poorly developed or If~rgely illLneCessary, are
the following: firstly, the small and relatively undifferen-
tiated churacter of most primary systems in the Indian commu-
nity as well as their internal cohesion; secondly, the iso-
lation of these groups from eEl-chother <::U1.d from the rest of
the popu12tion, which obviates the necessity of mediating
fUllctions; and 1 thirdly, the fact that such 2. large propor-
tion of the Indir:rrlsare self-employed5 i.e. are working in Q

small family business or practicing en independent profession,
and are therefore not in job situations which tend to develop
burecmcratic super-structures. }i'inally1 most of the 10v.Jer-
level governmental fJl8.nagerialfUl1ctions are1 at this stage,
still fulfilled "forll the Indians by the Department of Com-
munity Development, increasingly by the Department of Indian
Affairs

1
or the particular local m~~icipal authorities of the

areas in which they are resident. It iS1 of course1 the de-
clared policy of the present government that this should
change as the principles of separate development are imple-

mented.

In the religious and educational spheres one finds that the
different mos~ues1 orgarLizstions1 and schools supported or
controlled by Indians are generally small enough to be rill1
at the "executivell lev21 by ono or two individuals. The same
is true of the lo..rgeTIndinn-ovvned stores 1 dry cleaners' and
other ooncerns1 in which ~ relative or otherwise a person
from the SlliilerGligo-linguistic group as the owner would
most commonly hold the position of manager. In instances
vnlere Indiilllsare involved or employed in larger orgffi1izQ-
tions, "manager.ial" control is usually in the hands of cither
a mixed non-white staff1 as for example, in the Habibia
School, or in the case of hotels1 rostaurants1 8l1d other bu-
sinesses

1
held by Whites. This constitutes the first import-

ant horizontal inter-lGvel division coinciding with racial
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and economic differences.

U. The Institutional Level
In contrast to the mrulagerial level one finQs a large variety
of polic;)r-making bodies in the Ihdia:n community. The most
obvious characteristic of the majority of these bodies is,
again, that they have come into existenco to attend to the
needs and interests of the religo-linguistic sub-groups, and

,in the case of the Moslems, e, broader religious group. The
different Hindu illcmd01s, their parent organization, the Uni-
ted Hindu Association; tho Tamil CultuI'8..1Society and the
Cape rramil Institute have e.lreudy been mentioned. To this

list the Cape To~rrl branch of the Kokcnie Moslem League has to
be aelded, as well as the numerous mosque committees, the
trustees of the Habibia Orphanage ~ld of different cownunity
scholarship and educational aid funds, the Moslem Propagation
Centre, and the edi toris.l oommi ttees of t:te I1lYIuslimNewsll and
other lesser Moslem publications in Cape To~~. It ul so 2p-

peared that Koknis coming from the same tovm or village in In-
dis. havej in some inst8nces, formed associations to support
certain community projects at home. Examples of this is

the Dapoli Muslim Educational Society and the Daswell Educa-
tional and Welfare Society of Cape Tovm, which, according to
one informant, has a membership of close on 300 persons.

The prime function of the mnjority of these organizations is
the protection and maintenance of the core values of the
group they serve, even though the range of their activities
v&ry greatly.29) They, thereforo( help to preserve the se-

29) In reply to a ques'uon 3.S to vlh2.tthe functions of the
mandals are, a respondent, for eX3..-rnple,,coplied that 9

amongst others, the m2,l1dalv/Ould 11 take actionll if it
seemed that a Gujerati youth is drifting into delin-
quency. (He, however, did not explain what kind of
II delinquencyll ,-,vouldprompt cwtion, and what such ac-
tion would entail.)
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parate identities of the different Indian communities~ and
were~ in certain instill~cesy called into being specifically
for this purpose. It appears that e.s soon as the numbers
of a particular sub-group increases to a point where this is
possible~ they would set up different orgmlize.tions to serve
their sectional interests and counteract incipient as similc.-
tional pressures. 30) 'JIhefounding of the Tc::.milschooly and
the other communal activities which go with it? Q.S soon e.s a
sufficient number of Tamil fdmilies had moved to Rylandsy is
Q. case in point. A member of the community justified it 8.S

follows: "You see? it is like this. Being a minority we
stand in d211ger of eventually dis8.ppearing as a group if we
intermarry with other groups" (he was? incidentally~ here re-
ferring to intermarriage with non-Tamil Indi2~s). Their

sensitivity to the me~sure of assimilation that has already
taken place~ was also rbrought out by an <::.rgumentbetween a
father and his son which the investigator overheard? in the
course of which the latter insisted that there were very few
of his gelleration who could speak Tamil? v~~ile his father
maintained that most of them could, but were only reluct~nt
to use it in the compffilYof their peers for fear of ridicule.

Reference has been made 2, number of times to the fact that
the various Moslem bodies aTe more inclusive than most of the
other' sectional Indian orgcmizations. It is important to
note? however, that Moslem Indi&~s, and notably Koknis, play
a dominant role in Moslem organizations, or c.t lec::.sta role
out of proportion with their numbers. One of them admitted

30) H.S., j'.;Iorrisnotes the same phenomenon in Uganda: "When-
ever the numbers of a particular caste or sect grow large.
enough for the members to consort with one another, it
is not long before they emerge ['.s8. distinct Ii communi tyil
group in matters other than purely recreational ones~
and the community's organisation begins to take over
tasks formerly undertc"ken by (a) united Indian orgenisa-
tion." Cf. ilCommunal rivalry among Indians in Ugenda",
British Journal of Sociology, 1957? Vol. 8? pp. 306-307.
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that " ••• Indians, being generally better off financially
(than Coloureds and Malays), contribute more to the efforts
of religious bodies r..nd as 2. l'E:sult often control them."

The same is true of the number of traders' associations v~lich
have come into existence in the Cape. The largest of these,
the Co.pe Indi811 Traders' Association, ch[illgedits name in
1962 to the Cape Peninsul~ Traders' Association, thus remo-
ving the label II Indian" [illdthro1,ving"its doors ... open to
all traders , irrespective of 1',3.ce,creed. or colour. II 31) Yet,
on this occ2sion only one non-IndiC'_Yl,a Malay who is a le.c:.d-
(
lng figure in the Cape rf.loslemcommunity, vms elected to the

-'2 )executive of six members.:,) The Moslem Butchers' Associs.-
tian and other local bodies like th~ Athlone-Crawford fraders'
Association and Grassy Pc~rk Shopkeepers I Association, are all
largely' controlled by Indians. It has to be kept in mind,
though, that this does not nec(;ss9,rily-point to a general do-
minance of Indi[illsin non-White org811izations, but may merely
reflect the fact that the bulk of the retail trade in certain
non-White residential areas lS in the hfilldsof Indians.

A few prominent Indian co~nunity leaders are also taking an
active part in certain II openl1 non-vYhite, or completely non-
racial, associations which function larg~ly on the institu-
tional level, such as CAFDA (representing a welfare organi-
zation: The CQpe Flats Distress Association), the Cape Con-
cert Club, the Eoan Group,33) and the country-wide non-
racial National Council of Women. This indicates 8.n in-

31) lll'vluslimNews", June 1, 1962.
32) The larger committee of 45 traders, with one or two ex-

ceptions (one of them a Tamil man), were all Moslems,
which means that the Guj erati shopkeepers were not re-,
presented at all.

33) This is a very successful non-White arts and perform~ng
group located in Cape Town, which annually offers a num-
ber of opera, ballet and other musica.l presentations.
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creasing integration of a small core of Indian elite into the
larger social and cultural life of the Cape ffildthe grovdng
acceptance of lli"1.iversalisticrather than particularistic
status-criteria. 34) This broader involvement as yet only
effects a few individuals from the Tamil 8...'1.dKok.'1icommuni-
ties~ and has little impact on the Indi3l1.community [is a
whole~ even though these individuals are all prominent ~lembers

of their respective groups. Their participation represents

more the socinl mobility of a few persons who "commute" be-
tween different institutional structures~ than the actual C011-
tact of these structures with each other. The influence of

this process on assimilation between the lc::.rgergroups can
therefore easily be over-emphasized.35)

The only other participation of Indians in non-sectarian bo-
dies on the institutional level worth mentioning~ is that of
some Moslems vV'hoserve on the school COTIlillittees of a few non-
white public schools which are otherwise predominantly Co-

loured.

TI. The Societal Level
This level of organization concerns the political and legis-
lative wlits exercising regulative fllilctionswithin en auto-
nomous political whole~ in modern tilnes typically the nation-

34) This process has undoubtedly gone much further in N2.tal~
which should be ascribed~ at least partially~ to the
greater proportion of Indians who have enjoyed some
higher education. Of. Chapter II~ Par. 3; Hey: Op.
cit.~ and Hilda Kuper: 0'0. cit.~ Chapters III-IV . ..,,--- -- ~.--

35) Morris I points out th2"t many Indien leaders in East
Africa who have gained influence within their own caste
ffildsectarian organizations~ would use their position
as a springboard to gain access into an East African
"upper class" which tronscends the boundaries of secta-
rianism~ ethnicity and race. As is the case in the Capef

however~ they do not seem to be in the vanguard of 2-
process of wholesale integration~ since they continue to
playa dual set of roles. Of. H. Stephen Morris: "In-
dians in East Afric8.: A Study in a Plural Society" ~
British Journal of Sociology, 1956J Vol. VII~ p. 210.
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It includes not only centralized legislative and ad-
ministrative authorities1 but also the various levels of re-
gional and local government 1 because of their relationship to
national political units to which they are directly or indi-

rectly responsible.

Non-whites are1 of course, more or less excluded from effect-
ive participation in government on the national level in
South Africa1 since they hold no franchise in elections for
the central parliament. The only exception to this are the
Ooloureds and Indians in the Oape1 who 1 as we have noted,36)
can elect four white representatives on a separate voters'

role. It-is as yet too early to tell what role the National
Indian Oounoil will play and what measure of autonomous autho-

rity will be granted to it. When he arul0unced the first mem-

bers of the Oouncil, the Minister of Indian Affairs1 Mr. Ma-
ree? indicated clearly that the Oouncil as it is constituted
at present should only be looked upon as a temporary advisory
body until such time as a permilllentelected council can be
brought into being.37) He? howeveT'1 did not indicate the
limits of authority such a permanent statutory body would

have. Two Indians from the Cape Peninsula were appointed to
the interim council of 21 members1 the one a well-lmovlJl1Tamil
woman and the other a Gujerati businessman.

The Coloureds and Indians in the Oape have also retained mu-
nicipal franchise and can be elected to office in local go-
vernment. The woman mentioned above served for some years
on the Goodwood City Oounci11 and the Cape Town City Council
has for many years had at least one Indian councillor. Ee-
cause of the relatively small number of Indians in the Penin-
sula and their scattered residence it would be virtually im-

36) Chapter 111 Par. 3 (iv).
37) "Die Burger", Tuesday? February 4, 1964 •

......•••..I
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possible for a candidate to be elected in any of the munici-
pal electoral division~ only on the basis of an Indian vote
along ethnic lines. Thus? campaigning Indian candidates
have had to seek support from other predominillltly non-White
ethnic groups in order to be elected. It iS1 therefore? not
surprising that Indiilllswho have been active in local poli-
tics have also been those who participate most actively in
non-sectarian and non-racial associations? since this offers
the opportunity of building up a wider range of social and
political alliances.

Although the Indians have no representation in the national
legislature there have been several Indiilllpolitical organi-
zations in the Cape1 which? like the ones in Nata11 have
claimed to speak for the Indian people and have pressed for
an extension of political rights. They have addressed them-
selves mainly to matters of national policy and seeing that

/their concerns therefore pertain chiefly to the societal le-
vel they can be discussed here.

In Chapter II we reviewed the history of national Indian poli-
tical organizations up to the present. Most of them origi-
nated in Natal? which was also their chief locus of activity
and support. Few of the early movements seem to have af~
fected the Indians in the Cape1 probably because of their
small numbers and thG relatively more privileged political
posi tion which they shared vvith the Coloureds at that time. 38)
A branch of the Indian Congress was, however? established c.t
the Cape between the tWD world wars. In the forties Cape
Indians supported the passive resistance campaigns of Indimls

38) It was difficult to get complete and reliable informa-
tion on political movements among Indians in the Cape
since there are hardly any documentary sources one can
refer to 1 leaving the memories of early participilllts
in these movements as the only source of data.
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in the Transvaal and Natal against the 1943 "Pegging Act" and
the Asiatic Land Tenure end Indian Representation Act of 1946.
At about the same time that the split between the Congress
and Natal Indian Organization occurred in Nata11 the Cape In-
dian Congress1 which w11ike its Natal counterpart 1 seems to
have been taking a line too II soft" to the liking of a number
of Indi2ll leaders1 was replaced by the Cape Indi~~ Associa-
tion under the leadership of Sheikh Ahmed Zamaneah of Pretoria.
It, however, became defunct after his death in 1949. With
'the we.ve of hew legislc,tion in the ec:.rlyfifties under the
Nationalist government a new organization was once more
brought into being, this time called the Cape IndiEillAssembly.
It specifically sought to fight the threatened removal of
Coloureds (arid Cape Indians) from the common voters' role as
well as Group Areas legislation, both acts which affected
Indians in the Cape more directly than any earlier segregato-
ry legislation. The Cape Indi3.J.'1Assembly was affiliated
with the Natal Indian Congress which was be90ming increasing-
ly radical during these years1 causing some of the Indisn
leaders in the Cape to vathdraw their support from the Assem-
bly. Within a year or two this org[mization, however, also
appears to have died a natural death.

It was not until 1962 when the government announced its in-
tention to found a national Indian counci11 and the newly
created Department of Indian Affairs started contacting a
number of prominent Indians in the Cape for consultation1.

that a new movement arOS8. In March the Cape Indian PeonIes'
Alliance was founded to oppose the formc.tion of the lJational
Indian Council. Hindus were poorly representod at the
first open meeting of C.I.P.A. which was attended by approxi-
mately 400 people. Among the twelve executive members who
were elected only two were Hindus (one~ again, being a Tamil
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At the
time of the founding of C.I.P.A. emotions ran high? but after
a few months it was already c;,pparentthat it would probabl;y-

I

suffer the same fate as its predecessors? none of which were
officially dissolved? but merely became defunct for lack of
sustained interest illld support. These orge~izations seem to
have hnd tvm further f03.tures in common: they v/ere &11 foun-
ded around specific and immediate political issues End as
soon as they proved to be unable to exercise any E:;ffective
influence on the outcome of these issues th8Y died e slow
death. Thus? although they were basic~lly opposed to over-
all governr.lentpolicies and at variance with the ideology on
vvhich it is based? at lc?2.stin the CE~se of the Nationalist
government? they were unable to attain any long-run political
goals since they had no effective means of implementing such
goals. Secondly? most of the impetus in th80e organizations
ce.me from i'l relatively small group of lOE',derswho easily be-
came divided among themselves as a result of personal or
group differences.

It should be mentioned here that a few of these Indie.n lead-
ers have also been active in local inter-racinl anti-Group
Areas committees or took a part in the now banned Coloured
Peoples' Congress and the wider left-wing Congress Alliance
movement.

Excluding the one or two Indian COill10illorsin Cape Town? the
government and administration of Indians? on both the local
and nationcl levels? is therefore in the hands of non-Indians?
whether it be the "White" parliament? the Department of In-
dian Affairs which as yet only employs Indi211s in the lower
administrative echelons9 or local Jnilllicipalcouncils which
in the Caps? though predominantly White? are non-racial (ex-
cluding Africans). It is only in the latter case that In-
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dians who qualify ce~ exercise political influence through
their vote. It was also clear thatr apart from the fact
that Indians have very little opportunity for participation
on tIle societal levelr the bulk of them in the Cape Peninsula
also manifest very little sustc.ined poli tic2.1 interestr if at
all. This lack of interest is in all probability not unre-
lated to the limited opportunity for direct participation.

E. Su:m.mary

We have ItlPgely limited ourselves in this section to a dis-
cussion of the formal structural lines of division running
through the Cape Indien communitYr as manifested by member-
ship illidparticipation in more or less organized collectivi-
ties which function w~thin different structural levels of so-
ciety. The picture which emerges from such a~ investigation
is a highly complex one. d few general and important obser-
vationsr howeverr impress themselves upon one. They concern
both the Ilvertical" and the Ilhorizontal" structural solida-
ri ty of the Indian comrrnL."lity in its "internal" 2.spects as .
well as in its relation to the larger South African society.

Looking at the Indimi population of the Cape separately from
the larger contextr one is struck by the fact that it consti-
tutes neither an integrated nor a completely developed so-

Iciecl system in the "modern" or Western sense of the term. -
More specificallYr important vertical divisions run through
the Indian population across the primary and institutional
levelsr as well aS1 to some extentr the illffilageriallevel.
We have seen that these coinci8.e largely with religious and
linguistic divisions. Furthermorer looking only at the In-
dian populationr one notices that regu12tive functions are
poorly developedr or even absentr on both the managerial illld
societal levelsi orr to put it in cillotherw~Yr that it hard-
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ly seems to have organizations which have differentiated out
on these levels. We have noted some features of the Indiilll
commQ~ity which might explain.why large-scale managerial or-
ganizntions have not yet developed within it. Howevery
looking at any population group Ilseparately from the larger
contextll in which it is lodged in Em age of nation-states and
large-scal~ political unitsy such as these remarks imply, is
an artificial analytical exercise of doubtful value. It ob-
scures the fact that the Indians s.re rele.ted to 2. larger po-
litical and social whole ana that the majority of regulative
functions on the societal level are fulfilledy or effected,
by vlhites. Insofar as individual Indians are employed in
larger organizationsy this is also true on the menagerial le~
vel. There arey thereforey important horizontal cleavages
separating the societal end managerial levels from the othery
primarily along racial lines. On the managerial level the
cleavage is tied up with the traditional as well as present
occupational structure of the various sections of the Indian
populationy which has resulted in the fact that most of them
are self-employed as independent craftsmen or petty tradesmen;
their level of education and training in particular skills,
which qualifies few of them for executive positions; andy

\

of coursey the whole legal and political structure of South
Afric~l society as a whole. On the societal level it is
more directly related to the limited political privileges
granted to non-Whitesy including the Indians.

We have seen that the horizontal cleavages, although signifi-
C2~t9 are not as clear-cut as the above remarks would implyy
since Cape Indiansy together with the Colouredsy have some
indirect representation on the societal level, and in local
government, direct representation on a non-racial basis.
This situation may change soon since the government has al-
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ready indici:.'vtedthat it intends to withdraw these limited com-
mon voting rights in exchQ.:ngefor such measu:ce of self-gover:n-
ment as will be possible for Indiruls a~d Coloureds under the
policy of separate development.

It has furthermore, been indicQted that Indiwls also partici-
pate in u number of integrc,t(~d non-VIhite m2~lc~gerial struc-
tures, particularly in the ffiosleillCOIDIDilllity. It is, further-
more, only in this religious COIDmwlity, whicll to some extent
overlaps with a section of the IXldiDn populGtion, that there
was evidence of less distinct horizontal cleuvQge along eth-
nic Qnd economic lines, insofar P..S the Kokni IndiEillMoslems
seem to take more initiativ(:; ald exercise a greater alllount
of control in Moslem orgtmiz~.',tions,schools, etc. This has
also been true in non-White trading associations and tll(;V8,-
rious abortive and morc or less powerless political movements,
in which Moslem Indi2.ns have plQ.,yed!l lec,ding role.

A closer look at the "verticaltl divisions running through the
Indian COffilllilllity,roveD.ls tha.t at soms points the structurnl
bOillldaries of the main religo-linguistic groups arc, like-
wise1 not 2.S clearly dravffi2.S would :.~ppe2.ron first inspec-
tion. As can be expected, diversi ty is most [,pparent on thf3

insti tutional level ovving to the cruci8.1 importance: t.."VJ.at
structures on this level have; for maintainiI'lg the cul tur<..".l
identity of the various groups. Among Guj er8,ti Hindus a
limited measure of separation is even malntelned on this le-
vel by the different castes represented in Cape TO~TI. ~;1os-

lem Indians, on the other hClld, tend -Co identify more clos0-
ly with co-religionists than with fellow-Indians, giving
rise to 2. consider2.ble 2.m:)UYltof etlmic assiElilntion. 39) We
have also noted that 8. small group of leading individuals

39) C f. p. 136.
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among the Indians participate actively in the life of the re-
latively small non-racial "middle-class" of the Cape Penin-
sula.

With ~espect to the primary level we noted the importance,
and resilience, of the kinship system. There are indica-
tions, however, that the solidarity of kinship units are be-
ing eroded among Trunil and Kolmi Indians as a .result of inter-
ethnic friendship contacts, particularly among the younger
generation, and the accompanying decline of parental author-
ity. Such contacts are established in the neighbourhood
where Indian families live, on the school playground, at the
bioscope, in sports and recreational clubs, and, in a few in-
stances, on the job. We shall have occasion to examine the
extent of social mixing more closely in the section that fol-
lows. Nonetheless, one is struck not so much by the extent
of the assimilation that has taken place, but rather by the
fact that there has not been a greater measure of assirnila-
tion, taking into account the forces one would expect to be
generated by the contact that is occurring daily.

It has been noted by several students of overseas Indian com-
munities, runongst others by Leo Kuper in connection with the
Indians in Natal, that when caste divisions Call1Ot be main-
tained, their function is often taken over by cultural and
linguistic divisions, which then become the main endogamous.
units.40) In Cape To~~, however, there appears to have been

39) It was not possible to investigate the situation with re-
gard to the small group of Gujerati Moslems, whose posi-
tion, one would suspect, is much more complex. While
they attend the regular mosques, and some of their
children probably receive vernacular instruction at the
Ghandi Memorial School, one would not expect them to
identify too strongly with either the Gujerati Hindu
community or the Cape Moslem community.

40) Leo Kuper: ilSome Aspects of Urban Plural Societies",
Robert A. Lystad (Ed.): ~he AfricanWo1l£, 1965,
p. 120.
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more cases of inter-ethnic than inter-caste marriage.41) It
might be added that judging by our evidence, religion seemed
to be a more important principle of endogamy than language,
with broad caste affiliation being about as important as lan-
guage. The greater readiness of Indians in the Cape to make
a radical break ~vith their community by marrying outside it,
might be explained in several ways. Not only is there a wi-
del' ra~ge of choice of prospective partners for the marginal
Indian who is willing to consider the possibility of marrying
outside his particular caste group, but there is also the
presence of the large and somewhat ill-defined Coloured com-
nunity with which such a person could identify and in which
he and his spouse could be socially accepted with little dif-
ficulty. On the other hand, a person vmo marries outside
approved caste boundaries (and these huve, of course, also
changed in the Cape) but still within his religo-linguistic
community, is not likely to find many other fellow-deviants
who would be able to lend social support to his newly founded
household primarily because of the relatively small numbers
of these religo-linguistic groups in Cape Town. At the
same time, the small size of the caste communities facili-
tates tighter social control of the members, so that an in-
dividual might prefer to step clear from this control in one
move as it were, rather than to continue to be subjected to
it partially by staying within the larger religo-linguistic
group.

A last remark needs to be made here concerning the inter-
level structural integration of the various sections of the

41) That is, if we consider only the broader caste divi-
sions. It is difficult to tell whether this is actual-
ly the case among'Koknis, owing to the absence of infor-
mation on the role of caste distinctions in their com-
munity (cf. footnote 13, p. 113). One suspects, how-
ever, that caste intermarriage would in all probability
be as widespread as the incidence of inter-etlmic mar-
riage.
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We have noted that the Tamil community
has few organizations which have differentiated out on the
institutional level. Until recently the integration of this
community was therefore largely dependent on the solidarity
of social units on the yrimary level. In the case of the
Kokni-speaking population less exclusive primary units have
been linked with equally, if not more, etbrlically integrated
institutional organizations, particularly religious ones. In
contrast, one has to ascribe the greater resistance that Gu-
jeratis have sho~TI to assimilation to the greater interdepen-
dence of primary systems, on the one hand, and religious and
caste based institutional organizations, on the other, as well
as to managerial systems, insofar as they exist. In this
community structures on the different levels reinforce each

\other to a greater extent than is true in the other Indian
- groups. Nonetheless, cracks are already appearing in the

solidary facade which the Gujerati community presents. Du-
ring the period that this study was being conducted, the re-
cognized leader of the Gujeratis, who for a long time had
been the President of the United Hindu Association, the pa-
rent organization of the various mandals and a generally con-
servative bOdy? relinquished his office to accept the posi-
tion of President of the Divine Life Society, a reformist
and more progressive religious group which has a few Tamil
and also non-Indian members in Cape TOWll1 even though the
majority of its supporters are Gujeratis. This movement
originated in India and has a considerable following in Natal,
but it only started gaining noticable support in the Cape du-
ring the late fifties after a Bramnan adherent who came from
Durban started organizing weekly prayer and worship meetings
at various localities in the city. While this movement's
philosophy is primarily based on Hindu principles, especially
those of Yoga, it also urges follQwers to "study systematic-
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ally .•• the Bi ble ~ Imitation of Christ ~ fl1ldthe Kora..1'J."next
to the Hindu scriptures, ~..ndto IIkeep spiritual diary and
self-correction register as Benjamin Frffilklindid." 42) It
still remains to be seen, however, what effect this split on
the institutional level between orthodox and more progressive
Hindus will have on other structures ill the Gujerati commu-

.nity.

Having discussed the principle structural features of the In-
dian community at the Cape, we are in a position to turn to
a more detailed consideration of the dynamic processes which
are constantly shaping and reshaping these structures. Some
of these processes have already been referred to briefly,
sil1ce it is often difficult to understand social features
identified in a formal structural analysis without relating
them to the d;ynamics of the system, or systems 7 involved.
In order to set the stage for a discussion of the processes
of social conflict, accom.rnodation, and assimilation affecting
Cape IndiGl1s, some aspects of the patterns of cultural inte-
gration and of identification will first be examined.

2. Patterns of Cultural Integration

Indians differ in their views as to which the major cultural
units are to which they belong. Some spoke vaguely of the
"Eastern" culture they represent and of the contribution it
has made, and is making, toward enriching the South African
cultural scene. Tamils referred with pride to the fact that
they were of "Dravidian stock", or to the level of sophis"ti-
cation that South Indi2n music has attained. lVIoslems~ again,
related the history of their forebears who invaded North In-

42) H.H. Sri Swami Sivananda Saraswathi: i1T','\'entyImportant
Spiritual Instructions", Leaflet printed by Sivananda
Press ~ Durban~ and distributed by tl1e Divine Life So-
ciety.
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Yet others9 oDvi-
ously sensitive to the prevailing views among Vfuites concern-
ing "apartheid" 9 emphasized that they were South Africans
first ~~d foremost ~~d that the day would probably ar~lve
when Indians would be indistinguishable as a group from other
non-Vlhites.

In spite of such opinions the observer is struck by the fact
that within the Indian population cultural differences exist
which approcah in magnitude those existing between Indians
and other sections of the population. These differences9
as we have pointed out9 stem from the dichotomy between rural
and urbtL~ origin9 variations in regional background (inclu-
ding the broad distinction between Northern and Southern In-
dia)9 and 9 above al19 differences of religion and language.
In order to examine the influence of the latter factor, in-
quiry was made into the proficiency of Indians in languages
other than those which they spe~k ~t home.43) The majority
of Moslem Indians could also speak Urdu (in fact9 more than
two-thirds of the men) as well as one or both of the two re-
gionally based dialects related to it9 viz. Kokni and Marathi.
Only 1870 of the respondents in this group9 however9 could
speak Hindi9 compared to 60% of Hindu respondents. It was9

nonetheless 9 the two South African officic,l languages which
were most commonly known and spoken next to the respondent1s
home languages. In the families that were included in our
sample who did not speak one of these as home language 9 more
than 95% of the adult men (family heads) and 80% of their
wives spoke English9 and 85% and 80%9 respectivelY9 Afrikaans.
The men more or less have to blOW either Afrikaans or English
for business reasons and to be able to serve as a link be-
tween their family and the "outside worldil9 but the ability

43) Concerning home languages 9 cf. Chapter IV9 Table IV
and Chapter V9 par. l(c).
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on the part of Indian women to speak these languages, parti-
cularly those who were not educated in South. Africa, is a
more significant indicator of actunl soci21 and cultural as-
similation. It is important to note in this respect that
more Kokni women could speak Afrikaans and/oI' English than
either Gujerati or ~amil women.

l.Iostof the T2mil-speaking Indians who had migrated from Na-
tal, could 2.lso speak Zulu, while in the CC::.pe a number of
Kokni traders who have a large African clientele have learnt
to speak Xhosa. As one would expect, therefore, members of
the different language groups within the comrnu..l1.ityhave ten-
ded to leanl to speak the other commonly used South Africilll
languages rather than each ather's languages, apart from the
few Guj eratis who know Urdu ::rndthe Kolalis who ImoVl Hindi.
The fact that Hindi and Urdu is somewhat more widely spoken
is, however, due to the status which these two 1811guE';.geshave
in India rather than to association between Indians of diffe-
rent groups in Cape TO~1. In fact, the tendency to learn
other South African languages rather than each other's dia-
lects is indicative of the wider trend among Indians to be
assimilated into the larger South African society rather than
to each other.

If one examines the proficiency of children in languages
other than the one most cow~only spoken in their home, the
generational difference with respect to this aspect of cultu-
ral assimilation becomes immediately apparent. In only 14y~
of the families in which Kokni was not the principle language
there were children who could speak Kokni 44) while in a to-
tal of 18% of all families (with children) there were children
who could speak Urdu, including the few fe.rnilieswho had this

44) Most of these cases were, of course, families in the
Kokni community who had adopted English or Afrikaans
as horne language.
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The comparable figure for Hindi was
4%. Very few children in the Tamil community could actually
speak IJ:'amil. On the other hillld9nearly four-fifths of the
children in our sample from the Guj erc.ti community could
speak their native dialect. The over-all tendency for the
children to know Afrikaans and English rather than another
Indian dialect iS9 of course9 understandable in the light of
the fact that the study of the official South Afric[,'illlangu-
ages is compulsory for all children ~f school-going age.
There are9 however 9 other indications of the more rapid as-
similation of the younger generation such 2S their mmh~er of
dress and cultural tastes. The manager of a cinema v~lich
shows Indian pictures from time to time commented that inte-
rest in them is declining among the youth. On visiting
their homes it was also apparent that many of them prefer to
switch from Indian broadcasts to listen to the latest hit
tunes on the local commercial station or Lourenco Marques
radio.

At this point we may recall that more than 80% of fifty
adults who were questioned said that they listened to Indian
shortwave broadcasts.45) Many children would be exposed to
these broadcasts9 or at least to the music if they C2Jmot
follow Hindi or the language of the broadcast 9 in the shop
or their home where the radio is playing. In the cohesive
family setting and1 in some cases1 through visits to India 46)
many aspects of Indian culture and of the traditions of parti-
cular sub-communities are transmitted to the younger genera-
tion. Nevertheless 1 while one is impressed by the resilience
that Indian culture has shovm in this foreign setting1 there

45) Cf. Chapter V1 pp. 97-98.
46) It was noted earlier (Chapter V9 p. 97) that in about a

third of the families in our sample there were children
who had already visited India.

-
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is little doubt that the general trend, particularly on the
part of the generation that is presently grovdng up, is to-
ward increasing cultural assimilation.

It was interesting to note that, in spite of this general
trend, a considerable proportion of the children were recei-
ving some form of religious and/or vernacular instruction.
Many of their parents (about a third in the cose of the fn-
thers) had been educated in India, but about 30% of them had
never received any specifically religious or vernacular
training either in India or in South Africa. This wc::strue
of 44% of the Hindu fathers, for example, while only in 15%
of their families the children had not, or were not receiving
such instruction.47) There was an important difference here
between the Gujerati families, in ~nlich most of the children
were attending the Ghandi Memorial School even though 501S of
their parents had not re:ceivea compar[~ble instruction, and
the Tamil families in which virtually all of the parents had
been to vernacular schools 48) while only about 30% of their
children were attending such schools. This might be ac-
counted for partially by the fact that the Tamil school in
Rylands was only founded a year before this study was done,
and it is possible that from now many more might receive
such an education.

Virtually all Moslem children seemed. to be taught the rudi-
ments of Islam at some stage, but since there were only a
few Urdu teachers and vernacular instruction in this case

47) :Differences in opportunities for such education has, of
course, to be taken into account in such u. comparison,
QS well as the fact that what today is achieved by more
or less formal schooling might have been affected a g8-
neration ago through more informal instruction at home.

48) It should be noted th~t in most Hindu schools vernacular
and religious instruction go hand in hand, ~mich is not
true of the Moslem madrissas since the latter mostly em-
phasise religious education and the recitation of the
Koran.
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was not centralised~ it turned out that in only 8% of the Kok-
ni families the children were also being instructed in Urdu.

Judging by the amount of sacrifice that both parents and
children were willing to make, it was evident that the matter
of religious and vernacular training carried considerable
weight with them. Not only was there some cost involved and
the inconvenience of commuting considerable distances, but
these classes had to be run in the late afternoons after pu-
blic school classes, which meffiltthat the children did not
return home until six or seven o'clock. 'J::heperiod of at-
tendance seemed to differ from individual to individual, but
some children attended madrissa classes for as long as six
to eight years.

Respondents were also questioned concerning their attendilllce
of religious meetings or other occassions which hold some re-
ligious significance. On the 1;vholesuch functions were
widely attended. Of the Moslems~ 72% declared that they at-
tended the weekly mosque services "regularly" or "often".
Only 2.5% said that they never attended such services, in
contrast to 30% of the Hindus who apparently never partici-
pated in religious activities other than on special occasions.
These occurred with Hindu festivals like Devali, on days com-
memorating saints, or on the occasion of weddings and bu-
rials which would be momentous gatherings attended by great
numbers in the community. Moslems also attached great sig-
nificance to similar special gatherings. ]'or many Hindus
and Moslem Indians participation in such meetings constituted
the only social activity they engaged in outside their homes.
On, the whole~ however, the ra.:.(lgeof participation of Moslems
was wider than that of Hindus. More than 50~ of them attend-
ed special religious lectures from time to time. Once or
twice a year up to 10,000 Moslems would gather at the Green
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Point Track on the occasion of a religious holiday or to wit-
ness a debate, as happened once, between a ChristiaD mission-
ary and a Moslem spokesman from Durban.

Some of the smaller Indian communities were also reported to
be celebrating their o~n festivals, such as when Koknis com-
memorate their special saints, or when the Tamils celebrate
their New Year. Christian Indians, of course, participate
in celebrating regular Christian holidays.

The wide range of religiously related activities which take
place might easily create the false impression that Cape In-
dians maintain a dynamic socio-religious life. There were
indications that orthodoxy is on the wane among the Hindus,
2 fact which most community leaders seemed to be aware of.
The rise of a sect like the Divine Life Society is probably
related to the religious vacuum that has been created by the
declining influence of orthodox Hinduism. Nevertheless, a
skeleton of core values from the Hindu tradition has remained
as the prime integrative cultural factor.

Moslems, on the whole7 did convey the impression of maintain-
ing a more active religious life. The first part of the
sixties has, in fact, \utnessed something of the proportion
of a religious awakening among Cape Moslems. And there is
little doubt that Moslem doctrine has had a significant im-
pact on the shape of life of its adherents at the Cape. The
universalistic creed of the equality of all men which it es-
pouses has become a powerful slogan among those who actively
oppose the goverrunent policies, and has also made them more
self-conscious about existing sectionalism among Indians 7 as
well as the non-White population of the Cape in general.
The trend away from Indic:m exclusi vism among the Koknis must,
in part, be attributed to this factor.

a
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If one reviews, then, the total situation in the Indien com-
munity, it is clear that they can in no way be looked upon as
sharing a common system of values other than on the most ab-
stracty even mystical, level of some hypothetical "Easternll

culture. The Tamils have been greatly affected by two or
three generations of residence in South Africa. Some of the

Gujeratis and Koknis share a comnlon rural backgrollildin In-
dia, but, again, more of the Gujeratis had had some urban
experience before migrating. It seems, then, that the goals
and norms of each section of the Indian population is still
largely defined in terms of their particular religious views,
their linguistic and regional background, or even, in the
case of Gujeratis, by their caste membership. As we shall
point out below, the resulting cultural diversity accounts
for the fact that terms for handling internal conflict have
not yet evolved in the larger Indian community.

The only significant common cultural elements which could be
detected were essentiall;y "Westernll

• These lay either on
the more llconcrote" level of culture as represented by the
type of homes Indians live in, their manner of dress (parti-
cularly of the men), the cars in which they drive around and
their more or less common ability to commlmicate in English
or Afrikaensi or, on the other hand] were manifested in the
acceptance of some very general Western values, such as the
recognition of Western education as a means of enhancing in-
dividual status and the acceptance of certain economic and
success values~ There has also been a slow advance in the
over-all status of women within the commtmity.49) The young-
er generation are increasingly becoming urbanites in the
Western sense of the term, but the adult Indian pOl)ulation
to a large degree still represent villagers living within

49) Cf. p. 147.
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a city.

3. Ethnic Identity and Attitudes

Two simple questions were asked of respondents to determine
their attitude with regard to the Indians as a distinct eth-
nic group. The first of these concerned the desirability
of 8. national Indian "culturaltl organization. 50) Twenty
per cent vvere unable or unwilling to express an opinion on
this. Twenty-five per cent were opposed to such an idea on
the grounds that too much de facto integration existed al-
ready ("V!ehave become so mixed up with the Coloureds" one
said) or because they saw integration as the desirable direc-
tion~ such as the respondent who replied that attempting to
promote sectional cultures would be contrary to the world-
wide trend toward the constant meeting of strong cross-
currents of Eastern &~d Western cultures. Forty-four per

cent were in favour of an organization which could promote
IlIndinn culture" ~ which could see to it that the lideeper phi-
losophical and religious roots are carried on from genera-
tion to generationt1~ and could foster the study of Indian
languages. It was clear that many still saw a hypothetical
org~ization of this nature as a possible vehicle for fur-
thering the interests of their sub-group. More than five
per cent of the respondents, in fact~ specified that they
would rather see such a body being founded on a religious ba-

49) Although very few Indic~ women in Cape TOffi1hold jobs
outside their homes, a Tamil female respondent declared
that there would be little opposition to such a thing,
and related the example of two Indian girls who had just
started working in a garment factory. One obstacle to
this kind of employment~ she said, was the unwillingness
of employers to supply separate toilet facilities for
female Indian employees. This respondent might have
been speaking in nc1me of a sm2.,11pirt of the Tamil COIIl-
mUllity, but otherwise one had the impression that there
would be considerable resistance in other sections of
the Indian community against women taking up jobs of
this kind in commerce or industry.

50) Cf. Appendix C.
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sis. A few, however, saw in it a possibility for counter-
acting the extreme fragmentation of the Indian community.
Another 4.5% stated flatly that although they would be in fa-
vour of it they did not consider it a feasible proposition
ovang to the immutability of present divisions. It might
be mentioned here that about twice as many Hindus as Moslems
were in favour of such an organization, while milllYmore of
the latter registered an "lmdecided".

Responses were also solicited concerning a second very simi-
lar question relating to the desirability of a separate po-
litical organization for Indians on a national basis. It
was pointed out to them that several orgilllizationshad
claimed to speak in the name of all South African Indians,
but that few of them had actually operated on a national
scale. A high 39% were again unwilling to express an opi-
nion on this matter. This manifests the general reluctance
which was encountered among respondents to make any pro-
nouncement concerning "politics", perhaps .because they feared
that this might have further repercussions. SOIne undoubted-
ly were sensitive to the fact that a positive answer to this
and the preceding question might be interpreted as a condo-
nation of the policy of separate development in general ~~d
the founding of a Department of Indian Affairs in particular.
The fact that there were once more a greater proportion of
non-responses among Moslems is probably due to the larger num-
ber of recent Kokni migrants who had difficulty in expressing
themselves and were also much more suspicious of the re-
searcher's intentions. Nonetheless, 37% of those ques-
tioned declared themselves to be against a separate Indian
political body, some pointing out that this is particularly
unnecessary in the Cape where Indians are treated political-
lyon a par with the Coloureds. Without being probed, a
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third of those who answered in the negative stated that they
would rather be in favour of integrated or non-racial politi-
cal parties and organizations. It might be mentioned that
considerably more South African-born respondents (53%) than
Indian-born respondents (30%) were against a separate orga-
nization.

Twenty-two per cent of the respondents declared themselves
in favour of an exclusively Indian political organization.
Hindus were again more conservative on this issue. Forty
per cent of them answered positively compared to only 16% of
the Moslems. Many in this category were nonetheless quite
explicit about the fact that they would view such a measure
as a temporary one which should only be adopted for the sake
of expediency~ the political situation being what it is.
They explained that since the government is treating them as
Indians they have to respond as Indians 9 but that the need
for this would disappear as soon as a multi-racial government
is established with 1I0ne man 9 one vote".51)

The issue of factionalism was once more brought up by a num-
bel' of persons. A Tamil youth complained that the problem
with many organizations like C.I.P.A. is that they are not
fully representative and cater mainly for the Moslems' inte-
rests. A Gujerati veteran of many earlier political move-
ments confirmed that the Cape Indians had never had a body
which represented them adequately. He added that there was
no solidarity in C.I.P.A'9 there being factions even among
the Koknis themselves9 partially because most individuals 9

51) Essentially the same issue was raised with the founding
of C.I.P.A. when it was suggested by some that the de-
signation "Indian" be dropped from the name of the or-
ganization. Leaders of the organization pointed out
that since their intention was to fight the founding
of a Department of Indian Affairs9 they had to act as
Indians opposing a measure affecting Indians.
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he claimed~ are only seeking publicity for themselves.

It should be noted that in many instances a positive attitude
toward a separate cultural body did not necessarily mean that
the person was also in favour of an Indian political organi-

zation. Judging by the answers that were given it appears
that many more were in favour of integration on the societal
level than actually desired the cultural assimilation of In-

dians.

To summarise~ we might repeat that Cape Indians did not seem
to identify themselves strongly either with the larger In-
dian community at the Cape~ the Indian population of South
Africa as a whole9 or with India as their country of origin.
Both locally~ nationally and with respect to India most indi-
viduals manifested a greater sense of unity with their kin-
ship~ linguistic, and greater caste group~ as well aS9 in
some cases~ the particular town or village in India from
which they originated. An important Qualification has to
be introduced here with respect to the Moslem Indians. In
the few years before this study was done, and even while it
was in progress1 an increasing identification with pan-
Islamism could be perceived among Cape liloslems. This ap-
pears to have started with a greater solidarity which deve-
loped among Cape Moslems themselves for reasons which 1Jve
shall discuss in the next section, 52) and the founding of
the fortnightly "Muslim News" in Cape Town. This little
paper started out carrying mainly religious articles and
news which would be of interest to South African, and parti-
cularly Cape Moslems, but soon picked up a growing interna-
tional flavour~ which was already noticable in most of the
other Moslem magazines in circulation in South Africa. This
vms evidenced~ amongst others9 by a great interest in the

52) Cf. pp. 163-165.
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progress and prowess of Moslem countries such as Pakistan and
Egypt and the measure of success that Moslem proselytising
movements have had in some Western countries. Most Moslem
Indians spoke with great pride of the history of their reli-
gion~ its teachings, and its continued expansion.

In spite of this group consciousness on the part of the Mos-
lems, most Indians in the Cape did not appear to concern
themselves overly much with the recurring conflicts between
India and Pakistan. Respondents~ however, voiced contradic-
tory opinions on this matter. The majority claimed that
the earlier, and present, conflicts in India had little effect
on relationships locally and that Moslems and Hindus get
along well together at the Cape. Hin~us, on the whole,
showed a greater awareness of the traditional rift between
the tvvo groups (perhaps because they are a minority vis a vis
the Moslems at the Cape) and in the case of some Tamil re-
spondents one sensed outright animosity. One of them ex-
plained: "Moslem Indians want to be called Pakistanis. 53)

Since the proclamation of the Group Areas many want to be Ma-
lays, or call themselves Arabs; they have never been that."
Another group of Tamil youngsters claimed that the Moslems
are fighting for supremacy even in Cape Town and added: "They
are fair-skinned and financially stronger, and they practice
hatred here in Cape Town. It is they who started with pre-
judice." They continued to draw attention to all the ex-
elusive Moslem organizations~ schools, etc. to substantiate
their claim. Another Tamil said that if he was forced to
move to Rylands and live with Moslems, he would go back to
Natal.

53) According to the investigator's experience this is not
generally ~rue. This statement seems to reflect more
an imputed stereotype which has come to be accepted by
some Hindus.
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There wasj however~ little that one could glean from respon-
ses to the Bogardus scale that was applied~ concerning Hindu-
Moslem relations. A slightly higher proportion (20%) of
Moslem Indians indicated willingness to marry a Hindu~ than
vice versa (14.8%)~ but this difference might not be signi-
ficant owing to the relatively small size of our sample and
the added fact that 011ehad the impression that Moslems usu-
ally take it for granted that such a marriage partner would 1
at least nominally~ accept Islam~ while the converse might
not be true for Hindus.

On the whole~ the results of the Bogardus scale turned out
to be somewhat disappointing and care should be exercised in
their interpretation. Firstly~ it appeared that the order
of two questions should be reversed. More respondents pro-
ved to be willing to work beside members of an out-group in
the same job than declared themselves willing to have seve-
ral families of such a group live in their neighbourhood.
Attitudes in this regard probably reflect the realities of
the South African situation in which a high degree of econo-
mic integration is coupled with an increasing measure of re-
sidential segregation. Secondly~ it is difficult to judge
what degree of reliability can be attached to the responses
that were given~ due to the sharp ideological conflict sur-
rounding the "apartheidl1 issue and the fact that the investi-
gator wa$ a White person. Many who were interviewed seemed
to be afraid of conveying the impression that they share the
prejudices which they feel the Whites are guilty of~ ffi1d
framed their responses against the background of a sweepillg
assertion that any individual is acceptable to them~ regard-
less of "race1 creed~ or colour". The fact~ hovvever~ that
44% were ready to declare that they are willing to marry? or
have their children marry a White person~ probably indicates
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not only tolerance, but that the respondents were indeed be-
ing remarkably "honest" in their replies, since such a thing
is currently forbidden by law and one could therefore expect
the issue of marrying a White to be a rather touchy one.

With very few exceptions Indians seemed to be willing to have
Coloureds, Malays, Whites and members of other Indian groups
as speaking acquaintances, to share the same neighbourhood
with them and to work next to them in the same concern. It
is only with regard to Africans that they manifested a signi-
ficant degree of social distance. Of the respondents, 23~

declared that they would prefer not to have Africans living
in close proximity to them. 54) Out-group members were ac-
ceptable as marriage partners in the following order: Malays
(54%), Whites (44%), Coloureds (39%) and Africans (15%).
Differences again showed up in the attitudes of different
sections of the Indian population. Contrary to what one

would expect, more Gujeratis than Tamils were willing to mar-
ry outside the Indian group, 55) in spite of the fact that
there were indications that more intermarriage was actually
taking place in the case of the Tamil communtty. They also

showed a greater inclination to want to keep Africans at a

distance. More than half of the Tamil respondents preferred
not to have Africans live in close proximity, whereas only
one Gujerati (out of 23) reacted in this way. In fact, Gu-
jeratis were more willing to accept residential integration

54) Although no rigorous check was made on this matter, the
investigator had the impression that it was those In-
dians who were already living in highly integrated areas
which have some African residents, such as Windermere
and parts of the Cape flats, who were also most ready
to accept Africans, which would confirm the ~rejudice/
interaction hypothesis (cf. Chapter V, p. 87).

55) These conclusions should be viewed as being only tenta-
tive ones, owing to the fact that there were only 9 Ta-
mil families included in our sample, which raises ques-
tions regarding the significance of these differences.
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with Africans than Koknis of whom 24% preferred not to have
Africans live in their neighbourhood. On the other hand, a
more or less equal proportion of Koknis and Gujeratis were
willing to countenance intermarriage with Africans (15% illld
13% respectively). Koknis showed greater readiness to marry
Malays (69%), Whites (51%), and Coloureds (48%) than any of
the other Indian groups. Members of small Indian groups,
such as Sikhs, Pathans, Pillljabis,etc. 56) also showed a
greater willingness to associate with, as well as marry, non-
Indians.

It furthermore appeared that Indians who settled in the Cape
after 1940 were more willing to accept other groups than
those who were born in the Cape or settled there earlier.
There are probably two factors involved in this, viz. the
age or generational difference accompill1ying length of resi-
dence in Cape Town in mill1Yinstances, and the fact that a
considerable proportion of the Indians who migrated to the
Cape after 1940 came from Natal where Indians have already
been exposed to Western values for a number of generations.
While there seem to be additional assimilative forces at
work in the Cape, the fact that recent migrants seem to re-

spond more positively to them indicates that mere length of
exposure does not constitute a sufficient condition for such
assimilative pressures to take effect.

Keeping in mind that some of the responses might have besn
i'loaded" as a result of a reaction on the p8.rt of many
against current government policies in South Africa, it ne-
vertheless appears that the readiness to accept certain forms
of assimilation, at least as far as our sample is concerned, 57)

56) Nine families from this "mixed" category Viere included
in our sample.

57) Cf. p. 155.
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was ahead of the actual or existing measure of assimilation.
This generally posi tive psychological orientation to'vvard
other sections of the host society is likely to reinforce
the assimilative tendencies which have already emerged, un-
less stringent application of the principle of separate deve-
lopment reverses this trend, which seems unlikely, particu-
larly at the Cape. To classify the Indian community as a
whole as assimilationist would, however, be an oversimplifi-
cation and misrepresentation of the situation. Many re-
spondents manifested a distinct pluralistic orientation,
judging by the opinions which they expressed concerning the
desirability of separate Indian cultural and political orga-
nizations. Others were very ambivalent and expressed seve-
ral contradictory opinions in the course of one interview.
Perhaps this is due to the fact that it had become increasing-
ly difficult for those who favour a pluralistic situation to
defend it in the face of existing antipathy towards govern-
ment policies. One had the impression that many were try-
ing to say: ilWe would prefer our group to retain its identi-
ty, but we would not like to have this come about the 'apart-
heidi way."

Attitudes toward the various non-Indian groups likewise dif-
fered. There appeared to be little social distance between
Indians on the one hand and Coloureds and Malays on the other.
The attitude of Indians toward Whites was typically that of
ressenttment, i.e. veiled hostility coupled with some admi-
ration and a covert positive identification in many cases,
as evidenced by the large proportion who declared themselves
willing to marry Whites and the obvious pride with which some

57) It should constantly be kept in mind, as we have pointed
out, that there is reason to believe that our sample re-
presents a less assimilated section of the Cape IndiillL
population.
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spoke of their White associates and friends? or referred to
the fact tll9,t?say? their late u...1'1clehad b8en married to a
White woman. It is only with respect to Africans that In-
dians manifested considerable social distance or even anti-
pathy. In a few private discussions concerning the possibi-
lity of African rule in South Africa some Indians expressed
the srune fears, misgivings and prejudices? such as the in-
ability of Africans to participate in democratic government,
which one is accustomed to hear from Whites.

vie have seen that variations emerged wi thin the Indian popula-
tion. Indian Moslems in general? and Kolmis in particular,
were not only already assimilated to a larger degree? but
also appeared more ready to be. The Hindu groups manifested
a greater degree of in-group identification, sectionalism,
and were, on the whole? more traditional and afraid "to dis-
appear intoli the larger society. An interesting question
centres around the fact that the Tamils, who tend to pride
themselves in the fact tha.t they arE: more Ilprogressive" as a
group and have? in the other provinces? developed a larger
professional class? at the same time were more inclined to
show out-group hostility. One might conjecture - and at
this point it will have to remain at that - that they do not
only feel themselves a small and economically disadvantaged
minority among the Indians at the Cape (and it is true that
they are generally less well off than either the Gujeratis
or the Kolmis)? but also feel themselves the potential butt
of a greater measure of racial prejudice in a highly colour-
conscious society? due to their darker complexions. Perhape
it is for this very reason that they find it necessary to
dissociate themselves more strongly from the Africans.

We can conclude? then? by saying that by and large Indians
tend to identify primarily with their particular religo-
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linguistic group? while at the same time being favourably
oriented tGward the culture and values of the larger society?
and in particular that of the dominant group. At very few
points do Indians as a race emerge as major focus of identity.

4. Patterns of Association? Co-~~ion2 Conflict and
Control

In this concluding section we shall review the major social
processes associated with the culturally and psychologically
based factors affecting solidarity. In some cases this will
mainly involve summarising and making explicit facts which
should already have transpired in the preceding discussions.
The processes in which we are interested concern the range
and frequency of the actual informal social contacts which
Indians maintain; co-operation among individuals and groups;
the extent of social control which is exercised over group
members within the commlmity; Qlld? finally, indications of
inter-group and intra-group conflicts involving Indians.
It has been pointed out in Chapter I that such processes h~ve
a direct bearing on the measure of solidarity which exists
vathin a minority group.

Respondents were questioned concerning their association with
persons of a different ethnic? religious or linguistic af-
filiation than themselves? as well as concerning such social
visitors as they might have received during the week imme-
diately preceding the interview. 58) It was clear that some
did not understand what was meant by social visiting.
When it was explained that this referred to visiting "close
friends", respondents tended -Coreply either that they have
"many friends from all different groups"? or that they find
very little time for such visiting.
---~-~~------~._-~
58) Cf. Appendix C.

Others had difficulty
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in recalling all the visitors they had received in the pre-
ceding week and aYJ.sweredin very vague terms. 59) It was
furthermore clear that many were not distinguishing between
business and other types of casual contacts on the one hand 9
and friends on the other. It seemed wise9 in the light of
all this9 only to analize the responses in terms of very
broad categories.

Many Indians complained about the long hours they have to
spend in their shops and the fact that this leaves them lit-
tIe time for social activities9 or any form of relaxation for
that matter. A number seemed to be totally isolated social-
lY9 having, possiblY9 only one or two distant relatives at
the Cape and highly sporadic contact even with members of
th . 'I' loot 0 60) AbOelI' o~n re 19O- lnguls lC group. scan e seen In
Table JX nearly a third of our sample had received no social
visitors during the preceding week or had only been visited
by relatives. About the same proportion reported that they
had been visited by members of other religious9 linguistic
and/or racial groups than their own. Even if this repre-
sents a il108.SUreof over-reporting or includes persons who had

59) The large "not specifiedll category in rrable IX reflects
this.

60) Most typically this kind of respondent would be a shop-
keeper (more often than not a Kokni) on the Cape Flats
who would be spending his days and evenings behind the
counter of his dimly lit cafe-shoP9 by all appearances
subsisting on the meagre profits he can garner from
selling bread9 sugar9 !lcokes" and penny "ice-suckersll to
customers who are equally as poor as himself. Now ffild
then his wife or one of his older children would drift
in to relieve him for a while. He would move around
quietly making only the most necessary exchanges in bro-
ken Afrikaans or English even with familiar customers.
Not having acquired the most basic social skills for
effective and relaxed association in a new social and
cultural setting9 he would view every stranger entering
the shop with suspicion from behind a two or three day
old stubble. Quite obviously many of these "villagers"
are in the citY9 but not of the citY9 having been un-
able to replace the social ties they had to break on
leaving their home environment with meaningful new al-
liances.
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not come on purely social visits~ it indicates that Indians
at the Cape are involved in Q significant degree of inter-
ethnic social mixing. In fact~ nearly 70% of our respon-
dents claimed that they had friendship contacts with members
of other religious, linguistic and etlTI1icgroups. For the
reasons set out above this figure is in all probability also
exaggerated.

Table IX: Visitors received during week preceding inter-
view

Visitors N %--
None 31 27.7
Only relatives 7 6.3
Only from same religo-linguistic group 11 9.8
Some out-group visitors 37 33.0
Not specified 26 23.2

Total 112 100.0

Nevertheless, there still seems to be more frequent inter-
ethnic contact at the Cape involving Indians than is the case
in Natal, at least, judging by a survey that was done among
a sample of secondary school pupils in a Natal North Coast
community by Van den Berghe and Miller.61) In response to
a question concerning the most frequent visitors to their
home only 5% reported regular inter-racial contacts 2~d 25%

said they were visited often by one or more persons of a dif-
ferent religious persuasion than their OVffi. A third, how-
ever, only mentioned visitors from their own language group.

Somewhat contrary to what one would expect~ the Moslems in
our sample reported fewer out-group contacts than the Hindus.
This is probably related to the fact that they are less in-

61) Pierre 1. van den Berghe and Edna Miller: "Some Factors
Affecting Social Relations in CL Natal North Coast Commu-
nity", Race Relations Journal, Vol. 28, 1961, pp. 24-31.
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Thirty-three
per cent of them - closer investigation reveals that this
mainly represents Koblis - had not received any visitors du-
ring the preceding week compared to 7% of the Hindus. The
investigator's impression was1 however, that this 33% repre-
sents either the older generation of less assimilated Koknis
or more recent immigrants from India who are still isolated
socially, cUld that the established and economically better
off second generation Koknis were, in fact, socially ~ ac-
tive1 and were also exposed to a wider rilllgeof out-group
contacts, than most of the Hindu Indi2~s. Putting it in
different terms1 this means that in this regard there is a
much greater range of variation withi~ the Kokni group than
among Hindus, and that merely taking the average for the
whole Kokni group therefore gives a somewhat misleading im-
pression. Thus only 66% of the Koknis claim to have ou-c-
group friendship contacts, compared to 90% of the 1:'amils.62)
Once more1 Indians who had settled in the Cape after 1940
also reported more out-group friendship contacts and visi-
tors than earlier settlers.

Summarising the most typical patterns of informal association
among Indians 1 one might say that the most frequent contact
probably takes place among relatives, followed by associa-
tion between members of the same religo-linguistic group
(our data indicates that there is more frequent in-group
contact of this kind among Hindus than MOSlems). Associa-
tion with out-group members, including inter-racial contact,

62) 11his apparent illlomalous, or ctt least unexpected, finding
concerning the wide-ranging contacts of Tamils raises a
whole series of questions to which we shall have to re-
turn in the final chapter, keeping in mind, though,
that not too much reliance can be placed on these fi-
gures due to the small size of our Tamil sub-sample.
hese findings are, therefore, in particular need of

more adequate substantiation through further research.
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is, however, quite common, and probably more so than in most
other South African Indian comrnunities. The younger genera-
tion of Indians, of course, mix freely with other non-Wbite
peers at school, on the street, going to cinemas, and, in
some cases, in the better blown non-White restaurants like
the Naaz in Woodstock. This contrasts sharply with a minor-
ity of Indians, most of them Koknis, who are socially iso-
lated in virtually every way, other than attending an occa-
sional religious meeting.

Along with the frequency of in-group as opposed to out-group
association, the extent of co-operation in various spheres,
is also an important indicator of the degree of solidarity
in any community, or sections of it. We have already indi-
cated that although many attempts have been made in this di-
rection over the years, effective political co-operation has
never really been attained for allY significant period between
all sections of the Indian co~nunity. Economic ties playa
much more important part, but then, once more, largely vvith-
in the framework of the various religo-linguistic groups.
The general situation is exemplified by the Kokni who con-
fessed that although he might go to a Hindu businessmnn whom
he knows well for financial assistance, he would prefer to
approach a fellow-Kokni first. Another Kokni remarked: Il'Ne
all start bankrupt", meaning that most of the Kolmi immi-
grants come to Cape TawIl with virtually nothing. In most
cases a new immigrant would begin by working as a shop as-
sistant for another Kokni. In the course of time he might
lItake over" a shop from his boss or from another Kokni friend
or relative, either paying monthly "goodwill money" or rent?
or acquiring ownership of the whole concern over a long pe-
riod of time. Our informer estimated that only about 25%
of the Kolcnis who are engaged in retail trade actually own
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shops or property, and that the rest operate through some a1'-
rangement with one of these owners or "capi talists" . He
also explained that if a person goes on a visit to India he
would usually leave his shop in the hands of another Kolmi
who would pay him a regular "goodwill feell in return. This
mutual economic dependence of Indians on each other, llildpar-
ticularly of members of the several groups on fellow members,
undoubtedly contributes to the solidarity of the different
sub-communities. On the other hand, one also suspects that
some of the wealthier Indian businessmen at the Cape hE~ve had
to seek economic alliances and aid in a wider circle in the
quest of expanding their interests 9 a factor vlhich vwuld fos-
ter increased over-all integration into the larger society.63)

It is furthermore clear that such a situation of close and
sometimes forced dependence within a community le2.ves consi-
derable opportunity for exploitation, more so now under the
Group Areas Act which makes it more or less impossible for an
I:ndic1.Ylto acquire a shop or property outside the Indian areas,
which themselves have a limited economic potential, at least
as far as retail trade is concerned, bec~use of the relative-
ly small nU.J.llberof people who are envisaged to eventually
settle there. Indians were vGry sensitive about the ~hole
issue of 11 blackillail" Oil the part of some weal thy Indian land-
lords or shop owners, who are reported to demand exorbitwlt
"key" money annually from occupants over and above regular
rents just for the right of such tenants to continue occupy-
ing premises. A few informants, however9 tacitly admitted

63) Morris has, for example, pointed out what the impact of
a British-type legal system, and the Partnership and
Limited Liability Company enactments in particular, has
had on economic &rrangements between Indians in Uganda,
and the way in which it has tended to change the whole
family structure within their community. Cf. H.S.
NIorris: IIThe Indian F2.mily in Uga...VJ.da",Americ811 An thro-
pologist, Vol. 61, 19599 pp. 786-788. -
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that exploitation did take place, and immediately laid the
blame for illlythingof this kind at the door of the government
Group Areas laws. Whatever the actual state of affairs may
be, the matter of interest to us is the fact that the fric-
tion which is due to arise from any such exploitative depen-
dence would in most instances be detrimental to the solidar-
ity of a community.

It is important to keep in mind that conflict Cilllboth foster
solidarity in a group, as well as break down existing solidar-
ity, depending on who and what is involved in the conflict.
To the extent that conflict is defined as being with an out-
group, such conflict tends to strengthen in-group solidarity.
We have already indicated that Indians have only been prompt-
ed to close their ranks and react as a group at times when
they were confronted with disagreeable laws affecting them
as a group. It is only when they were being treated as a
racial group that they responded as a racial group. This
happened with the "Pegging Act" in the forties, with Group
Areas legislation in the early fifties, and again recently
with the announcement of the Department of Indian Affairs.
Conflict with a White government has, however, not as yet
resulted in any lasting unity of the Indians as a total
group, though it is possible that they might increasingly
accept the projected image of themselves as being a single
racial entity in the face of consistent treatment as a sepa-
rate group with certain assumed common socio-cultural fea-
tures.

It appears that the increased solidarity of Moslems and the
resurgence of orthodoxy on their part during the past few
years is also directly related to inter-group conflict. Du-
ring the latter part of the fifties several Christian deno-
minations, notably the L~glican and Dutoh Reformed Churches,
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stepped up their proselytising activities among Moslems at
the Cape~ inter alia appointing full-time "missionaries" to
Moslems. News concerning this quiokly spread among Moslems.
With the founding of the "Muslim News" the activities of
these Christian missionaries received wide publicity~ and se-
veral leaflets that had been distributed by them were refuted
at great length in its colulnns. Some snlall groups of Chris-
tians and Moslems met in heated discussion sessions debating
the claims of their respective religions. All this activi-
ty culminated in a massive public debate at the Green Point
athletic stadiwn betweel1 a Dutch Heformed Church minister
mId a Moslem leader who had been brought dOlml from Durban
for the occasion.

It is significant that once the immediate confrontation vnth
Christians passed out of the public eye, certain latent con-
troversies broke out again amongst Moslems. Several pole-
mics developed in the columns of the "Muslim News" concern-
ing, for example, the status of women, or the position of
the Ahmedia sect which came under heavy fire from various
quarters~ only a few months after one of their leaders had
actually been chosen to present the Moslem position at the
Christian/Moslem debate mentioned above. At this time it
appeared as if the more orthodox faction, particularly as
represented by the Moslem Judicial Council in Cape Town, was
re-establishing itself in a position of authority, at least
in the short run.

It was pointed out in Chapter I that in-group conflict in
minority groups is often related to two factors: the turn-
ing of aggressive attitudes on other members or factions
vnthin the group as a result of latent feelings of inferio-
rity and self-hatred which have been bred by prolonged ex-
posure to prejudice and discrimination; and, secondly, the
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frustration and disappointment which arises when a "solution"
to conflict with another group or groups does not seem to be
in sight, nor any prospect of improving a strained situation,
as in-group members perceive it. Under such circumstances
internal feuds and mutual scapegoating tend to become in-
creasingly common. While the immediate reason for some of
the conflicts which we have cited in the Moslem community lie
in theological differencesy the tensions generated by the
larger socio-political situation in South Africa have undoubt-
edly also played a role in precipitating such conflicts. One
might also speculate that the increasing identification of
Moslems during and after this tinle with pan-Islamism, arose
at least in part, from a growing despondency concerning the
possibility of gaining equal political rights in South Africa
ffiLdthe consequent need to identify with an expanding and
highly successful universal movement.64)

It wo~ld be difficult to explain the bitterness of some of
the feuds within the larger Indian community without refe-
rence to the strains arising from the clash of political
goals and ideologies in the country, and the growing feeling
of hopelessness on the part of those who are determined to
oppose government policies. We have already alluded to evi-
dence of conflict among factions of the Indian population at
several junctures:65) for example, that between some sections
of the Tamil group and other Indiansy and the bad feelings be-
tween some of the Koblis and the workers in the catering
tradey who are mostly Hindusy with the formation of the
C.I.P.A. But one actually had to attend some of the politi-

64) This is probably not the only factory since Benedict(2£. cit.) notes a similar return to orthodoxy and an
identification with the larger world of Islam among In-
dian Moslems in Mauritius, which was also experiencing
considerable political upheaval and change 9 though with
a totally different outcome than in South Africa.

65) Cf. p. 166.

n
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cal meetings to appreciate the acrimony that accompanied many
of these differences; to observe the vehemence and the bit-
terness with which "sell-outsil

1 or any Indians who had in the
slightest way showed themselves willing to negotiate with the
government 1 were denounced; or to witness how quickly B..Yld
sharply tempers could flare in debate.

An Indian who has lately withdrawn somewhat from this hectic
arena1 remarked: "I do not like the bullying tactics being
used now-a-days. We used to fight it out in elections in
those days with Sam Kahn 66) and those 10t1 but it was a good
clean fight 1 and we all enjoyed it. But today it is diffe-
rent. Those who do not agree are intimidated (i.e. by other
non-Whites and Indians vmo oppose government policies). They
even employ the hooligan element. I myself have received
'phone calls threatening that my house will be burnt down ••11

Reports like this confirmed impressions of increasing ten-
sion within the Indian community.

We als0 noted earlier that inter-group conflict is usually
accompanied by a more stringent control of deviants 1 since

65) In referring to lIfactionsllhere1 we have in mind the
more loosely ordered alignments of interest and opinion
which tend to crystallise in opposition to each other
around issues vnlich are being contended1 in contrast to
more permanent structurally based divisions running
through a society or community. (Cf. the Dec. 1957 issue
of the ~ritish Jou~al of Sociology and Raymond Firth's
introduction to this issue in particular: QQ. cit.)
In the Cape some of these conflicts have tended to in-
volve large segments of some of the major Indian sub-
communities 1 but rarely have they been looked upon1 or
defined to be between these groups as such1 i.e., be-
tween1 say, Hindus and Moslems9 or.Gujeratis and Tamils1etc. It iS1 of course9 true that under conditions of
prolonged conflict, conflict can corne to be associated
with relatively permanent1 and easily identifiable,
groupings in the society or community. Depending on
the course of events in South Africa (and perhaps India
and :Pakistan), this might also happen in the Cape In-
dian community.

66) He is referring here to a prominent local political
figure - and an acknovvledged Communist - of the early
post World War II years.
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such deviants threaten to divide a group at a juncture when
they feel that they can least afford it. Hence the degree
of intolerance toward deviance co-varies with the intensity
of conflict~ which also tends to lead to an increase of in-
group solidarity. Some of the tensions which we have men-
tioned above sprung immediately from attempts to keep those
who were endffilgeringthe efficacy of the nrotest to govern-
ment policies~ in line.

The pressure toward conformity is~ however~ not only con-
fined to the political arena. Since sanctions operate in
the community first and foremost within the circles of in-
formal association~ control is perhaps most effective on the
primary level. We have indicated the wide-ranging influence
that elders irl the family still exercise over the behaviour
of youths ffildchildren within the Indian co~nunity. In some
cases, the force of sanctions might also be felt throughout
a communal group. It is interesting, for example, to note
how the various groups react toward individuals in their
midst who marry outside the accepted boundaries. We have
seen th&t these boundaries have been changing, amongst others
as a result of group members who contravene them. Yet a
norm exists within each community as to what would consti-
tute a "correct" marriage. Here we are interested in how
strictly this norm is enforced. We have noted that although
the older generation of Koknis prefer marriage to take place
within the group, the numerous instances of intermarriage
with Malays and Coloureds have by now been accepted as a
fait accompli by most, and among the YOilllgergeneration there
is, in fact, very little resistance to this kind of thing.
Among Tamils neither broad inter-caste (i.e. between diffe-
rent varnaJ2) nor inter-racial marriages are condoned~ though
they do take place. In most instances of the latter kind

-
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that the investigator encountered the transgressing party had
been more or less effeotively ostracised from the community,
though he/she might still retain some contact with one or two
close relatives. Ostracism seemed to be even more severe in
the case of the Gujerati community. A Gujerati who had mar-
ried a Coloured woman and who has become quite widely known
in non-White circles in Cape To~~ through newspaper work,
testified that he had to leave his home town in the Eastern
Cape after marriage. He said that he noV! rarely associated
with Gujeratis, and concluded: "If we had to go and live in
an Indian (i.e. group -) area [md I should die, nobody would
care for my wife and children, since they are not Indians."

There were indications that there was a latent resentment,
even among Moslem Indians who tend to be most tolerant with
regard to the matter of out-group marriage, toward those In-
dians who had sought to be, or had actually been, classified
as Mala;}'or Coloured since tho passing of the Population Re-
gistration Act. A few complained that those who had done
this for the sake of expediencey " ••• are not willing to
stand by us. Ii This denial of Indian identity vIas undoubt-
edly not favourably looked. upon and it is indicative of the
degree of solidarity that dtill remains, even among those
who could otherwise be classified as "assimilationist".

Having reviewed a wide rp..Ylge of factors \!vhichin some W2.y or
another bear on solidarity patterns among Indians at the
Cape, we are now in a position to summarise, in a little
more formal and systematic way, their import for the internal
integration of the different sections of the Indian popula-
tion and the survival of these groups as separate socio-
cultural entities. By formulating our conclusions in terms
of more widely applicable hypotheses, we might, however, also
be able to draw attention to some of the important substan-
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tive and theoretical deficiencies in our knowledge concerning
lTI~inoritygroups in general, and at the same time indicate a
few of the most promising areas for possible future research
with regard to the Cape Indians.
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CHAPTER VII

CORRELATES OF SOLIDARITY

The purpose of this study was not only to determine the chief
socio-cultural characteristics of the Cape Indian populationg
but also to assess the extent to which this immigrant group
constitutes a self-consciousg well-defined and coherent so-
cial community. Investigation revealed that the Cape Indians
would only qualify as a "community" in the most marginal
sense of the term. They can be looked upon legitimately as
a social unit only to the extent that they respond as Indians
to other membersy or segmentsy of the South African popula-
tion, who treat them as a relatively homogeneous group of im-
migrants from the East who share the same national origin;
or to the extent that they react unitedly to legislation
which is directed tOg or affects them as a group. Actuallyy

the only common activity they would engage in spontaneously
as a larger group, other than political protest against go-
vernmental policiesy proved to be the annual celebration of
the national independence of the Republic of India. Even
then, only a relatively small proportion (a "few hundred"
according to informants) of the total Indian population would
attend this occasion every year. On the whole, they showed
little awareness of having a separate racial identity. The
common cone ept of "the Indian COIIll11unity" y therefore y repre-
sents little more than 8. convenient administrative abstrac-
tion. Throughout this study the term communityy when used
with respect to the Indians as a total groupy was intended
to connote nothing more than a population category. Like-
wisey when they are described as a minority gr9up reference
is being made to their socialy legaly and political position
witrun the larger South African setting and the fact that
they see themselves as a group only when orienting themselves
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to this larger setting. Viewed from a strictly sociological 

standpoint it might be more appropriate to speak of the ex-

istence of several fairly self-contained groups or communi-

ties 9 some of which may extend beyond the boundaries of the 

Indian population. Such is the case with the Kokni cowmu-

nity which is as much 1 or more 9 
11 Moslem11 than it is "Indian11 • 

From the standpoint of the individual 9 group boundaries are, 

of course, rarely singular or completely fixed. The defini-

tion of such group boundaries vary according to the situation 

confronting a person. To put it in different terms: indi-

viduals can switch from one 11 reference group" to another 

with little difficulty. 1 ) This means, for example 9 that a 

Kokni can 9 depending on the occasion 9 variously look upon 

himself as being a member of a particular family 1 or of an 

immigrant group from a certain village; or as being one o:C 

a community of small merchants in Cape Town, an adherent of 

Islam, an Indian 9 or a member of the disadvantaged non-White 

population of South Africa. Among the Cape Indians these 

increasingly inclusive reference groups do not constitute 

neat concentric circles which represent less and less import-

ant foci of identity and solidarity as one moves outward. 

For most individuals several of these "circles of identity" 

only overlap partially. In the course of this study parti-

cular attention was paid to the way in which solidarity pat-

terns affect the larger social units in which Indians live 

the greater part of their social lives 1 which in the Cape 

turned out to be the various religo-linguistic groups. 

At this stage the various factors associated with the degree 

of solidarity found in the different sections of the Indian 

l) The best known single discussion of the concept of "refe
rence group 11 is to -be found in R.K. Merton: Social 
Th~2ry and Soc~a~ $_t£u,£!u,re 9 1957, Chapters VIII & IX 1 
pp. 225-384. 
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minority at the Cape may be summarized in a more formal fa-
shion, while at the same time drawing out further implica-
tions of some of our more importill1tfindings. The hypothe-
ses which follow describe a series of l1associated states"
which emerged from our study. Some can clearly be identi-
fi~d as antecedent states, and therefore as possible explana-
tory variables, with regard to the phenomenon of solidarity,
whereas others can either be a cause or result of solidarity,
or both. It is for this reason that we cannot speak of any-
thing more than correlates or associated states at this
point. Many of our findings are in accord with those of
other students of immigrant and other minority groups, and
lend support to hypotheses which they have developed. Yet
vve cannot claim to have liprovedllanything, since this project
was of necessity conceived as a descriptive one and the ca-
nons of scientific validation require a much more stringent
testing of explanatory insights than was possible under the
study design that had to be adopted.

A final remark is in order before our major conclusions are
stated: unless otherwise stated, all our hypotheses are of
the Ilother-things-being-equal" type. 'I'hatis, they are for-
mulated for conditions illlderwhich all other relevant fac-
tors or forces are assumed to be invariable. We shall,
therefore, not attempt to state all the possible limiting
conditions at each point, although some of these limiting
conditions will appear in the form of subsequent hypotlleses.
Having said this we can proceed with the chief purpose of
this chapter.

(i) Our investigation confirmed the extent of the influence
that the background and origin of immigrant groups have on
the social structures which emerge in the new environment.
Owing to the fact that all Indian migration to the Cape was
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Those who came di-
rectly from India as "passengers" were in most instances fol-
lowing relatives or acquainta~ces from their own region or
home tovm, which made it easy for them to re-establish pre-
existing social patterns with their arrival on new soil.2)
As a result the Koknis and Gujeratis were able to form new
solidary communities in the Cape with little social disrup-
tion taking place as a result of the process of migration.
The general hypothesis which suggests itself here is that
migrants aremore_~ikely to reconstitute themselve~ into. dis-
tinct commwlities in the host country if the individuals who_~~. __ ~_,_~_~_ . _. .L.:_,.....,~, ~~~~_~_~~_~~~~

mi,grated were members of the same! or similar social units
in their country of ~rigin.

(ii) There is also some evidence that immigrants from an ur-
2:?anand, culturally, heterogeneous b~~'?2cgroundwould m8l1~iest.
9- greater degree of cultural resili~:t:J.cein an environment of
the S9.me kind in the long run, and hence Em abili ~ to main-
tatn a distinctive and cohesive cOl~UQiJX structureQ~der
conditions of cultural strain. This hypothesis rests on the
assumption that situations of cultural contact and chill1geare
conductive to the development of a greater degree of adapta-

2) Very often it is mOJ:'eappropriate to view such immigrant
groups as extensions of their home society, rather than
as social sub-systems of the host society with which they
may only have the most attenuated economic and politicc~l
ties. Wolfram Eberhard has referred to social systems
of this kind which transcend political and geographical
boundaries as social IIlayers" ("Concerns of Historical
Sociologyil, Sociolo"g"us,1964, Vol. 14 (New Serie s), p.7 • )
The Cape Indian groups have alruD..dy been integrated too
much in to, and changed by, their ne\i{setting to justifi-
ably be looked upon in this way. The Patidar commtmity
in East Africa m[.•..y be a better example of an extension of
such a social layer. Morris indicates that marriages
among them are still contracted in terms of village exo-
gamy and family rating in Indi2, and that it is often
true that the "strongest sanctions governing a Patidar's
behaviour in East Africa, are the opinions of other Pati-
dars in India" O\ving to freQuent visiting between East
Africa and Indi,a end the gOSSip,l'ngaccompan)ing it (cf.
n I d' . T:'\ -'- ,\ f' II 0 ' t 205n lans In 1.'JaSLJ.t'_ rlca , ~ • .22:......, p. •
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When speaking of cul-
tural resilience the reference is here to the ability of a
communi ty to maintain and perpetuate institutional patter'ns
in the face of strong assimilative pressures.4) Although
it was not possible to determine exactly what proportion of
each of the Indian groups at the Cape came from either a pre-
dominantly urban or predominantly rural background~ the indi-
cations that a greater number of Gujeratis had urban expe-
rience prior to settling in South Africa might offer one ex-
planation of why they were better able to maintain their cul-
tural identity in both Durban and Cape Town. Evidence from
the Kokni community, again, suggests that rural inrnigrants~
while tending to resist change, also seem to be subject to
more complete cultural breakdown when put under severe strain.
The relative importance of this factor, nevertheless, remains
to be clarified through further research.

(iii) Together with the two aforementioned factors a third,
but difficult to measure, quantity seems to be worthy of note,
viz. the amount of "cultural baggage" that immigrants bring
with them to their new home. The relevant hypothesis here
might be stated as follows: if an immigrant communit1j or a
sufficient number of h~hlX esteemed members within such a
sommunitXk possesses a well develo2eiL integrated and rela-
tively autonomous culture which is firmly institutionalised

3) That is, if cultural patterns do not disintegrate and
disappear completely. What is essentially at work here
is the principle of the ilsurviv8.1 of the fittest."

4) It is probably true that no institution is completely sta-
tic and that a particular institutional pattern undergoes
numerous smaller ch2illgesin the course of time~ precisely
in order to be able to maintain itself. If changes of a
greater magnitude occur the problem then becomes to de-
termine at which point the institution can no longer be
said to maintain itself. With llassimilative pressuresil
is meant here the exposure to viable 21ternative insti-
tutional p&tterns.
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and internalised~),~iS a~so more li~elY to be a~le t? ma~n-
tain its distinctive value and behaviour ~atterns in a~it~-
ation of cultur~l~tact. In the case of Indian migrants
the role of the Islamic and Hindu faiths as highly developed
super-ordinate value systems can hardly be over-estimated.
One is struck in this regard by the potential cohesive power
of Islam as an articulate, well integrated and yet, relative-
ly rigid religious and socia-cultural system9 over against
the flexibility of a more eclectic and accommodating system
as one finds in Hinduism. The different ways in which these
two systems function to integrate the respective religious
communities and their cohesive potential as compared to each
other, however, still need to be examined and specified.

Three further qualifications should be noted: firstly, in9-i-
viduals or groups who occ~ied a ]osition of higp status in
their ~ommunity or society ?f originor~ more likely to be.
strongly committed to the core values of their grou.l2.,since
II successful" members of society can be expected to be more
positively oriented to the system within which they have ri-
sen to a position of security and prestige than deprived mem-
bel'S. This might also be a factor partially explaining the
greater cultural resilience of passenger communities such as
the Gujeratis, as compared to identured groups among whom a
larger proportion were from the lower castes or were actually
social deviants who were trying to escape the control of
their home communities. Secondly, it should be kept in
mind that a small leadership core who are highly committed
to their group's cultural heritage, even if meny other mem-
bel'S are not, can play ill1 important part in helping a commu-

5) Successful interne,lisation of goals and normative expec-
tations implies a motivation on the part of individual
members of the collectivity in question to conform to
such cultural standards.
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nity to maintain its distinctive ethnic identity. The com-
munal leaders, as well as the religious and vernacular teach-
ers who were "imported" from India or, at the Cape, from Dur-
ban, undoubtedly have been fulfilling such a function in the
various religo-linguistic groups. Thirdly, perhaps a cen-
tral finding of our study is that there are several distinct
and relatively autonomous cultural traditions which are re-
presented among the Cape Indians. This largely explains
why they have not emerged as an enduring and solidary racial
community, but were rather consolidated into a few small com-
munities organized along lines of religious and linguistic
affiliation. The early migrants did not share conmon ele-
ments of culture (such as only now seem to be in the process
of developing in terms of a "national culture" in India it-
self) essential for their integration into a single tightly-
knit social system. The common cultural patterns which are
emerging among them at present reflect ad~pted Western -
South African value elements rather than anything indigenous-
ly "Indian".

(iv) As Francis has noted, it appears that even if individu-
als did not have any relationship to each other in their
country or community of origin and migrated independtly
of each other, the.x.woul_dtend to form s~arate communities
in their new environment to the extent that their culture
is at variance with that of the host society or communities.
It seems probable that there were some Indians who migrated
independently to the Cape, particularly among those who
first lived in another part of South Africa before finally
settling in Cape Town, and yet they were taken up with lit-
tle difficulty into the different language groups. The
principal cultural differences between the Indians and the
rest of the South African population are 110t only connected
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with religious differences9 but also with the fact that the
majority of the migrants emanated from a rural 9 solidaristic-
type peasant culture whereas the environment into which they
moved had already been significantly influenced by a more in-
dividualistic urban-industrial culture.

The obverse of the above hypotheses was also supported by our
findings, viz. that immigr~t groups would tend to assimilate
with those sections of ~he host society which resemble them
most. closely in terms of their ...Erinci.p..1e.E-hysical, social and
~Ql~~ral feature~. It is in this light that one has to in-
terpret the relative ease with which the Koknis have been fu-
sing with the rest of the non-White Moslem community at the
Cape.

It iS9 however, not only the compatability of the immigrant
and host culture(s) which determines the rate of assimilation,
but also the permeability of the various sections of the host
society. In view of the aspiration of a seemingly increas-
ing number of Indians to be accepted by the Whites9 one would
expect a greater degree of "Westernisation" to have taken
place by now, had there not been so many institutionalised
barriers preventing contact and social integration.

(v) The possibility of communal reconstitution is contingent
on an important condition1 namely that a sufficiently larg~
number of individuals from a partiC1~laI' social unit settle
clos~!l0~h to each o~herto enable them to live a fairl,,;y:
"coml?lete" social life wi thin the bOlli'1dariesof this unit.
This means that such a migrant group has to be large enough
to form a relatively self-sufficient community.6) Evidence
suggests that if there are not enough migrants from a par-
ticular unit to enable them to sustain an adequate range

6) Cf. p. 178.
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of communal functions and activities, the next largest so-
cial unit will serve as the focus for communal reconstitution
in terms of such socia-cultural patterns which the various
sub-groups within the larger unit have in common.7) Thus
it appears that if a particular sub-caste or language group
was inadequately represented among the Indians~ a more inclu-
sive caste category~ or the larger religious or regional
group, became the focus of commllilalreorganization. In Cape
TO~19 for example, the Telegus being too few to form a sepa-
rate comrnunity, have linked up with the larger South African

One might speculate that the only way in which a
truly In~Jlan community could have come into existence at the
Cape would have been if a small number of individuals from
a large variety of social backgrounds had migrated indepen-
dently to Cape Town. Even then they might have preferred
to integrate with the rest of the population rather thill1re-
maining socially dependent on each other as Indians.

The numerical factor bears a variable relation to group soli-
darity. Below a certain group size no sustained communal
solidarity is' possible simply because the group is rendered
vulnerable by the extent of its dependence on other social
systems. A point of maximal solidarity potential seems to
be reached when the community is large enough to attain a

6) It goes without saying that Y10 modern community can be
completely self-sufficient since it requires at least
certain minimal economic and political ties with the lar-
ger society within which it is lodged. When speaking
of self-sufficiency Vie have in mind the ability of a
collectivity to adequately sustain a series of functions
basic to the maintenance of the collectivity as a rela-
tively independent social system, such as providing a
wide enough range of informal association, making the
transmission of core values of the group possible, as
well as the enforcement, formally or informally~ of im-
portant norms.

7) One might speak here of the principle of "the highest
common socio-cultural denominator.11 Practically, it
means that finer social distinctions which can no longer
be maintained are "collapsed" into each other.
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high degree of self-sufficiency, yet is small enough for ef-
fective social control to be exercised over the behaviour of
members, as well as for a large proportioll of the members to
be in direct contact with each other from time to time.
Once a con~unity, however, grows too large it becomes increa-
singly difficult to control the behaviour of deviant members
who can seek out one another's support and form the vanguard
of dislocating change within the community.

A look at the Cape Indian population reveals that a number
of religo-linguistic or "tribal" groups such as the Parsis,
Sikhs, Pathans, and Gujerati Moslems are only represented by
a handful of families who are consequently unable to form se-
parate communities of their own. It was, however, not pos-
sible to investigate the social networks in which they are
involved in this study, although an investigation of the di-
rection that assimilation among them is taking should pro-
vide a useful test of some of the hypotheses that have been
put forward here. The number of Tamil migrants have only
recently grown to a point where communal reconstitution seems
possible. Such reconstitution is in progress at present in
spite of the lack of leadership resources in the community.
The fact that a stable group structure has not yet evolved
might explain partially the measure of anomie that seems to
be prevalent among Tamils. The Gujeratis and Koknis, on
the other hand, appear to have already passed this phase -
the Koknis, in fact, to a point where their group bounda-
ries are beginning to be redefined radically, so that tIley
conceivably might merely become a part of the larger non-
\vhite Moslem community in time. Yet both the Guj erati and
Kokni communities are small enough to maintain a high level
of solidarity ffi1dto meet virtually as a whole on some oc-
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. 8)caSlons.

(vi) As we have already indicated in the opening paragraph
of this chapter9 th~m~~~ grou~ of,migrants (or and cate-
gory of ~ople for ~hatmatteclare treated by others as a
sigg}e~~itary group who have certain assumed common charac-
teristtcs, the more such 2. collectivity. can be expected to de-
vel~ a Kroup consciousness and henc~a latent solidarity.
If, in addition, it is assigned an inferior status in society,
such a group might, however, over a longer period of time
show increasing tendencies for internal dissention and scape-
goating, particularly if other more durable historical or so-
cial and cultural bonds which may unite the group are lacking.
There was evidence of both these contrary tendencies among
the Cape Indians.

(vii) ~Jl.most instances..out-grou"p confli.ct would heighten in-
group solidarity, unl.ess_such conflict continues over ..a .l.or~
]eriodof time without an~solution apparently being in sight.
Each successive wave of differentiating legislation has in-
deed witnessed a consolidation of Indian opinion and popular
sentiment, although there are increasing signs of internal
conflict as a result of the continued failure of protest
movements to influence the course of events in any way. On
the whole, however, the fact that Indians have only had li-
mited opportunity to vent their hostility against the domi-
nant V,n.'ites? has certainly increased solidarity amongst them.

It should be added here that any kind of threat to the secu-
rity of a group is as likely to increase the level of soli-
darity as direct conflict with an out-group. Thus the
threat of impending economic disaster, which the Indi&~s ex-

8) One young Kokni respondent declared: "I don't think there
is a Kokni in Cape Town who does not knovv my father."
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pected to result from the application of the Group Areas Act,
undoubtedly served to unite them further.

(viii) The more contact a~rouphas - whetherthrou&h th~
Eadi...9..z..Eress? ~ora~ visUi~ or.another ..means - with 8:.

}arger ~table and 'powerful social u-nit o~.movement, with
~hich such a group ma2 id~ntify itselfz the more it shou1d be
able to present a soli~~rJL front in the face of disinte£ra-
tive and assimilative pressures on the local scene. As co-
rollary to this hypothesis might be added the fact that the
more a group is assigned minority status in society, the more
it would manifest a need to identify with a larger collecti-
vity or movement which it views as being successful or pres-
tigious. In the case of migrant communities the object of
identification might be the society of origin, a supra-
national religious or ideological movement, or even a mytho-
logical ancestory which may serve as a source of pride and
inspiration. The national independence of India and Pakis-
tan, the close contact that many Indians have been able to
maintain with their home co~~unities, as well as the inf11~ence
of pan-Islamism, have all been factors which have contribu-
ted to the solidarity of the various Indian groups in South
Africa.

(ix) It must be concluded from this investigation that the
ecological factor need not play an important role as deter-
minant of solidarity. Visiting among the Cape Indians
seemed to follow lines of kinship and religo-linguistic
group affiliation rather than being determined by physical
proximity. There was some indication which, however, was
difficul t to confirm with certainty, that migrants who vvere
acquainted with each other and belonged to the same communal
group preferred to live in the same general area and would
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associate more frequently. In large areas of the Cape Penin-
sula, for example, there are no Hindus. In other tracts or
municipal areas, again, they are as well represented as Mos-
lem Indians. Nonetheless, it is not uncommon for an Indian
to operate two shops which are twenty miles apart. Since
most Indians do not live more than 30 minutes away from each
other by car or other means of public transport, the ecolo-
gical variable seems at most to act as a limiting factor
which only gains importance to the extent that it operates
in combination with other variables.

(x) It is, furthermore, clear that the more often interac-
tion t~~s place betwee~ members of a co~nunity, illldthe
g,reater the "p'fo.£.ortic)llof the total rnemb.ershipwho are at
some time engaged i~ a mutual relationship, the higher the
de,&ree of solidari tr wi thin }he communi tl can be expected to
be. More simply, one might just say that solidarity co-
varies with the nmaber of social links within a community.
We indicated that all of the Indian groups at the Cape are
still small enough so that a large proportion of the member-
ship of each community Cilllassociate with each other on a
face-to-face basis at one time or another. We have seen,
however, that there are some Qape Indians who have remained
more or less socially isolated.

Mutual relations of dependence are of particular importance
for the solidarity of a group. The present investigation
revealed the widespread economic dependence of Indians, no-
tably in the merchant class, on each other. The friction
that has been caused in some quarters by exploitation per-
haps requires that a limiting condition be added to the ge-
neralisation we have just made, viz. that in order to in-
crease solidarity, relations of mutual dependence should be
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entered into by a common agreement of such a nature that the
one party does not hold an undue measure of power over the
other9 lest dependence lead to resentment.

The obverse of the hypothesis stated here is self-evident:
the larger the number _of _out-"group re~ations as compared .to.
in-g:oup relations in which members oia communi~y a~-
volved, and the more the1[ look ~tsid~_their own circle for
needed. ?C?cia19 economic9 _po~i ticalang. other forms of support 9
the_ mor~ such a COllilllUYl=!-,tycan be ~xpected to be illtegrfl-ted
wi~h ot~er groups in ~~ocietY9 w~thdeleterious con~~quen-
ces for its solidarity as a sep~rate ~ocial system. One pos-
sible result of the consistent application of Group Areas le-
gislation in the Cape might be that the Indians would becOlne
less dependent on the rest of the population socially and
politicallY9 while 9 at the same time9 becoming more dependent
economically insofar as more of them ~dll have to seek em-
ployment as individuals in non-Indian concerns as soon as
they are denied trading rights outside Indian areas.

(xi) We have already made passing reference to the matter
of social control in terms of its relation to the numerical
size of a community. Now its relation to communal cohesion
can be more formally stated as follows: the "greater tl).ede-
gree of solidari ty ~n a communi tY--Jthe more strin"g,entand. ef-
fective social control c~_be e~ected tc? be within such a
coll~ctivitX. This hypothesis would also seem to hold true
in inverted form. The effectiveness of sanctions needs em-
phasis here9 seeing that a community might attempt to ex r-

cise very tight control over the behaviour of its members9
but if they do not respond to it this would obviously be an
indication that the sources and agents of control no longer
have sufficient legitimacy in their eyes9 which on its part
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portends the disintegration of the system unless it is capa-
ble of effecting major adaptive changes. Of the three In-
dian groups at the Cape to which we paid particula.r attention,
the Koknis showed the greatest measure of tolerance to de-
viance and the Gujeratis the least. The latter have, in
fact, preserved their solidarity amongst others by effective
ex-communication of the most extreme deviants in their eyes?
i.e. those who have married outside approved boundaries.

Before continuing to make some concluding observations? it
might be appropriate to pause to consider a few of the theo-
retical issues that are raised by the presentation of a series
of hypotheses such as the foregoing. We have been largely
focusing out attention on socio-cultural variables1 even
though several other empirical correlates of solidarity, no-
tably ones pertaining to psychological and attitudinal vari-
ables~ could be added to our list. We have refrained from
doing so owing to the fact that it was difficult to assess
the reliability of the little data (much of it of an inferen-
tial nature) that could be gathered on these aspects1 as well
as the fact that few clear-cut relationships emerged within
this area, The following should be noted concerning the
set of generalised relationships that have been suggested:
firstly, one would expect most of them to be applicable to
a wide range of different immigrant situations, including,
for example? the case of rural or tribal populations which
have migrated to cities within the same country. Secondly?
some of our hypotheses would hold true not only for large
relatively self-sufficient communities? but also for smaller
and more limited social systems. In fact, some of these"
principles were first formulated with regard to the cohesion
of small groups, as we indicated in Chapter I. A task which
remains is to specify which additional forces come into play
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when one considers the solidarity of larger social unitsy

other than the obvious ones of sizey relationships to larger
societal collectivities and agencies, and the like. It was
not possible to give detailed consideration to these matters
since our study did not entail a systematic comparison of
small group cohesion, on the one hand, and community solida-
rity on the other. Thirdlyy it should be kept in mind that
a number of generalised statements do not by themselves con-
stitute a theory. One could only speak of a theory if the
interrelations between several such hypotheses are adequately
spelled out in terms of one1 or a few basic an~ explicit
theoretical principles, and the conditions under which each
one of them would hold true are sufficiently specified. In
terms of the first requirement one would, for example, need
to have a clear picture as to what the analytical links are
between concrete patterns of association and, say, the foci
of individual and group identity, or specific configurations
of cultural integration. Moreover1 causal priority would
have to be assigned to certain variables, seeing that they
Cilll occur in many different empirical combinations. Ideally,
it should be possible to construct a "solidarity profile"
for any community in order to assess both the existing de-
gree of internal cohesion9 as well as to predict what the
likelihood is that it would be able to "stick togetheril over
a period of time, given certain conditions. In the case of
an immigrant population such as the Cape Indians, different
research situations would call for different theoretical mo-
dels. In the early stages of the process one would need a
model to assess the cultural resilience of the immigrants
emd the likelihood that they would be able to reconstitute
themselves into a separate community, or co~nunities. Since
new variables come into play after a community has actually
been formed1 one would later focus more on determining and
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explaining the 'existing measure of solidarity and the direc-
tion that possible assimilative trends might be taking.

Whichever way one looks at it~ it should be clear that no sin-
gle variable can serve as an adequate "explanation" or pre-
dictor of communal solidarity. A number of apparently ano-
malous findings from this study would be sufficient to il-

lustrate this.
.

If one had to order the three major Indian
groups at thr Cape on a solidarity scale by approximation~
the Gujeratis would undoubtedly rank as the most cohesive,
followed by the Koknis and the Tamils who as groups both ma-
nifest complex and changing characteristics. While the Kok-
nis are rapidly being incorporated into the more inclusive,
yet highly solidary Moslem community~ ~he Tamils are only
now in the process of constituting a community of their own.
In spite of the greater solidarity of the Gujeratis who form
the bulk of the Hindu category, our data shows that Hindus
had more out-group social contacts at the Cape than their
predominantly Kobli Moslem Indian counterparts, even when
taking into account the latter's contacts with non-Indian
Moslems. Similarly, Gujeratis were more likely to express
a willingness to integrate residentially~ and marry, ~~th
members of other ethnic groups, than the Tamils who showed
a greater social distance with respect to other groups, no-
tably Africans, even though the actual state of affairs indi-
cates that the Tamils are relatively more assimilated to~
and integrated with the rest of the non-White population.
This fact does not only point up the very common discrepancy
which is found between people's attitudes and the "realll si-
tuation~ but may also be indicative of the important influ-
ence that the stability and security of a group has on its
attitudes toward outsiders. It would seem~ therefore~ that
the Gujeratis as a well-established and stable group, Cffil af-
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ford to be more "liberal" in their attitudes toward out-group

members. Finally, it might be pointed out that even though
the Koknis visited India more freQuently and for longer pe-
riods of time, they appeared to be less conscious of their
Indian-ness than Gujeratis. This indicates the dominance of
the religious variable over that of contact with larger
"source" or identity groups. It is in such more limited com-
parisons that the relative importance of. different operative
variab~es have to be established.

In conclusion, two important trends which became apparent
among Cape Indians ask for further comment. The first of
these concern co~nunal reaction to incipient assimilative ten-
dencies, and the second a seeming reaction of the Indians to
the minority status that they have come to occupy in South

Africa. Given the presence of certain communal resources,
one would expect to see certain counteracting tendencies
emerge as soon as assimilative pressures are felt by an im-
migrant population. The large proportion of Indian children
attending vernacular and/or religious schools as compared to
the percentage of their parents who had any such education
seems to be indicative of such a counteracting measure. Ob-
serving the rapid assimilation of their children to other
elements of the local non-Vfhite population, parents have
come to attach great importance to the fact that their chil-
drenshould receive some formal religious and/or vernacular
instruction, even if only for a few years. The prolifera-
tion of organizations on the institutional level appears to
be a similar attempt to protect sectional values and interests,
since their representation tend to follow the major lines of
cleavage within the Indian population. A number of these 01'-

ganizations furthermore seem to have been called to life spe-
cifically to counteract the declining commitment of members,
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and the youth in particular? to the common values and cultu-
ral heritage of their particular commmli ty. In the light
of this the following general principle might be formulated:
As soonas incipient ?-s~imilatiye-t,endencies ?-ppear w:Lthin a
solij.ar,ygroup whicll thrE?aten to chan,ge ~ts very natur~ cer:'-
.tain developments which a~e _aimed _at _buttrei3sing and main-
.!?-inillKthe cultural her:i:tage of i;J:1e.ArouE c~n be eJE£ected.

It would seem? however~ that the proliferation of "institu-
tionalll organizations among the Cape Indians is fundamentally
related to their minority status as a group.g) The structu-
ral organization of the respective communities had a striking
lItop-heavy" character noted for large unwieldly committees
which operate chiefly on the institutional level \~th very
little active "grass-roots" support on the primary level.
New organizations would typically start with a show of fran-
tic activity and an impressive flourish surrounding the
statement and publishing of aims? and the election of a large
executive, supported by a committee which might have as many
as thirty or forty members.lO) However, in some cases the
elected comrnittee would never meet again as a whole, and the
organization would die before it had been properly conceived.

J
Otherwise, a single or a few individuals might carry the
whole burden of implementing the aims of the constituted body
in question. Together with these phenomena one was struck

g) Hilda Kuper declares on the basis of her study of Indians
in Natal that lI(voluntary associations) •.. are the main
units making for internal cohesion in a minority group
excluded from the central power of the state, and are to
some extent comparable to the corporate groups which in
certain tribal societies without central administrative
machinery interact in such a way as to maiDtain the so-
cial whole.1I .Ql2. cit., p. 83.

10) The social recognition extended to an individual in be-
ing thus elected seemed to be important in itself.
In terms of the actual role a person would subseQuently
play this often did not represent much more than a sym-
bolic "tip of the hatll indicating communal respect.
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by the extent to which Indians are excluded from active par-
ticipation on the managerial and societal levels~ which are
also the power levels over illldabove such power as is .exer-
cised informally in primary groups. There is little doubt
that the multitude of institutional orgilllizations~and the
ritual actions surrounding them~ function as surrogates for
the exercise of real power within the larger Indian commu-
nity as well as beyond the boundaries of this group.

This~ then1 is the impression that the Cape Indian population
leaves ~Qth the investigator: that of a number of truncated
communitiesi communities that are i1incompleteli~partly by
internal development (or the lack thereof), and partly by
force of external circumstances. The present investigation,
however, does not provide adequate grounds for any firm pre~
dictions concerning the future. Both time and more detailed
analyses would be needed for this.
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INDIAN POPULATION

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION

E3 0- .49 '1.....
Q .s - .99 '1•- -
~ 1.0 -1.99 '1•• 2.0 -2.99 '1.

IX8 3.0 - 3.99 '1.
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLING PERCENTAGES ACCORDING TO AREA-~~-~

Magisterial
District

Ward or
Municipality

Total Asi-
ati-cpop.

Sample
{

N 10

CAPE TOWN

WYNBERG

SIIVlONSTOWN

BELLVILLE

TOTAL

CAPE TOWN

CAPE TOWN,
WYNBERG~
SIMONSTOWN,
BEJJLVILLE

TOTAL

Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 4
Ward 8
Ward 9

Ward 9
Ward 10
Ward 11
Ward 12
Ward 13
Ward 14
Ward 15
Grassy Park
Ottery
Strandfontein
Constantia

Simonstowtl
Steenberg? Lake-
side? Muizenberg?
Kalk Bay

Goodwood
Elsies River
Parow
Bellville

Ward 3
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 7

JY1iscellaneous+

26
164
71
720
70

161
1319
176
342
303
532
472
235
44
62
64

115

64

477
552
99
137
6205

393
450
1191
677

74
8990++

9
20
10
75
6

17
139
12
37
34
49
51
27
7
3
12

21

8

47
43
7
17

644

644

34.62
12.20
14.08
10.42
8.57

10.56
10.54
6.82

10.82
11.22
9.21
10.81
11.49
15.91
4.84
18.75

18.26

12.50

9.85
7.79
7.07

12.41
10.38

7 •

+ This includes areas which had such a negligible number
of Indians that they could hardly be "sampled".

++ These are based on the unrevised figures.
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APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Code No.
Ward
Mag. district
Date

1. Composition of larger household ............. " "

2. Number of children in family
(a) total
(b) resident vvith parents

3. Occupation: Husband
Wife
Child(ren)

•• " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• GO

••••• 00 ••••••••••••••••• 0 •• " ••• "

•••• 0 •••• " ••• 0 •••••• ,," •••• 0 •••••

4. Ethnic caste/affiliation: Husband
Wife

.....................
"""""""""""" Oll'''''''''''''''

5. Religious affiliation: Husband
Wife

••••• 0." •••••••••••••

..................... J

6. Home language " ••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0" 0.0 ••• Olll ••••• "

7. Which other
Husband
Wife
Children

languages and/or dialects can you speak?
"" e •••••••••••• o •••• ,," GO ••• ,," ••• 0 •• 0"" ••••••• "

" " .. " "

..............................................

8. Did you ever attend a religious or mother-tongue school
in South Africa?

•••••••••••••••• ,,"""" •• t'o •••••• " •••• 0""

9. Do? or did? your children attend s~ch schools?
............................ "" .. " .

10. Have you 01' your children visited India or Pakistan?
0<=:'""'" ..

Chil dr 8"- ~~I :
,

Husband Wife ~- ,
I All Some

.. -. "'-

No. of visits I II
I_. ___JPurpose I

~ .1

Total duration L~ I I

i I I

2/ .....
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11. Place of birth: Husband
Wife

12. Year of arrival in Cape Pen.: Husband
Wife

13. Do you ever visit people of other religious affiliations
socially?

••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•. e ••. Ill"." •••••••••.

14. Do you ever visit people of other language groups so-
cially?

Oct •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 0 •••••••••••

15. Do you ever visit people of other etlmic groups socially?
••••• (I" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•.•••.••••••••

16. (a) How many (social) visitors have you had during
the past week?

(b) What were their:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

religious affiliation? .
home 181lguage? 0 •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.

ethnic affiliation? ..............•......

17. (a) Are there any members of your family who are married
-Conon-Indians?

(b) Ethnic and religious affiliation of the marriage
partner:

18. Attendance of religious meetings:
, =--.-=.- - , == "1

I
1 Some- IDescription Reg. I Often NeverI times-~ ~"

gular
etings

-~-.~-'-"&,;- -

ctures "----_ ..-
stivals

~_~=. -"",",u.s; -. .,.,...------
her
~~ -0

"~ "- - •.-=---~~-

: . ,
r .•. ..a"".". •..• ..:n ••••.•...•_'--~ ._.,~,

Ot

r

Fe

Le

Be
me

19. Of which culturaly sporting? religious end/or political
orgs.nizations c:.reyou a member?
•• 00 •.••.••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••••••.••.•.•••••••••••

•••.•. e ••.••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••. 00 ••.••••.•••••••••

3/ .....
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20. Are there other which you patronize?
•••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

21. What is your opinion considering the desirability of a
large country-wide cultural orgffilization for all peo-
ple of Indiarl origiYl? 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••

••• •••• •••••••••••••••• •••••• 00 •••••••••• f) ••••••••••••••••

22. What is your opinion considering the desirability of a
separate political organization for Indians?
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 00 •••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••

Bogardus scale:

1. Would marry

Moslem Hindu I I

'Ind. Ind. iMalay i
, -;-~_.= ~ I-

I
Col. i Bantu Europ.

I3. Would work beside
in my job I

4. Would have several! ! I
families in my!, I, I ,neighbourhood

5. Would have merely ~.: - - I, -II' !I: I'

as speaking : I
acquaintances i I I I ! ,

= ll" ve ~I' ~I.--il -'ll~-+--l' ~l:;" ' ~~-~"-6. Would have
I outside my neigh- I I!

I bourhood I ' 'J J
r7. Would have live _:j._~~.~~.t l'--~-! i -T

outside my country! : 'I I-..-. .•...--_....... - _ .. ,....--

Hemarks: .....................................................
•• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••• ••• ••• ••• •••• ••••• 0., ••••••••••••

••••••••• •••• ••• ••• • 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.. .
•••••• ••••• •••••••••••••• ••••• •••••• ••••• ••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••

•••• • 0. (10 ••••••• ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

No. of persons covered by quest: ••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••

Asiatic pop. of ward ...... Progressive sample • •••• 0

Asiatic pop. of sub-distr. . ..... Progressive sample . .....
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